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Résumé

Ce mémoire présente le conceptdu 'troisième espace'. 'Le troisième espace' est une manière
d'aborder la question de la culture en cette période de ruptures épistémologiques, politiques
et de représentations. Les théories du 'troisième espace' placent ce dernier entre les pôles
hiérarchiques et dualistes de la métaphysique conventionelle de l'occident. Le corps, jumeau
inférieur de l'esprit dans la pensée occidentale, reste ostensiblement absent des concepts
courants du 'troisième espace' et de ses activités. Une série de modes dYnamiques
d'engagement, dans lesquels la corporalité est d'importance primordiale, le constitue à
travers cette théorisation. Au lieu d'aborder -le troisième espace' purement à travers des
textes académiques et littéraires, sources qui ont informé cette notion et sa pratiquejusqu'ici,
l'auteure propose la photographie comme site d'accès au 'troisième espace'. La
photographie, par r entremise du regard, offre des indices visuels pour aborder les 'sujets t

et les 'objets' du 'troisième espace'. Une relation ·trialectique' de la visualité, de la
subjectivité et de l'objectivité exprimées à travers le corps et l'espace charactérisent cette
approche féministe d'un " troisième espace'. L'analyse interprétative des pratiques
photographiques contemporaines de Geneviève Cadieux, Mariene Creates, et Sylvie
Readman contribue à la compréhension de la signification d'un ·troisième espace' .

Abstra('t

This thesis examines the notion of a ·third space'. 'Third space' is a way to examine the
question ofculture in a time marked by large epistemic, politieal and :epresentational shifts.
Recent theorization of "third spaee' oCten locates this as a cultural "in-between' or field of
liminality, beginning with the polarities of hierarchical and binary dualisms. The body, as
one half of dualistie thought and praetice, remains conspicuously absent from concepts of
"third space' and its activities_ A series of dynamic modes of engagement, in which
embodiment figures centrally, constitutes ·third space' in this theorization of it. Rather,
however, than approach the articulation of a 'third space' solely thraugh academic and
literary texts, its primary -sources' of -information' to date. photographic imagery is
proposed as a means to access "third space'. The photographie. through its Mediation of
··vision," provides visual "c1ues' by which to approach the ·'subjects" and '~objects"of 'third
space' . A trialectical relation of Visuality, Embodied Inter(ob)subjectivity and Space
therefore characterizes a ferninist approach to, and conceptualization of, 'third space'. An
interpretative analysis of the contemporary photographic practices of Geneviève Cadieux,
Mariene Creates, and Sylvie Readman contributes to an understanding ofthe significance of
a notion of ·third space' .
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Preface

In this thesis work 1present existing configurations of 'third space' as conceived of through

the writings of the geograpber Edward Soja ( 1996) and the cultural theorist Homi Bhabha

(1990, (994). Soja endeavours to aniculate questions of postmodem culture, politics and

theory within the context of a meta-Marxian framework informed primarily by the writings

of Henri Lefebvre, while Bhabha invokes third space from a post-structuralist and post

colonial perspective. These articulations approach third space from perspectives which

emphasize the written word as its source, whether in its literary form or in its relation to

political practice. The feminist geographer Gillian Rose critiques Bhabha's work. as

'disembodied' (1995a), a critique 1level as weil against Soja's Thirdspace of culture. theory

and politieal practiee. A lack of bodily representation in Soja and Bhabh~ coïncides in my

reading of it with what Frederic Jameson articulates as a newer (i.e..post-modem') aesthetie

in whieh its privileged 'spaces' are 'radieally anti-anthropomorphie'; that is, "the

representation of space itself has come to be felt as incompatible with the representation of

the body" (1984, 76). 1suggest that contemporary art photographie representation refutes

Jameson's statement - that a post-modem aestheties of space is necessarily anti

anthropomorphic - and add that it may eomplexify rather than nullify relationsbips between

representations ofspaces and bodies.. iDeluding here the space of theory and the photographe

1 therefore propose mat instances of photographie imagery may provide visual 'clues' by

whieh to approaeh the subjects and objects of a remade eonceptualization of third space in

whieh 'embodiment' is neeessarily a 'spatial' prerequisite.

-1-
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Photographie 'focus' as site of access

'Focus', as 1 use it in this work, refers not to its narrow usage in conventional aesthetic

photographic discourse as udepth of field,u but rather subversively, or in a contested sense,

to undermine geometral perspective and the gaze. The gaze, based in the projective eye of

the eamera and in a feminist view of it, is a specifically disembodied form of viewing

corresponding to a centred yet lacking subject. If vision or viewing is. however. following

Donna Haraway ( 1991 >, always embodied and partial. the problem of photographie focus is

a translation ioto the photographic of what Haraway terms "situated knowledges." Vision.

as related to situated and subjective knowledges, is therefore panial ordecentred, vision 'out

of-focus'. 1suggest that the use of photographie techniques such as superimposition which

cause a picture to appear 'out-of-focus' in a conventional sense are kinds of Uvisual clues"

which correspond to differing. that is situated modalities of "vision."

If the photographic provides uvisual dues" through cenain physical aspects of its imagery 

created by moving the camera while taking a picture, wough multiple exposure or other

photographic techniques - these dues do not mean in themselves. but are sites, or 'signs' by

which to gain access (0 the photographie 'space-off. The photographie space-off ean he

understood as the photograph's outside. its spatial referent. at the moment of its production.

The space-off is what gets left out of the actual represented space of the photograph when

a picture is taken. The sign or visual photographie clue. although it takes up 'space' at the

inside ofthe picture, serves therefore to anehor or make present the picture's space-off in the

actual represented space. If the space-off is understood as the photograph's 'outside' at the

-ll-
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moment of its taking, the outside functions both contextually and subjectively; that is, it is

related to the photographer as a subjective being and all ber decisions and her actions tbat

go into the making of the photograph. This includes the photographer's choice oftechnique,

those 'signs' which [suggest here are references to her embodied and situated subjectivity.

1propose therefore to initiate an exploration ofthe problematic of 'focus' by working through

the notion of the 'space-off in photographs produced by three different photographers.

Photographic 'focus', in its contested sense, is both a crucial point ofaccess to the subjectivity

of the pbotographer "off-camera" as weil as to the interpretation ofauthorial or photographic

subjectivity.

Sylvie Readman -Autoportrait à la fenêtre ( 1993)

Sylvie Readman plays with the human face and the 'look' through

the use of superimposition and image hybridisation techniques. In

Autoportrait à la fenêtre. from the series Champs d'éclipses ( (993), a womants face. that of

the photographer. is superimposed with a view of the East end of Montreal. With regards

to photographie portraiture. to which the image refers, the portrait photographer generaUy

places herse!f faee-to-face with her model. that is facing or in front of her subject. The

spaee-off is in photographie portraiture generally located in the space in front of the

photographie subject. In Autoportrait, therefore. the photographer insens herown image ioto

the pieture. not as a foregrouod to the baekdrop of the city, but as opposed to, or in front of

it. The space-off then serves in its fust instanee to physically locale the photographer in front

of, and looking out over, the city whieh she sees through ber own retlection in the glass.

-[11-
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The space-off in conventional photographie portraiture positions both the photographer and

the 'look' which emanates from the photographer into the photographie field. In the case of

Autoportrait.. however. the subject's eyes are non-distinct entities. blending in with the

cityscape and suggesting another kind of 'viewing' relation: this is not a subject who gazes

commandingly or distantly outwards over the landscaPe. If the photographer-subject does

not appear to gaze outward in a "focussed" sense at the viewer or into the landseape. neither

ean viewers see into her eyes. The absence of a discrete 'look' has (at least) two primary

effects. It obliterates the distance between the photographer as subject and her landseape

object.. burning or etching the photographer's body/self into the landscape. As photographie

object. however. the absent. or at the least displaced. look of the photographed facelhead

references the photographie gesture of the pholographer which originates with her

photographing body. ln other words. the facelhead references the space-off activities of the

phOlographer taking her own self-ponrait as well as other physical conditions at the lime of

the pietuIe's production.

Mariene Creates - Sleeping Places. Newfoundland 1982

Sleeping Places. Newfoundland 1982 is one ofseries of25 black and

white photographs which documents a patch of ground where the

artist. Mariene Creates. slept in the open during a trip around Newfoundland. 1suggest the

photograph references a particularized embodied subjectivity. The space-off of this

photograph is most generally located within the overall frame of the picture. but can he seen

as a space within the space of the pieture; that is. as a frame within the frame of the pieture.

-lV-
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ln Sleeping Places. Creates' 'sleeping place'. that is the crushed grass. is such a space-off;

the edges of the sleeping space. the frame-within-the-frame. are weil defined whereas the

uncrushed grass surrounding the interior frame appears to run off the sides and the top of the

picture. The sleeping place is aIso delineated by its colouring. it appears lighter than the area

outside of it. While the interior frame reinforces the oppositional constitution of the two

frames by isolating it as a distinct entity within the total field of the picture. it nonetheless

does not disturb the homogeneity of the image. Thal is. while the frame-within-the-frame

May thematize the question of the space-off. it does not on its own provide answers as to its

meaning or of its relationship to the outside of the frame. that is the bodily conditions of its

miling.

Geneviève Cadieux - Le corps du ciel ( 1992>

Geneviève Cadieux's use of the close-up results in a

modality ofvision related to. above ail. bodily movement or

displacement. The diptycb. Le corps du ciel. is based in sucb bodily movement. although

when each panel ofthe diptycb is eonsidered on its own. its effeets are signifieantly different.

On the left: a close-up or enlarged image of a bruise. On the right: an image of a sky with

clouds. A space-off is in no manner present within the space ofeither individual frame: the

bruised area of skin spills out onto the unbruised; the sky with clouds. likewise spills out

over the photographie edge. 1suggest that this work. like the previous two. not ooly asks the

question of the relationship of a photographie to the embodied conditions of its making. but

in 're-situating' the space-off itself. moreover problematizes its making in relation to the

-v-
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reception or viewing of the image.

Cadieux reworks a photographie antecedent and the photographic sign or trace itself in Le

Corps du ciel. The right panel. the sky. is reminiscent of Alfred Steiglitz' series Equivalents,

a series of images of skies and clouds produced between 1923 and 1932. A cloud is a

meteorological trace, making visible a number of atm(\~pheric phenomena based in the

encounter of water and light. Although tbey appear body-like. clouds are without definite

form or proper bodies. In tbis the two panels are 'equivalents' or reversible: two of a series

of apparently disembodied photographic traces of which each on its own 'makes no sense'.

As images without referential space. they are floating images. Tumed about in any direction.

the clouds are always clouds; its twinned - bruised - image. a1ways a cloud or sky-like

image. Together. however. the traces become earth-bound through their relationship to the

body. If. as the photographic theorist PhiliPPe Dubois daims. the viewer is hound by

topological space or her topologicallocation (1990) - that is. a viewing position based in the

body's verticality on solid ground - Cadieux reintroduces an element of material

connectivity, of the bodily. through the juxtaposition of the two images and the necessarily

'topologicaI' location of the viewer. A bruise. as opPOsed to a cloud. is a trace but a bodily

trace, the effect of somethiog to which it is aIso physically connected. an act of injury or of

violence. What was 'equivalent' in this work.. the trace. is 00 longer sa: the body of the sky

does not equal the broise on a body. What has become 'equivalent' or the same in this work

and those by Readman and Creates. is their need for their 'bodlly' supplements to mean; thal

is. they require a framework beyond the pragmaties ofthe photograph in order to understand
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their meaning.

While [ have been emphasizing the notion of the space-off as related ta the moment of the

production of the image. Cadieux's work insists. through its effects on the viewer. uPOn the

relationship of the space-off to the moment of its reception. Le Corps du CieL plays with the

effeets of the image through movement and bodily displacement on the part of its viewers.

The viewer is not only not easily able to perceptually accommodate the entire image in one

view. but is forced. given the enlarged quality of the bruise. to physically move doser or

further back from the image. in order to get a better view. Here the photographer's and the

viewers' bodies share the same space as their tracings of the effects of the image coincide.

This suggests acenain intersubjectivity or intersubjective relation between photographer and

viewer through the photographie itself. In the case of Mariene Creates' SLeeping PLaces. for

example. my reading of il is based in a number of factors. including my own experience of

the image of the sleeping place. other images. Creates' statements about her art practice - in

particular her actual movements on and through the land - as weU as the statements ofother

an writers and curatocs. ln relation to Creates' practices. her relationship to Newfoundland

is panicularized. mat is situated. through a number of experiences. including her own

experience of'megalithic sites' in Ireland.. Scotland and Wales which she photographed early

in her career. In these cases. she often marked the site of her own particular embodiment on

the land with non-permanent markings such as paper. for example. Gwai Y Fi/iast Burlai

Chamber with Paper. Wales 1980. linking herself both to ancient and contemporary forms

of ritual. Traced primarily as tlattened vegetation in Sleeping Places. these markings stand

-vii-
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in for Creates' own subjectivity or particular body/self. It is a reading of Creates' particular

body/self. read through her absent yet present body in Sleeping Places and BuriaL Chamber

which 1suggest engages spectators in an intersubjective viewing of her work. and serves. in

a theoretical sense to explore the situated effects of subjectivity in the writing of "space ll and

the writing of subjectivity and space in the landscape.

An exploration of the photographic space-off reveals two important aspects of IIfocus."

Firstly. the space-off reinforces the notion of difference in vision. which is always situated

or embodied. lhrough its relation to the space-off. It problematizes the Canesian duality of

vantage-point and vanishing-point. Secondly. through the space-offs emphasis on ilS bodily

constitution. both al its production and at its reception. the space-off reconnects focus to the

materiality. and temporality. of existence. The connection here is at once intuitive or

retlective as weil as physicaL "Focus ll therefore reintroduces an aspect of materiality to

theoretical writing about the world and spaces around us. 1 propose that tbis effect is

necessary to the remaking of 'third space' and to the writing of culture and theory at their

'limen'.

Towards a 'feminist' tbird space: revieWÎDI theory and its 'outside'

[ propose that the type of viewing 1 propose in this work coincides with wbat the

photographic theorist Amelia Jones terms 'the hole eye' (1997). The 'bole eyc', as opposed

to the 'projective eye' of geometral focus. refers to an intersubjectivc relationship in which

-\'111-
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subjeets relate reciprocally and are reciprocally situated; that is. it is a mode of

intersubjeetive relations oflooking through which subjects are eonstituted. Representational

spaces. such as the photograph. and following the feminist geographer Gillian Rose. are

implieated in the constitution of both subjectivity and social space. In her reading of

contemporary photographs by artists such as Cindy Sherman and Barbara Kruger. Rose calls

for notions and practiees of space whieh are not reducible to the transparent spaces of

hegemonic gazes (1995b). The transfonnations which Rose proposes through

·intersubjeetive· readings ofcontemporaryphotographie practices fall short however hecause

Rose provides no framework for understanding how photographie space may actually he

linked to intersubjective embodiment and to new constitutions of spatiality and the

landscape. Rose's metbodological shortfall creates an epistemological one for feminist

geography through her conflation ofthe materiality of the photograph with its theories. ofthe

surface of the image as somehow 'equal to' or meaning the same as its points of extra

photographie reference. This is paradoxical because Rose critiques Homi Bhabha for a

similar conflation. of political practice and writing. a praetiee which she. as noted above.

critiques as 'disembodying'.

[ propose a relation ofvisuality. embodied intersub(ob)jectivity and space in the constitution

of a 'feminist' approach to third space. As a liminal figuration ofcontemPOrary culture and

theory. a feminist third space would focus on the necessity of the intersubjective and

interobjeetive in knowledge of the visual; that is third space as a liminal expression of the

inside of theory to its 'spatial' outsides.

-IX -
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Introduction

This thesis project developed from interests in two diverse areas: "an" and "environment.'·

Wbat began as an interrogation ofcontemporary anistic representations ofenvironmental and

feminist concems developed substantially with increased personal exposure tOI and

understandings of notions of performativity and the photographic. a feminist problematic of

the subject. including non-human subjects. and the role ofembodiment in anistic production

and reception. No longer limited to "an" and "environment" as narrowly defined., this work

endeavours to bring togetber notions of embodied and performed practices of

(inter)subjective and "technologically" based ··Iandscapett looking in orcier to suggest a

(re)location of contemporary gendered visual culture.

ln Part 1 [provide a theoretical basis for this work. [contextualize the notion of a feminist

·third space'. (a) figuration of culturalliminality at a time of large epistemic., political and

representational 'shifts'. through presentation oftwo current theories of it. Within a context

of its importance as a liminal expression of culture. an "in-between' which presents a 'third

possibility' ofexistence. [propose a (re)making of a third space from a feminist perspective.

The body, in existing post-structuralist conceptualizations of third space., remains

conspicuouslyabsent. Butlerhas written that manersofthe ··body· and ··POst-structuralismn

have seemed ··fundamentally antagonistic" to both feminist and critical theorists alike. and

asks

... if everything is discourse., what bappens to the body? Ifeverything is a
text, wbat about violence and bodily injury? Does anything matter in or for
poststructuralism? (1993,28 - original emphasis).
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With Butler's statements on the apparent antagonism between the body and post

structuralism at the fore. my intention in this worle is to move towards an articulation of a

feminist. phenomenological and post-structural third space which is attentive to bodily

matters. To this end [propose three dynamic modes of engagement. in which the bodily

figures centrally, by which to begin to conceptualize an articulation ofa third space. The first

of these. 'performativity', refees to the normative and ttansgressive means by which bodily

activities serve to alter "material reality." The second, 'materialization', refers to Butler's

notion of the 'materialization of "sex'" in which she repositions feminism's "sexlgender"

distinction. [suggest that the concept of'materialization' can be used to reframe the "inside"

and the "outside" ofculture, and to activate ··external" categories conventionally considered

as passive within Western thought. amongst which include "nature." the "feminine" and the

"body." Thirdly, and partly in reaction to the prominent position of literary texts in at least

sorne concepts of third space. [ propose that the contemporary problematic of culture is

strongly mediated by visual objects and that visual "objectivity" serves to constitute subjects

as weil to he constituted by the experiences of embodied subjects. This feminist approach

to 'third space' can thus he characterized by a trialectical relation of Visuality, Embodied

lnter(ob)subjectivity and Space. Unlike the broader conceptualizations of a cultural 'third

space' proposed by Homi Bbabba (1990) and Edward Soja (1996), whose work is reviewed

in this text, 'third space' refees here to specifie figurations of ftmaterial reality" as it is

perceived and constituted by intersubjective embodiment and interobjective "technospace."

ln a world highly mediated by visual teebnology, particularly common ones such as

photography, cinema, television, video and computer displays, an acknowledgement of an
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interobjective aspect of human constitution - where the 'interobjective', as aniculated by

Vivian Sobchack, is 'a structure of engagement with the materiality of things in which we

recognize what it subjectivelyfeels like to be objectivelyembodietr (Sobchack in Jones 1998.

239 - original emphasis), facilitates the disentanglement of culture's ·'exterior" from ils

universalist underpinnings.

ln Part n 1present an overview of the "gazett as seen through discussions of contemporary

photographic practice. Since the 19605. the ttgaze" has been a dominant mode of "looking"

in feminist anistic production and reception. The corpus. in this mode of looking. is an

object rather than a subject of desire. Amelia Jones provides a model. the "projective eye"

(1997), which is useful to an understanding of the development of feminist practices of

photographic ··Iooking" and their critique over the past four decades. In the development of

a phenomenological. post-structural and feminist-based model of photographic looking.

Jones arrives at a non-projective "eyett which in tum reinforces the continued importance of

"pictures" in our production as social subjects. Jones' inlersubjective approach to

photographic ··Iooking,·· the "hole eye." 'tums the eye ioto something other than projective'.

This view is contrasted with that of Peggy Phelan. whose use of the Lacanian "gaze" to read

the photograph renders bath viewing subjects and the photographic abject as either

superficial or as visual 'failings' (1993). Gillian Rose. in another reading of contemporary

feminist photographie practice. suggests that ttintersubjective" modes ofviewing are integral

to the constitution of the spatial as weil as social subject (1995). Her calI for 'forms of

intersubjectivity' in relations of photographic "looking," 1suggest. links Rose to Jones. It
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is the possibility ofan eye tumed 'otberwise' - rather thanjust ··elsewhere"as suggested by

Rose - which cao enact other approaches to discourses of visuality. landseape and space

within feminist geographic studies and within the history of photography.

[ build further uPOn relations of intersubjective looking in Part m. Just as Amelia Jones

suggests going beyond a 'projective camera eye' in the reading of photographie pictures,

Lindsay Smith suggests going beyond conventional notions of photographie "focus" (1992).

··Focus:' through its association with a 'projective camera eye', is responsible for the

projection of lack onto 'others' disallowing "difference" between self and other. Building on

previous work on intersubjective viewing, Jones suggests, in arecent work on "body art' , that

the 'subject is situated and situates herself through the other through gendered and sexual

performances of the body' (1998). [suggest that a notion of bodily performance thwarts

conventional conceptualizations of "focus" and its contingent forms of visuaIity (eg. the

"gaze"). To open a discursive space forcorporeally based viewing as do Jones and Smith is

to open a spaee for the corporeally based "landseape" photograph. "Landscape" photography,

as a contemporary corporeal practice, is linked in this study to conventional subjective

precedents (eg. "wildemess" and "land use") as weil as to documentary and body art

practices. "Landseape" in a primary instantiation of il here is corporealized and

corporealizing througb the bodily traces whieh we bave subjectively inscribed on the

landscape, and tben "recorded" photographieally. This suggests an "intermedial" form of

photographie practice contingent on many forms of artistie and photographie practice.

"Landseape" photographie practices, as "corporeally-based-practices-of-the-enworlded-
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document," open a new space for photograpby. This new discursive space empbasizes the

imponance of panieular embodiment in "vision" and photographie "focus" to the

reeonceptualization of space. (suggest that "focus" comprises the Many 'visual clues'

provided by the mediating "vision" of the camera eye, clues by which 10 gain photographie

access to 'third space'.

In Part IV 1consider three modalities ofphotographic "focus." As an embodiedlembodying

and material ·site' which makes evident, or serves as a visual clue 10, cultural ureality," the

(landscape) photographic image serves as a point of Mediation for the types of ·agency' 

intersubjective practices of anistic production and reception - by whieh to gain access to

·lhirc1 space' . A number of technical photographie manipulations or techniques, ineluding

·superimposition' and the ·close-up' serve to relocate phenomenologjcallyembodied vision

and lhus disrupt photographie ·focus , and the .politics, and ·aesthetics' of geometral

perspective and the ·projective eye'. The disruption of ·focus', 1 suggest, is one way to

approach ·other' coneeptualizations of ·space' associated with a ·third space', including the

·transparent' spaces of dominant subject positions and the ·opaque' space of ·different

others'. As a post-modem fonn of ·reading and writing' based in embodied vision, the

photographie facilitates forms ofexpression in whicb the viewer/authordoes not ·write' him

or herself "out of the picture'. A consideration of ··landscaPe" photographie practice as a

"corPQreally-based-practice-of-the-enworlded-document" contributes to a new discursive

space for pbotograpby under elaboration through the photographie practiees of Geneviève

Cadieux, MarIene Creates, and Sylvie Readman.
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• PARTI DYNAMICS OF A (FEMlNlSn 'THIRD SPACE': PERFORMATIVlTY,
MATERIALIZATION AND INTEROBJECTIVITY

To suggest that there are photographic..

or culturally produced ·sites' of social

transformation.. as does the title of this

work.. is to suggest that there are

cultural formations which can be

identified as having undergone.. through

time.. sorne form(s) of change. While a
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methodology for approaching cultural change as it is inscribed visually will enter into tbis

work in Parts nand ill. 1address in Pan 1both the theoretical context of, and epistemological

bases for, a notion of a ·feminist third space'. ·Third space' refers to the liminal figuration

or location of contemPOrary culture. Dictionary definitions, such as Webster's, of

'liminality' and ·limen' minimally retèr to the sense of these terms as currently employed in

a wide variety of disciplines in the social and human sciences. ln critical academic

consideration ofa ·problematic of the liminal' , liminality is oCten expressed as the ·between'

in a variety of fashions: as the ·in-between' of social norms; as ·in-between' the POlarities

of hierarchical and binary dualisms; as in-between' modem and post-modem culture. This

-in-between', or cultural liminality, has been represented as a ·third' possibility - ·third

space' ( Bhabha 1990, 1994; Pile 1994; Law 1997) and ·thirding-as-othering' (Soja 1996).

References to a liminal ·beyond' (e.g. Bhabha) or "below' (eg. Latour (993) are often as
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ambiguously articulaled as the ·between' with which il is coextensive. in the case of both

temporalities (eg. Bhabha 1994) and spatialities (eg. Soja 1996). Academie attempts to

articulale the ·limen' . the bare perceptibilityof ·newness· al the borders ofknowledges about

culturalhreality:' are often circumvented or fonnulated in terms of what 1would term 'the

threshoid of the oId'. the borders of the ·cultural' as conventionally conceived. their

'saturation points'. Liminality as it is used in this work refers to knowledges and theories

of "material' reality at their thresholds in the creation of new knowledge, as weIl as to the

articulation of the "between' of knowledge categories. normative accumulation of which

opens up as a 'paradigm shiff in tbeory and as cultural transformation in practice. "Third

space' is thus imponant as it functions ·liminally' to provide the basis for new

conceptualizations of ""material reality" and the place ofepistemology. theory. subjectivity.

politics and representation within this '·reaIity." For example. in bis articulation of a 'third

space', Homi Bhabha May be read as discursively attempting to aniculate social reality

beyond the polarities of the colonial and the post-colonial. social reaIity as defined at its

Limen by cultural difference rather than cultural diversity. In two geographic appropriations

ofBhabha's concept of a "third space' , Steve Pile (1994) draws on ·third space' to aniculate

an "alternative epistemologicalliminal zone' constructed by 'taking up positions in relation

to sameness and otherness' and by a politics of hybridity as eXèmplitïed by the activities of

the Madres de Plaza de Mayo. Lisa Law (1997) articulates the 'bar'. in both material and

metapborical senses, as a ·third space' which negotiates the variety of differences between

white, Western men and Filipina wornen working in seX touri~m. From a significantly

different persPeCtive, Edward Soja (1996) articulates a ·Thirdspace' by filtering Henri
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Lefebvre' s conceptualization ofthe production ofspace through 66the aleph,," a literary device

used by Jorge Luis Borges, to articulate 6a space of radical openness' in wbich History,

Space, and Sociality are conjoined in a trialectical relation. What Bhabha's (and Pile's and

Law's appropriations) and Soja's projects gain in their articulations of aspects of the

'liminal' constitution of knowledge, they 'lose' or are incomplete, on the one hand from a

feminist perspective, and on the other from an environmental perspective. IfBhabha. in bis

theorization ofa 'third space' , as Rose has argued. '6remains resolutely disembodied'" ( 1995,

372). and Soja leaves the body behind in bis ·nomadic meta-Marxian' inspired version of

Thirdspace, how are questions of the body - and questions of 66sex" and '6nature" so often

associated with the body - to be articulated without reducing the body's discursive location

and without retuming it to foundationalist accounts of knowledge antithetical to their

'liminal' (re)aniculation? The question of the body. and "nature'" or "environment" in the

conceptualization of a 'tOOd space' outlined by Bhabha and Soja is based in the continued

privileging and categorical separation, of the textual and discursive in conventional

(Western) theory, over the experiential, the bodily and matter. Butler writes that matters of

the "body" and ··post-structuralism" have seemed "fundamentally antagonistic" to bath

feminist and critical theorists alike, and asks

... if everything is discourse, what happens to the body? If everything is a
text, what about violence and bodily injury? Does anything malter in or for
poststructuralism? (1993,28 - original emphasis).

With Butler's statements on the apparent antagonism between the body and post-

structuralism as points of departure, and Bhabha and Soja's apparent bodily oversight in
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each's fonnulation of ~third space' , [ propose one articulation of a feminist,

phenomenological and post-structural approach to ~third space' wbich is attentive to liminal

malters and in which the "body" counts. To this end [ propose three dynamic modes of

engagement by which to begin to articulated anotherconceptualize of ~thirdspace'. A notion

ofa ~third space' is meant to displace traditional philosophical and critical cultural paradigms

based in dualistic accounts ofmetaphysics (eg. subject versus object, culture versus nature).

The first of the tbree modes of engagement relates, as aniculated in performance theory, [0

the notion ofperformativity as the ~liminally-normative'; that is, if a ·third space' is a new

cultural moment, or a problem of the limen of culture(s), the activities leading to this

moment are nonnatively as weil as transgressively constituted. The second and third of the

three modes [ propose relate to the problem of the ··outside." If ··gender," particularly in

earlier feminist fonnulations of it, articulates the ·~inside," and "sex" the ··outside" of~~social"

reality, and the "body" is more man the ·"sex" or ·"outside" of ·"gender," how is the matter of

the body to be conceptualized'! [ground the matter of the body here in Judith Butler' s notion

of '''materialization'' of "sex" (1993). Butler's theory in this respect is significant in that it

attempts to dislodge the body from constructivist accounts which would view the body in

relativistic terms (eg. ·the reality of the body depends on your perspective on it'). [suggest

that Butler's materialization ofthe body througb a rearticualtion ofthe sexlgenderdistinction

is a liminal fonn of newness in that it serves to disrupt the dichotomous categories of the

'''inside'' and the ~~outside." This newness, whicb gives rise to a (feminist) "third space', is

enacted in this instance through visual methodologies discussed in Pans II and m. The
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subject and its ·space·. as materialized as a particular body/self linking uinsiden and ··out"

is not, as proposed by Gillian Rose in ber reading ofBhabha. ··constructed through a specular

space imagined as profound, coherent, and transparent [...] a space which also constructs the

external world as a transparent territory laid out before that self' (1995. 369). Constructed

in this instance througb what 1term the ·lechnospacen ofphotographic practice. the body/self

as interobjectively (as well as intersubjectively) constituted confounds specular notions of

the self. transparent views of the world. In a world which is highly mediated bytechnology.

panicularly common visual technologies such as photography. cinema. television. video and

computer display. an acknowledgement of an interobjective aspect of human constitution 

where ~interobjective' is understood as ~·a structure of engagement with the materiality of

rhings in which we recagnize what it subjectively feels like to he objectively embodiecl'

(Sobchack in Jones, 239 - original emphasis) - facilitates the disentangJement of an

··exterior" which is equal ta a refiection of a Canesian subject.

Notions afa (feminist) third space - in which a prablematic ofculture, al the epistemological

·~threshold·" of that which has heen presented in cultural and representational theories of it

- is of potential political as weil as theoretical relevance. If postmodemism disrupts

conveotional versions of metaphysical philosopby. it disrupts as well modem political

projects - for example. historical materialism and parliamentary liberalism - wbich base

themselves in that philasophy (Walfe (998). While a politics related to the dynamic effects

of tbird spacing activities are yet ta he demanstraled ar articulated.. any politics of it can

neither he foundatianally (eg. by realism or by idealism) nor anti- or non-foundationally (eg.
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radical and other fonDS ofconstructivism) based. To so do would serve to create a sense of

dissonance with the theoretical "project' proposed here. The political question wbich arises

from this work is twofold, and moves from asking in its first instance "-for whom and by

whom is a feminist theory ofa (liminal) third space being written and why" to asking "~hat

practical and material differences cao its writing haveT'

In what follows Ioutline aspects of 'thied space' as proposed by Homi Bhabha (1990, (994)

- and (wo subsequent appropriations of bis notion of a "third space' (Pile 1994; Law (997)

- and as articulated by Edward Soja (1996). 1tben outline the three dynamic modes which

serve to underpin the ·third space' 1attempt to aniculate here. Lastly, 1comment on aspects

of a (feminist) third space in the context of those proposed by Bhabha and Soja.

The ·tbird space' of enunciation: Bomi Bhabba and cultural difl'erence

cJ~ lItt~ dUlmctrristù:.'lJj t!ris pfMC'in Drt'"o.i/trn'fiL tJ . t:hird."spau'J is tfuzt tlWr i.... a{w~

tfuzt ftWmt:nt ..~f surpri..;e, tfuzt rr.mncnt 4 ÛltaTUptinB sOm.!tJiing.

'Ji;mu ./;r...uma (l~.l
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1t i.s 6ecawe of tliefimn afits rrsi..'tcmee to btltn sunrmary an:io:.'r:rlIieu' tJî.at 'Bh~'S o.wr~. CIlII

lie rkscrifJetfas a'iffiadt.
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Homi Bhabha's articulation of a -Tbird Space' (1990, (994) occupies an impottant place in
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the critical analysis of culture. in spite of its feminist critique (eg. Rose 1995). Bhabha' s

~third space' provides an opportunity for a very different way of thinking about the locations

of bistory, POlitics. theory. knowledge. discourse. and of subjectivity within the context of

·culture'. Although the poly-faceted dimension of Bhabha's work makes any overview of

it difficult. [ present aspects of his work which would he relevant to a view ofhis articulation

of cultural difference, and bis writing and theories about culture as at the limen of

articulation. The reading which [ derive of Bbabha arises from bis germinal essay, "The

Third Space" ( 1990) and bis book of essays, The Location ofCulture ( 1994).

-Theory Pp cultural difference. and the "third space' ofenunication

The "third space' to wbich Bhabha refers is multiply signified. but he appears most keen to

aniculate it in the context of (Western) 'theory' and 'culture' which he articulates as having

a bistory - an institutional containment - and as having the potential for change and

innovation - a revisionary force. He articulates the sites or spaces of 'cultural difference' in

the context of (Western) theory as "fantasies' and "phantoms'; theories of fantasy spaces in

which the Other is foreclosed, relegated to the "edge'. theories ofphantom sites in which the

Other has neither spacellocation nor power. This is, however, "theory' in its historicist

figurations, prior to its translation or "transformation of power as part of the questioning of

the project ofmodernity," as uanotber territory oftranslation. another testimony ofanalytical

argument, a different engagement in the politics ofand around cultural domination'" (Bhabha

1994, 32). The revisionary force of 'theory' • following Bhabha.lies in its "deconstruction of

the moment of the modem" and a re-historicization (and re-spatialization) of the moment of
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'~e discursive construction of social reaIity [...] in the field of cultural differenceu (ibid.).

Or expressed otherwise. the revisionary force of theory inserts itself as ·lt1e spirit of alterity

or othemess" of Western theory and culture into the "productive space of culture as

difference'· - theory as rooted in post-structuralisl thinking (Bhabha 1990. 209). The

revisionary force of theory must lie therefore. in my reading of it. in the field of tension

between the performance of theory as cultural difference and its performance as 'cultural

diversity·l which. in spite of its limitations.. nonetheless "contain(s) a cutting edge. a limif"

(ibid.).

At the hean ofthe problematic in Bhabha·s theory ofcultural difference is ·'"the very authority

of culture as a knowledge of referential truth (.. ) al issue in the concept and moment of

enunciation .. (Bhabha 1994.34-35 - original emphasis); specifically. he emphasizes the need

··to think the Hmit of culture as a problem of the enunciation of cultural difference" (ibid.•

34). Bhabha proposes the transgression of 'cultural diversity· through a ·Third Space of

enunciation'. Characterized by Bhabha as 'contradictory and ambivalent' , the Third Space

of enunciation ensures frrstly that cultures are not .pure' • primordially unified or fixed and

that.. relatedly. they are always hybridities whose ··signs can he appropriated. traDslated.

Bhabha describes 'cultural diversity' • an outeome of modem and colonial ways of knowing. as
..[... ) an epistemological object - culture as an object of empirical knowledge l...] a eategory of
comparative ethics. aesthetics or ethnology. Cultural diversity is the recognition of pre-given
cultural contents and customs; held in a lime-frame of relativism it gives rise to Iiberal notions of
multiculturalism. cultural exchange or the culture of humanity. Cultural diversity is also the
reprcsentation of a radical rhetoric of the separation of totalized cultures that live unsullied by the
intenextuality of their historical locations. safe in the Utopianism of a mythic memory of a unique
collective identity. Cultural diversity may even emerge as a system of the articulation and
exchange of cultural signs in certain early strueturalist accounts of anthropology" (1994. 34).
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rehistoricized and read anew" (ibid.• 37). Bhabba writes that the Third Space is ~~e

precondition for the aniculation of cultural difference" based not in 'cultural diversity' but

"on the inscription and aniculation of culture's hybridity" (ibid., 38 - original emphasis).

The notions of 'translation' and "hybridity' may themselves be cbaracterized as serving to

define culture itself as 'liminal'; because ifany given (original) culture is never "originary'

but always open to "translation', is made other in relation its own symbol-forming activity

which serves to decentre it, then "that displacement or liminality opens up the possibility of

aniculating different. even incommensurable cultural practices and priorities" (Bhabha 1990,

210-211 - original emphasis). Relatedly, because "all forms of culture are continually in a

process of hybcidity" through ·"the act of cultural translation," hybridity ·"gives cise to

something different. something new and unrecognisable. a new area of negotiation of

meaning and representation" (ibid.• 211). The process of hybridity is thus "liminal' in the

sense that it opens up space for the articulation of "possibility'. a 'third space' which is more

than the location of two which have become one.

Writing/TheorylPolitics

Ifthere is "limen' in its end(s) as weil as its beginnings in the field ofperfonnance studies,

(McKenzie. 219), [ would cbaracterize Bhabha's articulation of critical theory (1994. 32),

as requiring "a liminal fonn of writing' which negotiates the "theory/politics' divide as

conventionally conceived. transformational possibilities to be found in the tension between

critical theory's ·"beginnings" - its "institutional containment' - and its ....endsn
- its

'revisionary force'. As Bhabha writes. however•
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It is a sign of political maturity to accept that there are Many forms of
political writing whose different effects are obscured when they are divided
between the 'theoretical' and the 'activist'. It is not as if the leatlet involved
in the organization of a strike is shon on theory, while a speculative anicle
on the theory of ideology ought to have more practical examples or
applications. They are both forms of discourse and to that extent they
produce rather than reflect their objects of reference ( 1994, 21).

Bhabha aniculates theory and potitics as existing side by side - '"the one as an enabling part

of the other" ( 1994,22). Furthermore, what Bhabha identifies as "the space of writing, and

the problematic ofaddress" - writing and rhetorie - is ''the discursive ambivalence that makes

"the political' possible" (ibid., 24). This 'discursive space' oftheory and politics is occupied

neither solely byone nor the other, confounding traditional divisions between them. Bhabha

notes that '"the historical moment of political action must be thought ofas part of the bistory

of the form of its writing," proposing writing and textuality as ways of rethinking the

"political' and social transformation (ibid., 22-23).

Gillian Rose provides a defence of Bbabha's form of 'writing' , a fonn which does not merely

'write the textual' but is rather a "strategy of [a] performance of a panicular kind of

subjectivity" which unites '~e personal, the textual and the political" ( 1995,366). Although

she does not articulate it as such, [ would describe Rose's articulation of 'Bhabha writing

himself as 'liminal'; that is, not ooly does Bhabha's (liminal) writing on cultural difference

hear witness to the shared discursive space of the theoretical-political, but bis own self, in

the process of writing aboutlthrough cultural difference, is liminaUy configured. "Bhabha

writes the hybricL" writes Rose (ibid., 367). To reiterate Bhabha. '~e process of cultural
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hybridity gives rise to something differen~ something new and unrecognisable, a new area

of negotiation of meaning and representationn (1990, 211). This ·newness' is subversive

because it gives rise to a fonn of writing which does not correspond to academic writing or

texts as conventionally performed; there is U no point of closure in his text, 00 moments of

absolute begioniog orend, only a restless shifting in the interstices ofpositions" (Rose 1995.

367). Rose describes this fonn of writing as ·~ting beyond. the symptom as subversive"

in which the text that is produced "is being performed but not quite properly" (ie. with

regards to Western academic traditions - my insertion) (ibid.). The radical potential of

hybridity as liminality. as displacement, ··is a destablilising tactic in .a space of interpretation

of interpretation and misappropriation that inscribes an ambivalence al the very origins of

(... ) authority'" (Bhabha in ibid.). An outcome of Bhabha's textual. theoretical and political

.destabilization' is the destabilization ofBhabha's ·self' which situates him ··not on the firm

ground of marginality. but on the borderline between margin and centre. his text and bis self

symptoms of the hybrid contradictions found there" (Rose 1995. 368).

Bhabha then, in my articulation of it, has made bis 'selr liminal through the process of

'writing the hybrid'. Although as Rose writes, ··Shabha's writing is deeply engaged in the

politics of subjectivity," bis form of self-reflection ··is panial in a different and more

profound sense" (Rose 1995,368). If Bhabba's theory ofcultural difference acknowledges

that a mimetic knowledge of the self. the world and others is not possible due to Western

hegemonic perspectives. knowledges and representations of these, and as a result all the

(other) subject cao do is write ber or bis ·self' as obscure and opaque, tben ·hybridity' does
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not stand for a hybridity of same and other. a newness of meaning and representation. but

rather the unrepresentable disjuncture of the absolutely incommensurable. What is needed

then. in writing the ·self as limen'. is an account which renders justice to the ~same and the

other·. from which the 'self is always constituted. as weil as to the representation of that

which is neither merely transparent (ie. mimeticaUy representable) nor opaque (ie.

unrepresentable) but rather 'new'.

Geographie 'third spaces': Pile and Law

1summarize notions of 'third space' that have recently been proposed within geographical

discourse. and point to ways in which these may he considered to he theoretically and

practically 1iminar. 1 refer to Steve Pile's nMasculinism. The Use of Dualistic

Epistemologies and Third Spaces" (1994) and Lisa Law's ·~Dancingon the Bar: sex, money

and the uneasy palitics of tbird space" ( 1997) to this end. Both Pile' s and Law' s work are

grounded in Bhabha's notion ofa "third space' •making use ofbis work in specifie empirical

contexts. Both works endeavour to reveal a 'third space' as a place which is ··not only

between two polar positions. it is a1so in a new place - fonned when those (wo positions

somehow ignite. incite and initiate [...r (Bbabba in Bbabha & Burgin. 456), othee 'spaces'.

bath metaphorical and material. from which to begin to conceptualize the social. the political.

the epistemological. the subjective and the representational.

Pile' s ~~Masculinism. the Use of Dualistic Epistemologies and Third Spaces"

Pile proposes to "outline one alternative epistemology, which draws on the notion ofa third
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space'" (Pile 1994,255). Pile refuses to locale this epistemological "liminal zone' at either

the ""centre'" or the ""margin" because it ~"[...l is more thanjust an epistemological shift.. it is

about opening up the possibility of new oppositionallanguages'" (ibid., 258). Pile's new

°geometries of knowledge' , alternative epistemologies based in 'new oppositional

languages' , are to he constructed as a result of Utaking up positions in relation to sameness

and othemess" (ibid., 269) in order to create other places from which to criticize hierclfchical

knowledges and new geographical o"spaces."

Pile begins ms discussion of a "third space' of geographical knowledge by pointing to the

elision of sex and power in geography (and other academic disciplines), knowledge which

has largely been associated with masculinism. Pile generally identifies the Kantian

separation of time and space.. along with the Enlightenment separation of Reason from

Emotion in which the "male' mind is privileged over the "female' body, as the basis for

dualistic epistemologies which favour the masculine in geographic discourse and disfavour

ail those "others' who lack reason and therefore knowledge. Pile suggests abandoning

dualistic epistemologies in favour of a °third' possibility which would recognize diversity

and difference among individuals and groups. Before elaborating this other ""location for

knowledge" (Pile 1994, 261), Pile considers the two ways in which dualistic models of

difference are constructed, that is, as struggJes for coherence and as ""grounds of

dissimilariiY' (ibid., 261-264). Citing Elizabeth Grosz, Pile defines dualisms or binary

oppositions as ....non-reversible, non-reciprocal hierarchies.. and thus describe systems of

domination" while what Pile articulates as ....grounds of dissimilarity'· arise from .."the
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opposition between identity (or sameness) anddifference" (Grosz in Pile.. ibid.). ··Dualisms;"

writes Pile.. ··are socially constructed from the struggle to maintain this (ie. identity versus

difference - my addition] dissimiJarity" (ibid.• 263). Ifgeography would regard the social

construction of dualisms. he adds. '·as pan of the problem.." places. beyond the Ugrounds of

dissimilarity" could be recognized and collectively known as the third space (ibid.• 264).

Pile notes that it is insufficient '10 theorize power through a single dimension ofoppression'"

and that '''a whole range ofspatial metaphors" is being used to describe and analyse the many

interconnecting facets ofdomination (1994.. 268). This range of "spaces' is most often places

of resistance in and from which to articulate different identities. Here Pile quotes Bhabha

( 1990).. noting that the "space' which is neither at the margin nor at the centre is a third space.

"that productive space of the construction of culture as difference. in the spirit of alterity or

othemess'" (Bhabha in Pile 1994. 269), a space continually reconstituted as hybridity in the

meetings of individual and cultural "sameness' and 'Oothernt:ss·. The third space is in this

way a process or "politics' in which a 'politics of polarity' is replaced by what 1will calI a

"politics of hybridity' . a politics which Pile articulates as enabling ..·the construction of new

radical allegiances to oppose structures ofautbority" (Pile 1994.. 271). As an example of this

political hybridity or third space, Pile cites the Madres de Plaza de Mayo.. the mothers of

those who "disappeared' as a resuJt of Argentinian military dictatorship in the 1970sl1980s.

Following Radcliffe"s work. Pile notes that the Madres occupied "'a profusion of social and

geographical spaces and identities" not limited to the 'publiclprivate" and "man/wornan'

splits.. which in tom created a "third term' or space of resistance: ""an elision between place
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and maternal identity was founded and maintained: Madres and Plaza became synonymous"

(Pile. 271- 272). As a metaphor then.. the ·third space' according to Pile, may he seen as

usefuJ ··because it intertwines not onJy place. politics and hybrid identities.. but aIso the real..

the imaginary and the symbolic.." insisting always that there is something heyond the

duaIistic (ibid.• 272). The ·third space' which Pile endeavours to delineate is itself many

sided: an epistemology beyond dualistic and binary categories of knowledge; an identity

favouring intersecting axes of difference or as [ have termed it, a ·politics of hybridity' .

2 Lisa Law' s ··Dancing on the Bar: sex. money and the uneasy politics of third space"

Lisa Law's work on "stereotypicaJ representations of sex tourism in the Philippines" seeks

to deconstruct metaphorical representations of a urich-Westem-maJe/poor-Filipina-femaJe

dichotomy" in which each identity is binarized and naturalized.. offering little room "10 resist

the complex power relations constructed at points where c1ass. race and gender intersect"

(1997. (07). She seeks to destabilize this relationship ·'through an analysis of spacen by the

deconstruction and reconstitution of ··the places of sex tourism as negotiated spaces of

identity'· in which another notion of power operates (ibid.• 107-(08).

Referring to Pile's assertions conceming ·a new geometry of knowledge' • Law writes that

'"an epistemology which uses the concept of third space therefore encourages a politics of

location" which recognises the ·1he social constructions ofdualisms as part ofthe problem,"

as weil as ··places heyond the grounds ofdissimilarity - coUectively named the ·third space....

(Law, 109). In Law's study, the ·bar' is, in both material and metaphorical senses, a third
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space or location of difference, "·particularly of the cultural, racial and sexual differences

between white. Western men and Filipina women" (ibid.). Law writes that '''identities are

continuously negotiated through this space of difference [...} and therefore constituted

through encounters with otherness [...] the third space is therefore capable of disrupting the

'received wisdom' which portrays sex tourism as an uncomplicated relation ofdomination"

(ibid.• 110-111). As"an ambivalent space of negotiation.. and a site of struggle for meaning

and representation..·.. the third space. as a way of understanding identity and power and in this

case an ·'interstitial [or "liminal· - my insenion} space between power and identity'" is.

according to Law, of interest to geography as a potential site of resistance because Filipina

wornen in this case ··resist the power of the voyeuristic gaze through disruption rather than

coven opposition" (ibid... Ill). Law assens however that a different approach to the concept

of power is required ··one that is transient, flexible. and ambivalenf' rather than merely

°resistant' (ibid.). For Law. Foucaulfs assenion that °where there is power.. there is

resistance· OIS no longer sufficient'· (ibid., (12). Law. following Abu-Lughod proposes that

o·abstraet theories of power" he displaced by '·subjectivities which are capable ofcontingent

and flexible modes of resistance" (ibid.). This approach. following Law, '''addresses the

problem of attributing people with consciousness which is not a pan of their experience"

(ibid.). These last two statements are imponant, because, as noted above, and following

McKenzie (1998), as much as the 'interstitiar third space of the 'bar' in this case is an

imponant location in/from which to suspend and transfonn the norm of Fùipina

disempowerment in the face ofWestem male domination - the liminally transgressive - it is

also a space in which the personal, not as a fonn ofconsciousness but as a ·socially regulated
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• and normative performance· - the liminally normative - (eg. Butler. 1997). is always political.

Edward Soja's ''Tbirdspace'' as trialectical relation
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Relying as he does on the appropriation

of Henri Lefebvre's The Production of

Space ( 1991 >, Edward Soja' s

Thirdspace ( (996) is substantia11y

different than Bhabha's and that work

•
following Bhabhaon a "third space'. This is in spite ofSoja's characterizations ofBhabha's

work in tenns of ·'a space of radical openness:' Soja·s

preferred description of 'other· yet affiliated 'third spaces'.

Soja's objective, as he infonns "readers," in the introduction

of Thirdspace, "is to encourage you to think differently about

the meanings and significance of space and those related

concepts that compose and comprise the inherent spatiality of

human lif#!: place,locatio~ locality,landscape.. environment..
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borne, city, region, territory, and geography" (Soj~ 1 - original empbasis). His concem. in

addition to 'elevating' the spatial to the 'level' of the social and the bistorical in the buman

sciences" is to convince readers that there is a 'third" possibility between the polarities of

modemism and post-modemis~conceived and lived spaces. Soja's 'new way' ofthinking
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about space and spatiality, a "Thirdspace', is mapped out both "theoretically' and "in

practice'. 1 focus on the theoretical ponion in order to contextualize Soja in relation to

Bhabha's, Pile's and Law's outlined above, and set up three "themes' which Soja covers in

order to do so: "Thirdspace inlbeyond Lefebvre', "Radical Openness in Thirdspace' and

'Heterotopologies and Historiographies in Thirdspace'. My objective in presenting the

theoretical portion of Soja's work on Thirdspace is not to assess the validity per se of

Lefebvre's original postulations on which Soja largely relies, but to see what Soja's new way

of thinking about spatiality, a "Thirdspace," critiqued for its lack of contribution to the

further understanding of time and space (eg. Barnett 1997), might bring to a discussion of

"third space' articulations of the .liminal' .

Thirdspace inlbeyond Lefebvre

Soja bases Lefebvre's writing in the centre-periphery relation of Lefebvre' S own "peripheral

consciousness'. as a persan from the French 'periphery' (Occitania) who lived most of bis

life in the Parisian ·centre'. Soja thus characterizes Lefebvre's life and work by a

'conceived'l''lived' dualism, which like mat of centre-periphery, is constantly disrupted by

a 'third' - an Other as Third - a non-dualistic possibility which Soja terms '''thirding-as-

Othering:' '''Practically ail of Lefebvre's achievements and inspirations cao he drawn,"

writes Soja, in bis movements between centre and peripbery, conceived and lived, which

serve to derme Thirdspace as

a knowable and unknowable, real and imagjned lifeworld of experiences,
emotions. events and political choices tbat is existentially sbaped by the
generative and problematic interplay between centres and peripheries, the
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abstraet and concrete, the impassioned spaces ofthe conceptual and the lived,
marked out materially and metaphorically in spatial praxis, the
transfonnation of (spatial) knowledge ioto (spatial) action in a field of
unevenly developed (spatial) power (Soj~ 31 - original emphasis).

Soja begins his description of the spatial trialectics of 'thirdspace' by presenting Jorge Luis

Borges' 'The Aleph", the filteror as Soja writes, "a first appropriation" from which to view

Lefebvre's work and Soja's own conception ofa 'third space'. The "aleph.n a literary figure

in Borges' work, is "one ofthe points in space that contains all otherpoints" (Borges in Soj~

55), the

(...] space where aIl places are capable of being seen from every angle, each
stand, but also a secret and conjectured object, fiUed with illusions and
allusions, a space that is common to aIl of us yet never to he completely seen
and understood (.... ] (ibid.• 56).

Soja's project. bis articulation ofa thirdspace. is to be derived from "attaching" the meanings

of the aleph "to Lefebvre's conceptualization of the production of space" (Soj~ 56).

According to Soja, all dualisms come together in the aleph. a space ofepistemological 'de-

compartmentalization•• a space containing aIl places "common to us all yet never able to he

completely seen and understood" (ibid.). Soja aligns the alephlthirdspace with what he terms

Lefebvre' s theory of the spatial knowledge in that

[...] each envisions a complex totality ofpotential knowledges but rejects any
totalization that fmitely encloses knowledge production in "'permanent
structures' or specialized companmentsldisciplines. (ibid.• 57).

For Lefebvre, aIl spatial knowledge exemplifies an endeavour "to move beyond (meta) what

is known" (Soja, 57). The '·all-inclusive simultaneity/all-encompassing space" of the
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alepblthirdspace refers to uthe incapacity of language~ texts~ discourses~geographies and

historiographies to capture fully the meanings ofhuman spatiality'~ (ibid.). Borges' aleph and

Lefebvre/Soja's thirdspace recollect ··adizzying array ofdifferent kinds ofspaces,t according

to Soja (ibid., 59). One of the dizzying anay ofuspaces" contradicting thïrdspace's apparent

.de-compartmentalization' is, amongst others~ ··women's space."

What differentiates,just the same, Lefebvre's all-encompassing space or 'lived social space'

from that of Borges' aleph space~ according to Soja. is Lefebvre's ··nomadic meta-Marxism

and the explicit political and theoretical project - and choice - it engenders" (Soja. 59).

Moreover, the ·theme~ which threads together the "cacophony of spaces" of Lefebvre's

Thirdspace is a strategy which Soja terms thirding-as-Othering [ibid.~ 60 - original

emphasis]. According to Soja, Lefebvre sought to disentangle binarized categories "by

introducing an-other term~ a third possibility or "moment'~ that panakes of the original

pairing but is not just a simple combination or an ··in-between" position along sorne

continuum" (ibid.). Soja indicates as well that ··both Lefebvre's (and my) spatial trialectics

and thirdings that derives not from ontological privilege or priority but from political choice

that is so central to Lefebvre's spatial imagination..'~ and it is~ according to him~ political

choice

[...) mat gives special attention and particular contemporary relevance to the
spaces of representation~to lived space as a strategie location from which to
encompass~ understand., and potentially transform aU spaces simuItaneously
(ibid.~ 68 - original emphasis).

As a process whicb fonDS Soja's thirdspace., a ·"conceptual triad" - spatial practice (espace
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perçu), representations of space (espace conçu) and spaces of representation or lived space

(espace vécu) - Soja's thirdspace is thus informed by Lefebvre's understanding of social

space as a space which ~does not stop at three'; it is also a space ~~distinguisbablefrom other

spaces (physical and mental, or First and Second)" (Soja, 62). Based in Soja's articulated

preference, it is lived space (espace vécu), which cao he identified both as a specifie tyPe of

space in Lefebvre's spatial triJogy as weil as the all-eneompassing space ofThirdspace which

Soja proposes. In summary then. and in Soja's characterization of it. thirdspace is more or

less equivalent to Lefebvre's notion ofsocial space as comprised of three spatial components

in which no one aspect, or '"moment'" of which is to receive priority over the others in the

understanding of social space while. paradoxically, it is ·lived' space which is privileged in

its fusion of physical and mental space ioto an all-encompassing 'aleph' .

Radical Openness in Thirdspace

Soja aligns the notion of a 'radical openness' • whieh he associates first with bell hooks then

with the work of other contemporary eritical theorists such as Gloria Anzaldûa, Homi

Bhabha.. Gayatri Spivak and Edward Said, with that of thirdspace.. moving forward "many

of the joumeys begun by Henri Lefebvre, re-routing and re-rooting them in the experienced

immediacyofthe present" (Soja, 84). Sojadevotes achapterto bell hooks which hejustifies

by noting that

[...] her voice more than any other 1 have heard brings to Thirdspace a
creatively postmodem conceptualizationofthe cultural potitics ofdifference..
a radieally open and openly radical critique that infuses Thirdspace with
explicit anention to the multiplicity of spaces tbat difference makes around
the '~issues,. [...]: exterminism.. empire, c1ass, race, gender, sexual orientation,
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age. nation. nature and region (ibid.• 86).

A trialectics of knowledgelspacelpower defines what Soja delineates al one and the same

time as -the new cultural potities·, a ·radically open postmodemism of resistance' and -the

multiplicitous Thirdspaces ofbell books' (Soj~86). Sojasees the replacement of·modemisl

identity polities', most often based in binarisms and essentialisms, by a hradieally open and

openly radical poslmodemismOY which he describes as maintaining _Oa political eommitment

to radical social change while continuing to draw (selectively, but sympathetically) from the

Most powerful critical foundations of modemist cultural politics" (ibid., 92-93). This

proceeds. according to Soja. through a ·"disordering of difference." the deconstruction and

reconstitution of binary strueturing. primarily through post-strueturalisl critique. and the

empowering of multiplicity (ibid. 92-96 - original emphasis).

Soja describes bell books' work. as exemplary of a radical postmodemist critique. as

attempting

to move beyond modemist binary oppositions of race. gender and class into
the multiplicity of other spaces tbat difference makes; iota a re-visioned
spatiality tbat creates from differenee new sites for struggle and for the
construction of interconnected and non-exelusionary eommunities of
resistance. In so doing, she opens up in these real-and-imagined other spaces
a Thirdspace of possibilities for a new cultural politics of difference and
identity that is bath radieally postmodem and consciously spatialized from
the beginning (Soja, 96 - original emphasis).

For Soja, books· Thirdspace is -on the margin' in a margin-centre dualis~ a space - a

location of radical openness and possibility - from which she proposes a polltics of
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reclamation through the activation of radical subjectivities of multiple difference. The

margin is in this instance neither a position ofexclusion nor ofdomination but is instead re

visioned as a place. particularly the borne place. wbich nunures the resistance of the

'oppressed' . Soja rearticulates hooks, eliding her work with bis own in terms of bis

'trialectics of spatiality': "an alternative mode of understanding space as a transdisciplinary

standpoint or location from wbich to see and to he seen, to give voice and assen radical

subjectivity, and to struggle over making botb theoretical and practical sense of the world"

(Soja, (04).

lnsisting upon the 'radical openness' and the 'open radicality' of Thirdspace, Soja points to

(WO other bodies ofscholarsbip, the one feminist, the other post-eolonial, in which a concept

of Thirdspace is '·constantly evolving" (Soja, 107). He writes that tbis occurs within these

discourses in three primary ways: l) through an assertion of the spatial in their modes of

thinking, writing and interpretation; 2) through a recognition of a Space-History-Society

trialectics, and 3) through a movement away from what he delineates earlier on as 'First' and

'Second' space "modes ofknowledge formation" (ibid.). And it is "the language andcritical

scholarship of feminism," according to Soja, based in the multiple sources of wornen's

oppression, wmch has led this group to '·become more thoroughly, creatively, and

strategically spatialized than those ofany othercomparable group ofcritical scholars" (ibid.,

(08).

Soja summarily presents the work of a number of feminist scholars whose critiques have
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focussed~ since the 1970s~ fust on urban spatiality and more recently on everyday lived

spaces. He generalizes those lived spaces which 1understand to he the loci of what he tenus

the ··postmodem spatial feminist critique" as ··chosen spaces of radical openness where

difference is critically disordered in a deconstnlction and reconstitution of bath modernist

binary oppositions and the universalist principles of liberal democracy" (Soja. III ).

understanding them to he working from a 'Thirdspace perspective.·· ln this section he

glosses over the specific insights of Teresa de Lauretis. Sue Golding~ Iris Marion Young~

Donna Haraway. Trinh T. Minh-ha. Diana Fuss~ and Jane Aax. defining their work~ like

books· •as ··choosing marginality as a strategie standpoint" whieh requires a ··postmodemist

perspective· and an awareness of the '''political and personal tensions" in so doing (ibid.~

118). He then goes on to critique bis own discipline for its dearth of feminist studies of the

spatial. panicularly its lack of a ·"slrong eritical-theoretical tradition:' and for critica!

geography·s long-term exclusion of the spatial! (ibid.• 1(9). Not ooly bas feminist

geograpby remained 'modernise far too long in its critique of masculinism in the discipline

and in its emphasis on '''empirieal research and theory-building~" but. in its critique of

postmodemism in geograpby as iotellectually hegemonic~ prevented the full emergence of

feminist geographical posunodem perspectives~ even. according to Soja. deflecting the

impact of spatial studies outside the discipline of geography in so doing (ibid.• 119-122).

2
[fthere is a lack of a 'strong critical-meoretical [feminist - my insertion) tradition' in geography, this
is due to a long standing positivistlmascuünist tradition in the discipline which is still. if not
dominant. prominent As for critical geography's oversigbt of the 'spatial', see FitzSinunons (1989)
who critiques geographers working fromMarxian perspectives exactly fortheir long-œrm privileging
of me spatial (in this case. over the naturaf).
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Rose (1993) remains exemplary. according to Soj~ for ber exploration of masculinism in

geography and the limitations this imposes on geographical thought and knowledge. as weil

as for ber move ··out of the disciplinary cocoonn in order to explore other spatial feminist

critiques ·"beyond the geographer's disciplinary pale·' (ibid.. 123). In spite of tbis

exploration). Soja views feminist geographical theorization of the spatial in general as

lacking because il still fails to appreciate a ··wider range of othemesses and marginalities

found in those polycentric communities of resistance mat hooks speaks about as a vital part

of the new cultural politics" (ibid.. 125); mat is. the only position. or Thirdspace. from which

it appears wonhy to approach a postmodem politics of the cultural. following Soja. is

marginality.

The other body of scholarship in which Soja sees Thirdspace is the post-colonial. ln this

Soja notes that there are Many overlapping areas of debate with feminism. panicularly race

and class as weIl as gender. but ··in conttast to the urban-focussed feminist critique. the

PQstcolonial enlics roam more g10bally in the spaces created by the workings of

geohistorically uneven development" (Soj~ 126). Soja views the postcolonial critique as a

fonn of ·thirding-as-Othering·. another way of understanding the relations between centre

and periphery. ··Frrstworlds and Thirdworldsn (ibid.). Once again. through post-colonial

3
Feminist spatial scbolarship discussed by Rose (1993 ••, cmp....) in sorne detait includes won
by Teresa de Lauretis. Adrienne Ricb. Cbandra Mohanty, Diana Fuss. Virginia Woolf, Gloria
AnzaIdûa. Donna Haraway, Marilyn Frye.1ris Marion Young. TrinhT. Minh-ha. PatticiaHill Collins.
Pratibha Parmar. bell books. and Minnie Bruce Pratt. Soja appropriates mast of tbis same scbolarsbip
in bis 'g1ossed over' presentation of feminist spatial critiques in Thirdspace (l996 ••, empbasis).
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critique of the meta-narratives of development and social justice, these are critiqued and

·another' voice, and position, emerges. For Gloria Anzaldûa. it is a mestiza consciousness

of the borderlands. Other LatinalLatino writers who explore ..the borderlands' through

writing and performance art and cited by Soja are Nonna Alarcon, Sandra Cisneros, Terri de

la Peiia. Maria Lugones and Guillermo Gômez-Peiia; Soja describes the latter's ....post

modem stance" as crying out ""for the O"borderization of the worldn
.... (ibid., 129-134). Two

other theorists Soja names as working to °increase the openness ofThirdspace' are Gayatri

Spivak and Edward Said. In the case of Spivak, according to Soja, '''she too adds new

dimensions to a specifically global understanding of Thirdspace" based in a ""discursive

practice ofa location politics ofdifference [...] filled with acts ofdeconstruction, subversion,

displacement and repositioningtt (ibid.. 134) while 5aid moves "towards the possibility of

constnlcting a global geohistory of uneven development at the global scale" based in a

deconstruction of what he tenns o"Orientialism0' (ibid.. 136-137). Both, following Soja.

provide critiques of "historicism' in various ways, disrupting boundaries between an imperial

"centre' and subjects in the "periphery'. Critiques of "hegemonic historiography' , critiques

of Western metanarratives and repositionings in the borderlands characterize then post

colonial spatial critiques as outlined by Soja.

The exception to the above post-eolonial critique. according to Soja. is Homi Bhabha's

writings, in particular on ....cultural difference'· (Soja. 139-144). In Soja's version, Bhabha

articulates cultures as "contained' by Orientalism and as finding a release in the notion of

hybridity. For Soja. hybridity is ....a third space that echoes the chosen marginality of beU
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hooks~ and.. like Spivak and Said.. explicitly challenges hegemonic historiographyu (ibid...

140). While quoting passages that clearly indicate otherwise.. Soja locales Bhabba's notion

of a Third Space ·"in the margins;" althougb.. as Soja himself states, it is exactly the

'incommensurability' of this "third space' of alternative enunciation and the process of

cultural hybridity whicb disallows its categorization as either ....centre'.. or '''margin:' for it

displaces the histories that constitute it, and sets up new structures of
authority.. new political initiatives, wbich are inadequately understood
through received wisdom [...] The process of cultural hybridity gives rise to
something different, something new and unrecognisable, a new area of
negotiation of meaning and representation (Bhabha quoted in ibid.).

Soja critiques Bhabha's Third Space for ·"being a spatially ungrounded literary trope, a

tloating metaphor for a critical historical consciousness" which nevertheless.. according to

Soja.. serves (0 dislocate hegemonic bistoriography (Soja. 142 - original emphasis). Although

he finishes this chapter with long passages from Bhabha ( 1994) which show, as Soja might

articulate it, a variety of ways in which lime and space are interconnected through the

Bhabhian usage of the "·beyond..,.. Soja fails to do more than present these passages. Soja also

fails to communicate the complexityofBhabha's account ofThird Space and difference from

Soja' s own Thirdspace.. and in so doing ·"bomogenizes'" all forms of cultural liminality in

accordance with bis own.

The following passage by Bhabha suppons, once again. my belief that the 'third space' which he
advocates is not one, lite Soja's third space of marginality/of "margïn' knowledge and theory:
'''However impeccably the content of an ·other' culture may be know.. however anti-ethnocentrically
il is represen~ il is its location as the c10sure ofgrand theories, the demaod that.. in analytic terms.
il be always the good object of lmowledge. the docile body ofdifference, tbat reproduces a relation
of domination and is the mosl serious indieuœnt of the institutional powers of criticaJ tbeory"
(Bhabba 1994, 31). l do not interprel ·its location as the closure ofgrand theories· ta mean the saille

as "the margins' .
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Heterotopologies and Historiographies in Thirdspace

According Soja~ Michel FoucauIt~ whose "heterotopologies~ represent ""a new approach to

space and spatial thinkingn
(Soj~ (54)~ ·"began developing bis own conceptualization of

something very much like Thirdspace in the mid-1960s~ at about the same time a spatial

problematic was recentering the work of Lefebvreu
(ibid.~ 146-147). Soja points out that

Foucault~s interests lay in the articulation of "knowledge-power and space~ trialectics~ and

that although not a spatial theorist per se~ ··a comprehensive and critical understanding of

spatiality was at the centre of ail bis writings'~ (ibid.. 147). Soja highlights a paper entitled

"OfOther Spaces'~ in wbich Foucault outlines another notion ofspace througb what he terms

'heterotopology' wbich Soja finds to be ·"described in ways that resemble what is being

described here as Thirdspace" (ibid.• 154). This essay, he notes~ is particularly relevant to

bis own 'Thirdspace' in tbat it contains particular insights wbich not ooly add to a notion of

'Thirdspace' but to the '''geohistory of otherness" (ibid.).

Soja attempts to relate bis Thirdspace to Foucault 'on space~ through Foucault's articulation

of "the principles ofheterotopology'. Forexample~ ··the heterotopia is capable ofjuxtaposing

in one real place severa! different spacest9
(Soj~ (60) in much the same way as the·Aleph'.

Soja also finds in "heterotopia' a "heterochronia' in wbich space and time are linked - a

Thirdtime for a Thirdspace (ibid.). While Soja finds Foucault's heterotopologies to be

··frustratingly incomplete. inconsistent, incoherent (...) focussed on peculiar

microgeographies~"they are just the same fruitfuljoumeys ··into Thirdspace. into the spaces

that difference makes~ into the geohistories ofothemess." both similar and different from the
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Thirdspaces of, for example, he11 hooks or HolDi Bhabha (ibid., 162). Although Soja notes

that ··Foucault takes us through various pathways to understanding contemporary spatiality

that also strikingly resemble the trialectics and thirdings of Lefebvre:' (ibid., 156) there is

no detailed accounting of these pathways, nor of the relation of these pathways to 'other'

geohistories. Soja's account is rather, superficial, insisting but not elaborating upon, the

imponance of heterogenous space historically, and the inappropriate reduction of space to

its 'real' or 'conceptual' attributes. There is no substantive working through Foucault's

notion of heterotopia to show its difference from, îàther than collapse into, Thirdspace.

ln his presentation of 'the spatial critique of historicism', Soja notes that it is space ··that

provides the most revealing critical perspective for making practical and tbeoretical sense

of the present" (Soja, 165), opening up something of a window on the role(s) of space in

contemporary cultural critique. Soja references both John Berger and Frederic Jameson as

contemPOrary critics who emphasize the spatial over the historical in contemporary life, but

they fall shon, according to Soja. because there is "·a residual historicism that continues to

constitute and historieize the new spatial critique along traditional lines, smothering it with

unselfconseious historicaJ (mis)understanding" (ibid., 166). Soja descrihes the ascendency

of the historieal over the spatial during the 19d1 century, asking

Why is il that while rime was treated as richly fùled with life, with agency
and collective action and social will. with the dynamics of societal
development (...] space was treated as something flXed,lifeless, immobile.
a Mere background or stage for the human drama. an external and etemal
complication not of our own choosing? History was socially produced.
Geography was naively given (ibid.• 169).
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While contemporary theorists. according to Soja. have continued to critique Uhegemonic

historiography." tbey have for the most part "protected tbeir radical historicizing from the

most disruptive effects of the spatial critique" (Soja. 171). This would seem to he the case

ofHayden White whom Sojacritiques for bis apparent "underspatialized historicism" (ibid.•

L78). Soja points out that the spatial critique is not ··anti-history. an intemperate rejection

of critical historiography or the emancipatory powers of the historical imagination.....an

assertion of a dererministic spatialism or a hegemonic new form of critical thinking" but

rather ··an attempt to restore the ontological trialectics of sociaJity-historicality-spatiality"

(ibid.). The spatialization of bistory is not merely the addition of a few good spatial

metaphors or maps. an "add space and stir" approach, il insists upon "the interplay of

spatiality and hisloricality" in which the two are "co-equaJ modes ofrepresentation, empirical

inquiry. and (social) theorization'" (ibid.•172). Sojaemphasizes time and again, panicularly

through a review of Hayden White's review of The Production of Space. that there is a

··subtJe hegemony of critical historiography and historicism even within the spatial

disciplines" (ibid.• 182). and caUs for the empowerment of the spatial through a decentring

of the historical imagination.
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In bis essayy ·'Genre Trouble,Y' Jon McKenzie

links the origins of liminality in performance

studies to concepts of cultural liminality as

aniculated by Victor Turner and Richard

Schechner. outlining the ways in which

performance studies, as a field. is constructed

•

•

according to what McKenzie tenns a "liminal-norm' (1998). Liminality, writes McKenzie,

·'has been a crucial concept for theorizing the politics of performance" in a variety of ways:

as an embodied activitY•performance as liminality ""transgresses. resists or challenges social

structures"; as a mode for self-articulation as an interdisciplinary and inter-cultural field. the

liminal character of performance shows it to he resistant to "the normative forces of

institutionalization" (McKenzie, 218-219). Liminality, which has served to define

performance as a field of study, is, according to McKenzie, a paradoxical concept or nonn.

What he terms the "liminal-nonn' "refees to any situation wherein the valorization of

transgression itself becomes nonnative - at which point theorization of such a norm may

become subversive" (ibid.• 219). The "liminal-nonn' cao be twisted. restated. as the

'paradox of performance'; that is, performance theory as starting from and engaging with a

paradox, a paradox in which one of its primary researcb objects - embodied activity - at once

transgresses social nonns while in its theorization of transgressivity, becomes nonnal or

normative. What 1 am articulating as the ~paradox of performance' is expanded upon by

McKenzie in bis application of Judith Butler's work on perfonnativity (1990, 1993. 1997)
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in arder ta resituate the borders of performance in relation to its liminal-nonn. McKenzie

elaborates a liminal norm, which he initiallydermes following Turnerand Schechner as """in

hetween" timeslspaces in which social norms are broken apart, tumed upside down, and

played withY' to include. following Butler on the performative, a version of the normative:

'''a dominant and punitive fonn of power, one that bath generates and constrains human

subjects" ( 1998. 220). The liminal-nonn is no longer merely the resistant. transgressive or

marginal - characteristics often used to define. following McKenzie. performativity in

performance studies. Dyapplying Butler's genealogy ofgender and sexuality, in which "'she

theorizes both the transgressivity and the normativity ofperformative genres" (ibid.• 221 

original emphasis) to performance studies. its borderlines, based in a liminal-norm arising

from the work of Tumer and Schecbner, cao he redrawn (ibid., 223).

McKenzie cbaracterizes Butler's reworking of liminality, and its ultimate contribution to

performance studies, by the following: '''liminality cao he theorized not only in tenns of a

timelspace anti-structural play, but also in tenns ofa time/space ofstructural normalization'"

(McKenzie.. 223). Butler shows these (wo aspects of performative liminality succinctly

tbrough her example of 'the transvestite on the stage' and 'the transvestite on the street'

( 1997. 410-4(1). In the case of the former, Butler points to the act of cross-dressing as a

theatrical and imaginary performance which allows the viewer, given the act' s temporal and

spatial ·boundedness". to maintain a sense of (gendered social) reality. This is liminality as

the 'suspended performance' of social norms in lime and space. In the case of the latter, the

act of drag may become a threat
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because there are no theatrical conventions to delimit the purely imaginative
character of the act ... the act is not contrasted with the real (ie. as in the case
of the "theatricar transvestite - my insertion). but constitutes (original
emphasis) a reality that is in some sense new <my empbasis). a modality of
gender that cannot readily he assimilated ioto the preexisting categories tbat
regulate gender reality (ibid... 411).

Herein lies the 'paradox" ofPerformance's ·liminal-norm·: the "structural normalization' to

which McKenzie refees is in effect the rePetitive performances which constitute. in Butler's

view.. social reality - performances which Butler articulates as compulsory and regulatory.

Performance"s "liminal-nonn' is therefore ·paradoxically· constituted becausc in its

performative recitation it is a normalization of the socially subversive or transgressive. as

weil as in its performative citation, where. following Butler. the liminal character of

performance is significantly and culturally normative through regulated processes of

repetition. The application of Butler's work on gender and sexuality to liminality in

performance challenges the ··io-between'· of performative relationality by, following

McKenzie....theorizing performance as both normative and transgressive [in order to)

construct a theory of performativity as the citation ofsocial gender nonns" (1998.. 226-227).

An ·mide" and an 6·outside'9 to bodily materializadon

1propose that Butler·s ""materialization" of the body/sex. a reaniculation of the sexlgender

distinction. disrupts the dichotomous categories ofthe ""inside" and the ....outside.. wbich have

conventionally defined ""sociar and 04naturar' reality. u1timately to reaniculate the

constitution of material reality. If ""sex" and the "body" have. in earlier theorisations of
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them. been associated with an ....outside·· (ie. the ....natural." bio-physical reality). and ""gender"

with an ""inside" (ie. the ""social:· and ·"cultural"). how might these be conceptualized so that

the ....insideu in not purely a ""textualu or linguistic structure by which '''naturaln entities "ouf·

in the material world are written over and imbued with (social) meaning. As Butler

aniculates it in Bodies IOOt maner: On the discursive limits of ..sex. .. ""the social construction

of the natura! presupposes the cancellation of the natural by the social" ( 1993. 5). ""NatureU

or ""the outside:· like '''sex'' in the ""sexlgender distinction" upon which it is modelled. is

somehow prior to .."the social" or cultural and "tacitly' feminine.S What ifanything. as Butler

asks. remains of ""sex·· if "'sexu
....is replaced by the social meanings it takes on'· and is thus.

from what Butler terms '''a materialist point ofview" fully '''desubstantiatedn in the realization

of ·"gender"(ibid.); that is, what if anything remains of the ··outside'· if replaced by an

·"inside.·· Donna Haraway. similarly. states the problem in the following way:

For example. "sex" as an object ofbiological knowledge apPears regularly in
the guise of biological determinism. threatening the fragile space for social
constructionism and critical theory, with their attendant possibilities for
active and transformative intervention. called into being by feminist concepts
of gender as socially, historically, and semiotically positioned difference.
And yet. to lose authoritative biological accounts of sex. which set up
productive tensions with its binary pair, gender. seems to he to Jose too much;
it seems to be to lose not just analytic power witbin a particular Western
tradition, but the body itself as anything but a blank page for social
inscriptions, including those of biological discourse. The same problem of
10ss attends a radical "reduction' of the objects of physics or of any other
sciences to the ephemera of discursive production and social construction
(1991. 197).

ln this section. l ""read'" the problematic of "'inside/outside" from the perspective of the

ln this regard. Butler asks -is sex to gender as feminine is ta masculine'! (1993. 4).
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··sexlgender distinctionY

• in which Buùer first views the latter distinction in tenns of its

relationship to various forros of constructivism, then proposes a ··materializationn and

resubstantiation of ··sex:" ··Sex,n in my reading of it.. no longer refers to the purely

··biological.... here. but. as an activation of the category of the ··outside." is at once akin to the

··body" in the sense that it ··framesyYY or is a ·1iameworkn for subjectivity (Grosz (994). Or

following Haraway, on the bodyy ··sex" is an agent:

The bodyythe object ofbiological discourseyitselfbecomes a most engaging
being [... ] When female ·sex Y bas been so thoroughly re-theorized and
visualized that it emerges as practically indistinguishable from ·mind',
something basic has happened to the categories ofbiology [...} the ·body' is
an agent, not a resource (1991. 199-200 - original emphasis).

··Sex" here is a liminalizing force which reworks the ··sexlgender distinction'" as well as the

categories of ··inside·· and ··outsiden which has the potential to ioclude human and oon-

human bodies (eg. animais. cyborgs, etc.) and objects. The categories of ··inside'"r"outside.··

··sexlgender" do not however disappear but become strategically useful as objects of

research. knowledge and points from which to delineate new views of the world and our

places in it.

'Radical' . ·moderate' and 'structural' constructivist positions

Buùer begins her discussion of the ··sexlgender distinction'" in relation to ··radicallinguistic

constructivism." Viewed from this position. the problem of the insideloutside distinction"

like that of ·"sexlgendery•• -Worsens'·. because the outside.. as prior to the inside•.•[...] will

itself be a postulaiiùn.. a construction.. offered within language. as that which is prior to
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language, prior to construction" (1993, S). The outside as positioned prior to its construction

as the inside ••[...) will. by virtue ofbeing posited, hecome the effect ofthat very positing, the

construction of construction" (ibid.). SOt if the inside is the social construction of the

outside, and the ooly means of accessing the outside is through tbis construction, not only

is outside absorbed by the inside, but the outside ubecomes something like a fiction, perhaps

a fantasy. retroactively installed al a pre-linguistic site to which there is no direct access"

(ibid.). Perhaps.. as Butlernotesconcemingusex". ifthe··outside" disappears altogetherdoes

tbis mean that ""[...] it is a fiction over and against what is true [...) a fantasy over and against

what is reality?" (ibid.• 6). Or. do. as Butler asks conceming ""sex". the oppositions of the

··outside"/fiction. the ··outside"/fantasy, need to he rethought in order to enact a rethinking

of "'constructivism"?

The ··radical constructivist position", according to Butler. produces two sets of theoretical

premises that at once refute and confinn "'its own enterprise":

1) constnlctivism which Ucannot take account of [the outside1as the site or
surface on whicb il acts ... ends up presuming [the outside] as the
unconstructed. and so concedes the limits of lingujstic constructivism..
inadvertently circumscribing tbat which remains unaccountable witbin the
terms of the construction;' and

2) if. to the contrary, ..'[the outside) is a contrived premise, a fiction. then [the
inside] does not presume a[o] [inside] which it acts upon. bUI rather, [the
inside] produces the misnomer of a prediscursive [the outside], and the
meaning of construction becomes that of linguistic monism. whereby
everything is ooly and always language" (ibid... 6 - my substitutions).

The uradical constructivist position" is as Butler puts il.. an ··exasperating" one in that. as
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indicated clearly in point 2).....everything is only and always languagen
( 1993.6). This sort

ofconstructivism. or linguistic idealism. is troublesome because il is as if the constructivists

behind tbis sort oftheory refute "the reality ofbodies [bence the "outsideU
]. the relevance of

science. the a1leged facts of birtb. aging. illness and deathu (ibid.• 10 - my insertion). The

reduction ofconstructivism to '''llnguistic monism.u that is. where everything is determined

or generated by linguistic construction. elicits questions ofthe ·"body'·: ifeverything is about

discourse. what happens to the ·"body",? Agency in this version of constructivism a1so

assumes what Butler terms a ··godIikeU quality because construction "·not only causes but

composes everything which is its objectU (ibid.• 6). In this view ofconstruction. objects are

created. or brought into being. through their construction. a process which al once Dames and

determines them. The question ofconstruction. then. in its variety of forros. has much to do

wilh questions of agency. If in its most radical fomtS. objects [i.e. the ·"bodt· or ··natureU

]

are somehow ""divinely" created. then "'construction operates deterministically [...) making

a mockery of human agency'· (ibid.• 7).

The "moderate' or "anti-constructivist' critic. according to Butler. concedes that some part

of ""sex" [or ""outsidenl is viewed as constructed (1993. II - original emphasis and my

insertion). The theoretical task here is to delineate between which pans of ....sexU or '''the

outsideu are constructed and which are not; tbat is. "·to explain how il is that [the ··outsideU
]

cornes iD parts whose differentiation is not a matterofconstruction" (ibid. - my substitution).

The problem in attempting to delineate the construeted from the non-constructed is that .."the

·.unconstructedU becomes bounded once again through a signifying practice. and the very
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boundary which is meant to protect sorne pan of [the ··outside'·] from the taint of

constructivism is now defined" (ibid. - my substitution). Both sides of tms debate

conceming the ·degree' of construction inevitably reverts to practices of signification. the

demarcation and delimitation of that ··to which we then ··refer," such that our ··references"

always presuppose - and often conceal- tms prior delinùtation" (ibid.). That is.. in referring

to extra-discursive objects.. be they sexual or natural.. they will already have been delimited

as the extra-discursive. The delimitation of the extra-discursive.. according to Butler, is

··formed by the very discourse from which it seeks to free itself"(ibid.). Any delimitation of

an extra-discursive will at (east irnplicitly demarcate the contours ofour object of reference.

This demarcation.. or Umarking off will have sorne normative force. and indeed sorne

violence, for it can construct only through erasing; it cao hound a thing only through

enforcing a certain criterion, a principle of selectivity'" (ibid.). [will retum below to the

notion of ··normative force", articulated elsewhere by Butler as ··regulatory norms"as it is

implicated in Butler's rnaterialization of ··sex.'..

ln addition to delineating what "parts'" ofusex" and ··outside'" might be constructed.. moderate

constructivist positions presuppose.. where agency is concemed. that if ··gender:' or the

··inside," is constructed. there must he a constructing 'subject' (and a subject constructing

that subject). This position assumes that a) consttuctivism presupposes ··a voluntarist subject

who makes it gender through an instrumental action.." and b) that constnictivism is

understood as ··a kind of manipulable artifice [...] that oot ooly presupposes a subject.. but

rehabilitates precisely the voluotarist subject of humanism that coostructivism has.. on
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occasion. sought to put into question" (1993. 7). Butler asks the following questions in this

regard:

[f gender [or the '~inside"] is a construction. must there he an ··r· or a "'we"
who enacts or performs that construction? How cao tbere he an activity. a
constructing. without presupposing an agent who precedes and perfonns that
activity? How would we account for the motivation and direction of
construction without such a subject? (ibid. - my insertion)

Butler proposes to view the above line ofquestioning in a different light. She asserts that if

gender is constructed. it is not by subjects who stand temporally or spatiaUy prior to the

construction of gender. because il is through the process of gendering itself mat speaking

subjects. as individuals or as groups, come into being. Constructing subjects are neither prior

nor subsequent to the process ofconstruction by which they are gendered; subjects are rather

··subjected to gender. but subjectivated by gender;' emerging "ooly within and as the matrix

ofgender relations themselves" (1993. 7 - original emphasis). For Butler. the production of

the subject within and as a "gendered matrix of relations" does not, as she writes '~pre-empt

the agency of the subject" or do away with the subject, but rather as a process or activity, the

activitYof gendering "is the matrix through which ail willing fml becomes possible, its

enabling cultural condition'" (ibid.) What Butler identifies as a 'matrix of gender relations'

is itselfnot absolute; that is. there is no single nor deterministic way in which il produces the

subjecl. for to tbink of il as such is to retain/reverse the ·•..matrix,. in the subject-position with

a grammatical formulation," in much the same way that '~Discourseconstructs the subjecto
,

(ibid.) The ·~matrix"cao therefore not simply construct the subject nor does a subject simply

construct the ·~matrix.··
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ln a third and final version ofconstnictivism to be presented here. its structuralist defenders•

according to Butler. wouldclaim that there are structures - "Discourse,n uPower:' "Culture" -

that construct the subject '~here these tenns occupy the grammatical site of the subject after

the "human" has heen dislodged from its place" (1993,9). This view is faulty. writes Butler,

because "the grammatical or metaphysical place of the subject is retained"; that is. such a

view continues to he infonned by a notion of a willfuI and initiating subject represented by

a personified "social:- "language" or "discourse." Constructivism is in this view, according

to Butler, a kind of detenninism because it is an act (Le. it happens one time) rather than

activity. implying "the evacuation or displacement of human agency·· (ibid.). This view of

constructivism. as 'structure' (Le. 'discourse', .power· or 'culture') informing the

'construction' of a 'subject' who acts to construcl, in a geographical example of il. 'the

landscape', has heen, is in my estimation, the prevalent. although unacknowledged..

constructiviSI position in the discipline of geography. According to Butler. the notion of a

'personified' power is in effect a misreading of Foucault:

... if power is misconstnled as a grammatical and metaphysical subject. and
if that metaphysical site within humanist discourse has heen the privileged
site of the human. then power appears to have displaced the human as the
origin of activity (ibid.).

Butler then asserts that Foucault's view of power.. rather than as a personification which

constructs or effects ·subjects.' be construed '''as the disruption and subversion of this

grammar and metaphysics of the subject" (1993, 9). 'Power' neither constructs nor forms

'subjects·. a formation in which 'power' would appear to 'oct.· nor are subjects - as

bodies/selves - themselves "constructions: uConstruction;· according to Butler, '''is neitber
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a subject nor its act, but a process of reiteration by which bath "subjectsn and "actsn come

to appear al all (...) there is no power that acts. but only a reiterated acting that is power in

its persistence and instability" (ibid.)

'Materializing' "sex"/the '·oulside"

In a movement to reframe Butler, whose theorization works to ·materialize' the category of

·'sex." 1 will suggest that she conceptually ·liminalizes' the "inside" and the outside" as it

relates to constructivism. Althougb not explicitly. McKenzie, as outlined above. refers to one

aspect of the process of liminalization, when he refers to "Butler's troubling of liminal

norms" in perfonnance studies through the theorization ofperfonnance as both normative

and transgressive (1998. 226). That is, if what Butler proposes in place of the versions of

constructivism outlined above. is a (re)tum to ''the notion of matter" not as a site or surface

or essential material but as "'a process of materialization," a process of power in which the

material is effected. then she both ·deconstructs' the category of .matter' as conventionally

defined (and in so doing transgresses it) and restores a nonnative dimension to (cultural)

performances of the "sexed" body, opening up (Western) theory and culture, thraugh the

'translation' or 'liminal-making' of these 'signs·. to the articulation of 'newness'. to

reinterpret and reappropriate Bhabha. Or, phrased otherwise, Butler tums to "pillage the

Logos for its useful remainsn (1993, ix), invest(igat)ing its limen in order to establisb the

borderlines from which to begjn to re-articulate the sexlgender distinction.

What does Butler mean when sbe speaks of a "materialization of sex"? Butler argues tbat
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notions of constructivis~as described above. which have ·"for the most part circulated in

feminist theory.19 do not serve to understand the materiality of the body and the ways in

which bodies are produced within the ··constraints of highly gendered regulatory scbemasn

(1993. xi). What she is endeavouring to explicate. or at least extricate. is that zone of

materialization. in and through which ·"sex'· as a '''material·· category whicb is already

··gendered," already ··constructed," is forciblyproduced. '·Sex.n as a material category, is not

conceptualized here as a '·site or surface, but as a process ofmaterialization that stabilizes

over time to produce the effect of boundary. fuity. and surface we caU maner (ibid.• 9 

original emphasis):· She proposes that this materialization he thought of in relation to

regulatory power in the Foucauldian sense - "sex" as a ··regulatory ideal" which is compelled

through regulated practices of power - a consideration that refonnulates the sexlgender

problematic as ··through what regulatory norms is sex itself materialized?" rather than one

in which gender is "constituted as and through a cenain interpretation of sex·· (ibid.• 10).

·"Construction'· as fonnulated by Butler is not something which subjects ··don but is rather

a ·"temporal process which operales through the iteration of norms" (ibid.); ·"sex" has been

produced as '"natura''' (and ·"the outside") through the reiteration and sedimentation of these

norrns through time. The reiteration ofsuch norms not ooly serves to sediment. ·naturalize·

and stabilize '''sex'·; normative reiteration produces "gaps'· and ....fissures.. whicb appear as

the result of the "constitutive iostabilities in such constructions'· (ibid.). These ....gaps.. and

··fissures·· are themselves that which exceeds the normative. they are ·..the deconstituting

possibility in the very process of rePetition, the power that undoes the very effects by which

....sex.. is stabilized, the possibility to put the consolidation of the norms of ....sex.. ioto a
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potentially productive crisis99 (ibid.).

To ·exceed' the boundaries of"sex" is to suggest that the "sexed" subject is 'extra-normally'

as well as 'normally constituted'. "The [sexed ] subject is constituted through the force of

exclusion and abjection, one which produces a constitutive outside to the subject, an abjected

outside, which is. after alI, "inside" the [sexed] subject as its own foundiog repudiatioo"

(Butler 1993,3 - my insenions). That is to say, in Butler's view of the 'nonnal constitution'

of the sexed subject, the sexed subject emerges through identification with the assumed

nonns of '·sex." the outside of which is an 'abject' zone of life (Le. as 'unlivable' or

·uninhabitable'). Because this "zone of uninhabitability" constitutes the "defining limit of

the subject's domain," it becomes the site agaiost which, and because of which, the subject

defines itself. Discourse in this is the "means by which the heterosexual imPerative enables

cenain sexed identifications and forecloses and/or disavows other identifications" (ibid.).

The regulation of identification, which is central ta the materialization of a given sex,

proceeds through the continued disavowal of the abjected domain of which any given sexed

subject is not fully in control. To 'exceed' the boundaries of "sex" is doubly signified for

il is ta venture, in my reading, into the 'extra-normal' as a means of challenging the social

norms which define both the 'normal' and the abjected 'extra-normal'.

To exemplify the 'normal' and 'extra-normal' constitution ofthe sexed subject, Butler refers

to "medical interpellation" which shifts the infant from an "if" to a "sbe"or a "he" after its

binh, and in so naming, "the girl is "girled [...) brought ioto the domain of language and
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kinship through the interpellation of gender'~ (1993~ 7). What Butler refers to as the

·~ounding interpellation" of the girl is repeated throughout time ·'by various authorities";

this reiteration will serve either to reinforce or to contest what is a "naturalized effectn
: ·'the

naming [of the girl] is al once the setting of a boundary, and also the repeated inculcation of

a norm" (ibid., 8). These kinds of interpel1ations~according to Butler. infonn an entire ·"field

of discourse and power that orchestrates, delimits and sustains that which qualifies as ·'the

human'"~ (ibid.). Butler funher asserts that because "the construction of gender operates

through exclusionary means," it does not suffice to claim that human subjects are merely

constructed because what is a "differential operation" - the production of"the more or less

··human," the inhuman, the humanly unthinkable." those excluded sites which '''bound the

·"human" as its constitutive outside - at once produces the "human" through the very

forec1osures. erasures and exclusions which are denied cultural aniculation (ibid.) These

·other tban human·. or abjected sites perpetua11y disrupt the boundaries of the human, and

in so doing initiate the possibility of its re-articulation. To inquire ioto the foreclosures.

erasures and exclusions by which the human subject is bounded is therefore constitutive

rather than ontological because there cao be no "outside" to discourse: ··it is that which can

only be thought - when it can - in relation to that discourse~ at and as its most tenuous

borders" (ibid.). The equation of ·'everything is discursively constructed," according to

Butler, belongs therefore to the discursive or linguistic monism described above, the kind of

constructivism ..that refuses the constitutive force ofexclusion, erasure, violent foreclosure~

abjection and its disruptive return within the very terms of discursive legitimacy" (ibid.).
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Interobjectivity

The term ·interobjectivity' designates a third dynamic mode ofa (feminist) third space. The

··objective" as it is used here focusses on the ··objective" visual technological phenomena

which are encountered daily, and which work. as articulated by Vivian Sobchack. to

'''transfonn us as subjects" (1994, 93 - original emphasis). ln a contingent sense of

··objective:· as ··objects" of feminist research and knowledge, photographs. the specific

··objects" ofvisual technology underexamination. are viewed here as active and productive.

rather than, as aniculated by Peggy Phelan. as inherently passive and superficial (1993).

Accounts of the photographic object according to the latter view, and quoting Haraway.

would

seem to he either appropriations of a fixed and detennined world reduced to
resource for the instrumentalist projects of destructive Western societies. or
they cao he seen as masks for interests. usually dominating interests ( 1991,
197).

lnstead. ··as a site of exchange between subjects. the site of joining between subjects and

objects'· (Jones 1998, 236). the photographlan object is a locus where ··intersubjectivity

reverses into (...) interobjectivity and vice versa" (Sobchack in ibid.). The photograph. in an

interobjective view of it. is a site of artistic production where visuality is activated in ways

which are unforeseen or unknown at the time of its production. and is. as with other

technologies. never merely ·"used" or ··instrumental":

photographic technology is ·"always also ··incorporated'· and ·"lived" by the
human beings who engage it within a structure of meanings and metaphors
in which subject-object relations are cooperative. co-constitutive. dYQamic
and reversible (Sobcback. 85).
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Sobchack's phenomenologically-derived view of the relations between technological

··objects," here photographie objects, and human subjects, deviates substantially from Teresa

de Lauretis' '~echnologyofgender' (1987) where subjective representation, is ideologically

Uabsorbed." This allocates the female subject's spbere of action to the "outside," that is. in

one sense of the ··outside." to the margins.

Rather than to [hink of gender as sexual difference. de Lauretis proposes to examine il in

lerms of a ··technology of gender," which is the ··product of various social techniques. such

as cinema, and of institutionalized discourses, epistemologies. and critical practices, as weil

as practices of daily life" ( 1987. 1). In ber theory of a 'technology of gender' , de Lauretis is

concerned to elaborate upon .aits differential solicitation of male and female subjects" (ibid.)

with regard to visual representation. De Lauretis' notion ofa '~echnology ofgende~'arises

from Foucault who describes a "technologyofsex" as a set oftechniques for maximizing life

which hegemonic "classes" have developed and deployed since the 1700s in order to ensure

their survival. in particular through the surveillance of individuals. families and institutions

with regards to the matter of"sex." ln this context. techniques which elaborate<d) discourses

around the figure of the sexualized female body are of importance and relevance here,

because as de Lauretis articulates it, ..the sexualization of the female body has indeed been

both a favourite figure or object ofknowledge in the discourses of Medical science. religion.

•
6 [n shifting ber focus from a "echnalogy of sex" ta a "technolagy of gender." de Lauretis does nol in

any way stipulate mal "sex" is a bialogical basis of an acculturared "geoder:' but ralher tbal
Foucault"s ~hnologyofsex did nol take ioto accounl its differential solicitationofmale and female
subjects [...1ignoring me conflieting investmeots of men and wornen in the discourses and practices
of sexuality" thus precluding the consideration of geoder (1987. 3).
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art. literature. popular culture. and so onn (1987. 13). She writes that feminist theory has

been interested to develop ~~both an account and a critique ofthe psycho-social. aesthetic and

philosophical discourses that underlie the representation of the female body as the primary

site of sexuality and visual pleasuren (ibid.). De Lauretis describes cinema as a Utechnology

ofgender" in this contexte In addition to analysing, for example, cinematic conventions, i.e.

as ··techniques" or ·~codes" that might construct women as "representations\ through

examination of ·~the cinematic apparatus" as a social technology, de Lauretis is particularly

concemed to consider bath '~how the representation of gender is constructed by the given

technology" and '~how il becomes absorbed subjectively by each individual whom that

technology addresses" (ibid.).

To assert that ··gender is the representation of a relation [... l the product and process of its

representation" (1987. 4) as does de Lauretis is already to assert that gender is ··always

already" through a .gendered matrix of relations'; that 1S. subjects are subjectivated by

gendered from birth through the matrix of gender relations which precedes their physical

existence. De Lauretis' focus on representation and the technology of gender show these.

reading these through Butler. to he normativizing forces, sorne of the ~highly gendered

regulatory schemas' through whicb ··sex'· continues to he materialized. De Lauretis. for

example. rethinks Althusser's version of ideology such that ·"gender is a primary instance of

ideology"; following Butler. what de Lauretis aniculates as the "ideology of heterosexism

as a technology of gender' is an important instance (of power) through which the gendered

subject (as a relation of gender) is sedimented and "naturalized' through time. Reading
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through Butler' s version of sexual normativity and what [ term above as sexual ~extra

normativity', male sexuality, in de Lauretis' version of it. is a primary reguJatory force ofthe

technologies of gender. Male sexuality - Luce lrigaray's hom(m)osexual - is the norm

through which '~sex" has been, and continues to be materialized. ln the sense that Butler is

using it. to "exceed' the boundaries of sex is not in its fust instance 'transgressive'; it is as

well 'normative' in that it is the abjected outside by which subjects are constituted. The

abjected outside, in my reading of it. is female sexuality as conventionally defined. Thus.

it is through the various technologies ofgender that representations of this (gendered) norm

are. and continue to be. constructed.

While there are limitations to a consideration of "interobjectivity" separately from

"intersubjectivity" with which the fonner is in relation. a notion of interobjectivity links

embodied subjects to visual technologies phenomenologically. First. interobjective views

of technology go beyond a consideration of 'how the representation ofgender is constructed

by a given technology' to a considerationofhow objective encounters with technology serves

to derme the "panicularized" body/self - the coinage here is Jones' (1998) - especially in

contingent relation to others and the world. Sobchack elaborates this difference of ways of

viewing how we are infonned by technologies of representation in terms ofmicroperception

- ..the specifie material conditions by which they latently engage our senses at the bodily

level" and macroperception - ~~through their explicit representational function by which

they engage our senses textually al the hermeneutic lever' (1994, 85-86). According to

Sobchack, most theorists of technologies of representation. and here [ would include de
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Lauretis, have focussed on macroperceptual analysis, ....abstraetn accounts ofthe technological

construction of subjectivity based most aften in psychoanalytic and neo-Marxian analysis

which Sobchack, given the fallure of these accounts to deal with '1he technologically

constructed temporality and spatiality that ground subjectivity in a sensible and sense-making

body" categorizes as '''not microperceptual enough" (ibid., 86). According to Sobchack.

We cannot reflect upon and analyse either technologies or texts without
having. at sorne point, engaged them immediately - that is. through our
perceptive sensorium. through the materiality (or immanentmediation) ofour
own bodies [..) The perceiving and sensing body is always aIso a lived-body
- immersed in and making social meaning as weil as physical sense (ibid. 
original emphasis).

Thus, if de Lauretis' "echnologies of gender' permits us to understand, on a

macroperceptuallevel. that 'gender is a primary ideology' (ie. male sexuality as a regulatory

force in the case of gender>, it is on a microperceptuallevel that living bodies experience,

make meaning and are engendered. 80th bodies and technologies of representation are here

"objective"; while technologies ofrepresentation work to .'objectify" and subjectivate bodies,

bodies, as agents, in tum "objectify" technologies of representatioD in a reversible relation

in which the body/self is both a subject and an object. Jones notes that "we are enworlded

via the envelopment of our bodies in space, the touch ofour hands on a keyboard. the stroke

of our gaze on the video screenn (1998. 239). Not ooly does this suggest a greater sense of

engagement with the world through technological objects. but that objective boundaries, as

suggested by the reversibility of subjects and objects, "do not." as articulated by Haraway,

"pre-exist as such (... ) Their boundaries materialize in social interaction" (1991, 200-201 -

original emphasis).
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Comments on 'tbird space'"

From a feminist perspective concerned with the creation of "new' cultural expression related

to visuality, subjectivity and space, Soja's Thirdspace is weak on manyaccounts. If the

reader attempts to develop Soja's thirdspace funher, as an expression ofa trialectical relation

"beyond' (meta) the dualisms of modernism, how cao this relation he contextualized given

the "anything goes' of the metaphorical 'aleph'? While Soja daims to privilege 'radical

postmodemist perspectives' , bis thirdspace is primarily an ontological construction, based

in a (modernist) universalist framework provided by Lefebvre's spatial tbeory. As numerous

theorists have argued. subjective and spatial knowledge is always 'situated', but this would

appear as an impossibility in the case of an "all-encompassing' thirdspace which does not

appear to have any particular limits, boundaries or borders by which to provide

epistemological or materiallocation. If thirdspace is indeed another tyPe of 'spacing' , what

other tyPes of social or representational subjects might he associated with such an

'undifferentiated' space? If a 'third space' is, at its most basic, to he conceived of as a

cultural limen or threshold of social change (itself always at least partially spatially

constituted), then the resultofSoja's spatial 'melting pot' is not a 'surprise' or ·that moment

of interrupting something' in the creation of sometbing new, butjust a ·trialectial stirring'

of Sociality, History and Space as tbeyare already known rather than a contextualization of

subjects, abjects and specifie cultural practices.

Both Pile and Law successfully aniculate liminal zones or 'spaces' in which subjects are

neither centrally nor marginally located nor bounded by dualistic eategorizations. Pile and
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Law~ through reworkings of Bhabh~ attempt to "dislodge~ "identity' from stabilized or

binarized positions~ showing these to never fully he one or the other. BOth Pile and Law

show a liminal third space to he in sorne manner "transgressive~: ofsocial or representational

norms~ of identities, ofculture as conventionally defined. The "difference' between Pile and

Law in their articulations of other geometries of knowledge is each's relation to power,

resistance and consciousness. Although an awareness of the son of "third space' or

"interstitiality~as aniculated by Pile and Law has informed geographical social and cultural

scholarship, if not explicitly than implicitly, during much of the 199Os, it has. however,

through its use as a mode of "transgressingt core geographic concepts such as space, place

and landscape, become something of a "norm' through its recitation of "the politics of

resistance and inclusion/exclusion'. The theorization of various politics and activities of

resistance might therefore he characterized as one of geography's epistemological "1iminal

norms' • for as Pile and Law theorize these. transgressive socio-spatial norms hecome,

through their theorization, disciplinary norms.

While 1do not propose that the notion of a "third space' 1endeavour to articulate somehow

"supplements" Bhabha's or that it is in itself a ·"theory" of cultural location. Bhabha's work

is useful as a unique starting point to thinking about bow ""cultures" transfonnlare

transformed.. and the place of subjectivity and space within this transformation. If Bhabha

proposed that cultural ""newness" or location occurs through the fluid epistemololgies of

negotiation.. translation~ and hybridity~ 1suggest that socio-culturalliminality is based in a

perfonnative~ material and interobjectivedynamic. Rose's majorcritiques ofBbabha's work
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(1995a) provide useful starting points to a comparison of the dyoamics of a feminist third

space and Bhabha's. It aIso serves to justify the continued reworking of notions of "third

space'.

Rose categorizes the shortcomings of Bhabha's theory of the location ofculture as fourfold,

aIthough the fmt ofthese - ·'a lack ofdifference between colonialism and post-eolonialism"

- underpins Rose' s other critiques (1995, 372). Bhabha elides the coloniallpost-eolonial in

ways that sometimes configure tbis as the colonial. other times as the post-colonial. For

example. if 'the coloniar is that which 'writes over' the 'post-colonial', following POst

structural constructivism. then Bhabha fails to acknowledge 'post-colonial' difference. and

·to weaken the critical POssibilities of third space' (ibid.• 371). [f in analogy the 'colonial'

is likened to gender in its constructivist readings, colonialism cannot just subvert itselfaway

as Bhabha appears to suggest, but like gender is a persistent regulatory schema., albeit

differentially. That is. in his articulation of a third space in the context of Western 'theory'

and 'culture' Bhabhaappears to disavow the role of the colonial in its historical orcontextual

relation to the post-eolonial. Unlike Bhabha's act ofcultural translation, 'materialization'

alJows other cultural moments to emerge, but, it does not negate origjnary or original

moments - the shifting boundaries of which 1suggest would he impossible in any case to

delineate - but rather keeps these categories to retain their creative possibilities, [f, in

analogy, the ·colonial' is viewed as a constraining reguJatory schema, forcing the production

of 'post-coloniaJ' materiality, a "third space' is not that which is always aJready there, a

passage or space facilitating the two, but arises through the creative, if tense, possibilities of
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materializatioD. Here the positions of coloniallpost-colonial are ambivalent to the point of

individual and ··hybrid" collapse. On the one hand. the colonial works to erase the

distinctiveness or even the existence of the post-colonial through its discursive dominance.

On the other band. the post-colonial ··translation" of the colonial text appears so

incommensurable with Western epistemology and discourse tbat the former appears both

without history and context - a free-floating signifier. While Bbabha emphasizes that

cultural liminality is ··constituted in relation to tbat otberness internal to their own [ie. any

given ··culture's'·] symbol-forming activity" (1990, 210 - my insertion). this occurs, in

another meaning of translation, through a mimicking of the colonial in order to subven it.7

Through materialization, however, the post-colonial. or the post-colonial subject. would not

merely ··mimic" but would emerge through identification with. and repetition of colonial

norms as weil as through that zone of uninhabitability against and because ofwbich the post

colonial may be defined. [suggest. in a reworking of translation as materialization. that tbis

interpretation of ·internaI otherness' - as both colonial norm and abject self-identification

- might more aptly characterize the traces which serve to constitute the meaning ofculture·s

liminality.

If a reworking of .translation' through "materialization' serves to demonstrate the

fundamentally different and non-collapsable qualities of, for example, the colonial and the

post-colonial. a performative view of the power/POlitics suggests that. as noted by Rose,

7
Is ·~lation" to the post-colonial here the way that "masquerade" is to feminism?
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these cannot he viewed as ·'the inherent fallures of signifying systems" (1995, 372). The

version of third space proposed here refuses the conflation of discourse and theory with the

political as a 'misperformance' of textual (as linguistic) norms. Because "cultures" perform

according to a liminal-nonn, "in terms ofa timelspace anti-stnlctural play, but also in tenns

of a time/space of structural normalization" (McKenzie, 223), "third space' cannot, in my

proposai of its constitution, he reduced to a space ofenunciation which ultimately causes its

own demise through continuai processes ofdisplacement and the failure ofpolitics/ofpower,

in particular as they occurtextuaIly. "Power" or"politics" is enacted in a feminist derivation

of third space through visual technologies of representation which are viewed here as

constitutive of sociality rather than as "exterior" to it.

1 suggested in the introduction to this section that Bhabha, in bis theorization of a 'third

space'. as Rose has argued, "remains resolutelydisembodied" (1995,372), and that Bhabha

appears neither to address questions ofmaterial or embodied reality in his location of culture

nor to address questions specifically related to technologies of representation. While the

'third-spacing' activities Bhabha proposes occur primarily through texts, 1 suggest that a

teminist 'third space' serves to activate bodies as weIl as other 'objects' through visual

technologies of representation. 1propose. therefore. in what follows. ways of approaching

a feminist third space based in intersubjective and interobjective relations of photographie

looking which May serve to emphasize the corporeal in ·third space' .
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• PartU A FEMlNlST AND CORPOREAL SUBJECT FOR
PHOTOGRAPmC PRACTICE

•

•

In spite of a rapprochement during the second half of the L990s to the ~body' by scholars

within the discipline of geography. the corpus continues to he understood~ in most accounts

of it. in terms of Us objectivity or instrumentality. rather than. as described by Elizabeth

Grosz. as a framework for understanding diffeIent subjectivities no longer eonceived of in

terms ofa dualistic "mindlbody· logic ( 1994). The corpus as object ensures the continuation

of relations of looking within the discipline of geography in which ~Iandscape· and its

"spaces· are approached from perspectives which embrace what photographie historian

Amelia Jones has termed the ~projective gaze· (1997). The geographical tendency to

approach the corpus as an object of a "projective gaze· has not only perpetuated the gendered

dualisms that would distinguish a separate consciousness. or rational "mind·. from an

essentialized "body' •and the association ofessentialized "others' with Landseape, but bas also

discouraged different relations of looking in geographical studies of visual culture. [ftrSt

outline photographic relations of looking. as seen through the feminist art photographie

praetices ofCindy Sherman. following Jones· model ofthe "projective eye·. l then exemplify

an instance of the "gaze'. an instance of the projective eye. in the context of Peggy Phelan's

feminist and Lacanian reading ofSherman's practice. Drawing on Gillian Rose. who refers

to Sherman·s work in the context of intersubjective relations of looking in the constitution

of subjectivity and spaee. [ retum to Jones who theorizes "the eye as something other than

projective' through a consideration ofCindy Sherman·s most reeent photographie praetiee.

[t is the possibility ofan eye turned "otherwise· which opens a pathway to new discourses of
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visuality,landseape and spaee within feminist geographie sludies and within the history of

pholography.

A feminist model for the 'projective eye'
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Amelia Jones, theorist of contemporary art and historian of photography, provides a useful

mode1 in Trac:ing the Subject with Cindy Sherman (1997) from which to begin to view

contemporary feminist approaehes to photographie practice, in particular those where

producing and viewing subjeets are marked as femate. Jones' objective, in a consideration

ofCindy Shermao's "pietures," as 1read it. is to show how the viewers of "post-1960 body-

oriented [anistic) praetices" have increasingly moved from viewing photographie

"performances" from within the "space" allotted them by the "projective gaze" to spaces

round on bath "sides" of the camera. This mode of viewing cao serve to reconceptualize

viewer-panicipantlartist relations and the social and spatial contexts in which each are

embedded. In contrast to Jones' 'intersubjective' methodology is Peggy Phelan's Lacanian

approach to Sherman's practiee which she elaborates upon in Developing the negative:

Mapplethorpe. Schor and Sherman (1993). Phelan's discussion of Sherman's practiee does

not move beyond the purview of the projective eye and its interpretation in tenns of a Itmale
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gaze" and "feminist masquerade." Although bath theorists ultimately indicate the need for

a photographie "supplement" in order to make pictures mean - an ethies of the visual in the

case of Phelan. and as elaborated further by Jones in Body ArtlPerforming the Subjecr

(1998). a bodily supplement - Phelan's approach disallows viewerly identification by

reducing the body marked as female to its superficial interpretation as 'feminine'. While this

interpretation may reconfinn the limitations of the categories of the 'feminine' and the

photographic as Phelan presents them. a Lacanian approach deDies. following Haraway on

the 'persistance of vision'. "the 'activation' of the previously passive categories ofobjects of

knowledge" (1991. 199) which is in this case female subjectivity in artistic production and

reception. [t also deDies subjective practices of visualization which would reinforce the

contingent quality of all seeing-based materiality. Jones' model of the projective eye is [mt

useful in the eontextualization of the role of the "eye" in women's photographie practiee 

its production and reception - since the 1960s. and secondly. as a point of depanure to the

beginnings ofa fonnulation in Pan mofa corporeal approach to contemporary "landscape"

photography in which research subjects are intersubjectively 'de-objectified'. A eorporeal

approach to contemporary "landscape" pbotography is potentially usefulto the theorization

of visuality. embodied subjectivity and spatiality in geographic studies of contemporary

visual culture (cf. Rose 1993. 1995b, 1995c), and in the context of this study. as a

contribution to the further elaboration ofrelations ofulooking" in feminist approaches to the

study of photographs.
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The projective eye: the ·gaze Pp 'masquerade' and 'elsewhere'

The projective eye, as elaborated by Jones and as theorized in panicular by feminist theorists

of visuality such as Laura Mulvey and Griselda Pollock during the 1970s and into the 1980s,

is the violating, penis-like eye which would constitute women/women's bodies as its objects

and as its victims (1997. 34-36). While the effects of the projective eye cannot be

categorized as ·intentional', Jones delineates the victimslrecipients of the projective eye as

reacting in relation to it in the following ways:

1) they intemalize this penis-like eye, construing themselves as passive
effects of its propulsive force;
2) they aggressively enact themselves according to the very rules it bas
established. or
3) they confuse its potentially disempowering effects by throwing the
gaze back on the viewer (...] [which] tums the eye into something other than
projective (ibid.• 35 - original empbasis).

According to Jones, feminism has theorized the projective eye. in version one, in terms of

the male gaze. a gaze which bas conventionally constructed femininity by making ofwoman

the bearer rather than maker ofmeaning, and a signifier, within patriarchal culture, for a male

other. As quoted by Jones above. within the contexl of photographie hislory, "the objecl of

the projective cameraeye al fml knows only bow to perform within the space alloned by this
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• projective gaze" (1997.36). Inmasquerade. version twoofJones' accountofthe projective

camera eye. femininity. as conventionally constructed. is aggressively enacted according to

patriarchal rules. By fla~nting femininity9 the projective camera eye is held at a distance:

womanliness. as mask. can he put on or taken off; as Mary Ann Doane describes it.

the masquerade' s resistance to patriarchal positioning would therefore lie in
its denial of the production of femininity as closeness. as presence-to-itself.
as. precisely imagistic. To masquerade is to manufacture a lack in the fonn
of a certain distance hetween oneself and one's image (1991. 81-82).

•

Although Amelia Jones. in Tracing the

Subject wilh Cindy Sherman (1997).

and Peggy Phelan. in Developing the

negative: Mapplethorpe. Schor and

Sherman (1993). appear to ask simiJar
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•

questions about the photographic/photographed performances of the sexed subject and its

relationship to (seeing) "others." they do so from different theoretical orientations which

result in different constitutional outcomes for the woman subject. Phelan limits her

exploration of the possibilities of Cindy Sherman's practice through the Lacanian-based

model by which she views the photograph and Sherman's "performances." For Phelan9

attempts to locate the "real" Sherman through the photograph fail because the body in and

of itself is an (absolutely) unmarked canvas: uthe visible body, then.like the word. conceals

rather than reveals the real of its Being" just as the disappearance of ber body (through the

use of body props) is the "mise-en-abyme of self-production and reproduction" (1993,69).

Because ail attempts to image the other (body) result in the self-same (body) - that is. the
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Cartesian subject (body) -- in Phelan's reading. viewers must find other (non-visual) ways

of linking ourseIves/our bodies to the world and "to the other within and without our selves"

(ibid.). In Jones' reading. however.

the body. which instantiates the self. is a "modality of reflexivity." posing the
subject in relation ta the other in a reciprocal relationship; through
genderedlsexual performances ofthe body. the subject is situated and situates
herself thrOUgh the other ( 1997. 40).

That is. rather than view the body in relation to an impossible "real." Jones views the subject

as always contingent upon others in its self-eonstitution; that is. as intersubjectively

constituted. The gaze. as reformulated by Jones. is but one mode of intersubjectivity which

worles to bide the contingency ofsubjects "by projecting lack onto the other rather than admit

its own" (1997.40). ln Jones' reading. the intersubjectively constituted post-modem subject

is ambivalent rather than definite in her constitution. her identificatory desires at once

intersubjectively fulfilled and refused.

In a feminist geograpbical approach to the projective eye. Rose proposes a female subject of

feminism in spatialized terms (1995b). Elaborating upon the spatial effects of Jones'

"patriarchal Western imperialist society." Rose notes that spatiality has been linked MOst

securely to subjectivity through what she tenns. following Haraway ( (991) and Trinh ( 1990),

'the master subject' and bis "view of everywhere from nowhere wbich hopes to construct a

transparent space in which the whole world is visible and knowable" (1995b, 335). The

transparent space. a product of the all-seeing and all-knowing master or Canesian subject of

modernism, serves to reproduce bath tbis and other subjectivelspectatorial positions. If the
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objects of the projective camera eye al fllSt only know how to perfonn within the

(transparent) space allotted it by the projective eye, as anïculated by Jones, this kind ofspace

is instrumental to the constitution of subjectivity, because, as Rose notes, "identities are

constituted in part by the kind of space through which they imagine themselves" (ibid.).

Rose sets outto examine just what kinds of spaces the (Western, urban) female subject of

feminism might inhabit - "alternatives to the master subject and bis everyday space" 

through the exploration ofworks by Jenny Holzer, Barbara Kruger and Cindy Sherman (ibid.,

336). Rose locates feminist politicaI struggle within the spaces of the everyday as the

location of subjective constitution; images are prominent in the constitution of subjectivity

because of their proliferation in everyday space (1995b, 336-337). Ferrtininity, according

to Rose, "is constituted not only through the figure [ofwoman] but aIso through her location"

•
Flcure l Unlilled #3, 1977
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Flaun3 Untitled 1163. 1980 Fipre4 Untitled #83. 1980
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•

(ibid., 342 - my insenion). Rose exemplifies this positioning through Cindy Sherman's

Untitled Film Stills where the figure of femininity is, in a number of instances, located in a

variety of domestic locations, such as the kitchen (Untitled #3 - nlUre 1) or the garden

(Untitled #47 - filUre 2), and public locations such as building entrances and courtyards

(Untitled #63 - nlUre 3 and Untitled #83 - ngure 4). Here il is everyday space which

constructs the woman subject as much as her bodily appearance.

Rose suggests, through her discussion of Kruger, Holzer and Sherman. that these anists

'subven' the phallocentrism of everyday space. at least in their eartier works. by "feminist

masquerade't as interpreted in (Wo primary ways. In their critiques of the everyday. which

in the case of HoIzer and Kruger occurs through critique of (the technology ot) mass media.

Rose notes that they and Sherman use "strategies of mimicry [...) to echo and to displace
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hegemanic ways ofseeing and knawing," suggesting as weIl tbat through these strategies the

three artists lIalso engage with the spaces and subject positions ofthe everyday" (1995b, 338).

The strategies of mimicry to which Rose reÎers are synonymous with "feminist masquerade."

Frrst, because their work offers no stable spectatorial viewing positions and no clear subject

of address. subject positions are continually in a process of destabilization (1995b. 344).

This serves bath to confound and disrupt everyday space. This disruption, following Rose,

lOis a refusai ta he assimilated into the figure of Woman and an implicit reminder of the

heterogeneity of the female subject of feminism:' implYing a Itspatiality other thao the

territory of everyday pballocentrism" (ibid.). Rose's interpretation of masquerade follows

lrigaray's notion of feminine mimicry. In Irigaray's view. wornen are neither simply reduced

norreabsorbed within phallocentric discourses, "theyalso remain elsewhere" (ibid. - original

emphasis). Rose links this notion of a subject "elsewbere" with de Lauretis' (1987) notion

of a technological and social ltelsewbere,lt rearticulating uelsewhere" as the possibility of a

different spatiality which cornes with the destabilized subject and the disruption ofeveryday

space through a feminist mimicry. This is a mode of imaginative spatiality outside

masculinist discourses and meaning and thus the space of practice, but is significant as Itan

emptying fracturing the proliferation of stereotyping in everyday space" (ibid.• (45). Rose

suggests a relationship other than feminist masquerade in the more recent works of the three

artists, one in which a movement towards the body is one of Ittendemess.1t and its

"representation Il "provides a space through whicb the constructed and relational qualities of

the female subject of feminism cao he articulated" (ibid., 348).
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According to Rose. in the more recent works of ber three subjects of cboice. they bave

engaged with the bodily in order "to assert a rnaterial dislocation from the interpellations of

the stereotype [of Woman)" (1995b. 348 - my insertion). If. according to Rose. "the body

is represented as a site for imagining the construction of the complex and relational female

subject of feminism." then it follows that bodily practice as site implicates a spatiality which

is Dot equivalent to that of the 'everyday' (ibid.• 349) but ratber a "more intimate space in

wbich to map that feminist female subjectIf (ibid.• 353). For example. in a work entitled

Laments (1989) by Holzer. everyday space is. according to Rose. displaced. a space

"constructed not through voyeurism but through intimacy and care" (ibid.• 350). 10 a 1994

work by Kruger. Rose notes that

the bodily constituted through an intimate space is not a way ofspecifying an
essential identity but rather a sign of the constructed. relational and above all
political (feminist female) subject (ibid.).

Untilled #/77. 1987

•
With regard to Sherman's work from the mid-1980s. the Fairy Tales (1985) and Disasters
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(1986-1989) series" Rose noIes tbal nol only are Shennan's photographs larger in seale than

previously but because they are not panoramie" tbey do not offer the viewer a feeling of

control over bodily images. Citing Untitled #177 (filOre 5). Rose proposes tbat the images

offer up to the gaze" "an attention to the bodily which is a sort of fascination al its

extraordinariness and vulnerability,," invoking "a kind of tendemess for the body" (1995b"

352). These works" aceording to Rose, "articulate the material costs of phailocentrism (and

other oppressions) more directIy. and [that) tbey also offer alternative ways of seeing and

space" (ibid." 353). That is, these works seek to challenge 'everyday space' as it is batb

produced by" and a container for, various technologies of gender. Aceording to Rose"

everyday space currently constitutes a "contradictory relation between the phallocentric

subject and bis Other,," but in an other constitution" this space would constitute a different

subject and different relations between subjects which refuses "stereotyPe in favour of a

cenain bodily detail'· (ibid.• 353-354). This is not to abandon unrepresentable spatialities or

images. but to insist upon the need for "the need for tender forms of intersubjectivity'· in

corporeal practice (ibid.• 353). While Rose motions towards the POssibilities of

intersubjective forms of looking and spaces beyond bodily ·stereotype''O sbe does not elaborate

upon bow these migbt specifically be cODstituted.

Rose's invocation of 'tender forms of intersubjectivity' in visual studies of bodies in

spacelspace as embodiment is one way in which feminists migbt work to reclaim what

Haraway bas articulated as "a much malignedsensorysystem in feminist discourse: "~sion'tn

(1991. 188). A reclamation ofvision involves acknowledging the particularity and embodied
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quality of all vision. and not merely its essentialization as a "male" or "female" fonn of

looking. As artieulated by Catherine Nash.

the simple suggestion that landscape representation is ideologieal. or vision
oppressive. suggests an ahistorical condemnation of the genre. practiee or
media rather than attention to the particular effects of images in specifie and
finely differentiated social contexts. This kind ofcriticism May coUapse the
differenees between different landscape representations and kinds of seeing
(1996. 151).

A disentanglement of ideology from landscape "representation.ft and vision from oppression

is panicularly important in corporally based approaches to "landscapelt because this bas been

largelyeonfigured. in feminist geographical approaches to its study(eg. Rose 1993), in terms

of the female boc.ly. and its practiee bas been conflated with "masculinist" fonns of looking

and epistemologies. and a dynamies ofoppression. In Phelan's articulation ofthe gaze which

follows. and its relation to the photographic and the feminine. the latter are rendered as the

surface effects of locking and de-activated as subjectslobjects of knowledge. Jones'

aniculation of the photographie. from a feminist. phenomenological and post-structuralist

perspective. on the other band. serves to activate the (inter)subject in ber particuJarities and

to indieate visual specifieities on whicb the subject is contingent. This approacb serves to

eomplexify a politics of ftrepresentation" and cultural performance by which images May be

evaluated and put to use.
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• The photographie and the dis-embodied subjecflgaze

Performance theorist Peggy Phelan
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{1993} interprets Sherman's

photographie praetieey from ils

beginnings in the late 1970s through the

early 199Os. as continuing to perform

•

•

within the space allocated by the "gazes." Phelan tums to Sherman's work in order to oulline

how photography constructs female identity as "superficial" (i.e. as "surface") as weU as to

ultimately show that the ontology of the photograph renders it "quintessentially feminine."

Phelan reads ShermanYs works wlùch appear. in their reference to cinematographic work in

the Untitled Film Stills (1977-19S0) 9, and in their reference in more recent work to classical

fine art painters in the History Portraits (1989-1990)y as a simple mimicking of the kinds of

works produced by these practitioners. Phelan writes that Sherman's work attempts to

distance "woman as other" or "lack" from her mirror îmageyman. FoUowing cultural critic

Craig Owens. Phelan notes that Shennan's practicey in her earliest work~ through which

Sherman endeavoured to critique the surface construction of femininity, was unsuccessful

because of its use of the sorts of images of white women wlùch Sherman was attempting to

denounce. Shennan's images of tbese wornen were rea~ according to Phelan. as

stereotypical - "woman as highly sexualizedlt
- and in cases where Sherman Ituglified"

8 A masculinisl -gaze" suppons one mode of masculinily as weil as one mode of viewing. and does
nol support embodied accounts of subjectivily.

9
The various series of Sherman's wode noted here follow Cruz' Woclassification~of Sherman's wode
(1997).
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herself for the camera by her disappearance "into the framed space of violent props" in the

Disasters (1986-1989) series. this too was read. according to Phelan. as 'the abject in the

heautifuJ' (ibid.• 62). Because Sherman "wanted her own work to do something-other than

reproduce the thing she wanted to denounce." one of her next approaches. in the History

Ponrails. was to add body-props to her performances which recreated classical figures.

Rather however than aid the spectator to see "under the surface of the photographic print"

to see the "real" woman or to see femininity "as-something-other than a surface pose. an

endlessly reproductive imitation ofnolbing but surface" (ibid.• 66). Sherman's addition ofthe

prop. according to Phelan. rendered her body invisible because the "body-without-disguise

bec0 mes a vacant. unmarked canvas" (ibid.• 68). once again a blank surface or surface

imitation into which the body has disappeared.

Phelan's discussion of Shennan's work is illustrative of post-structuralist essentialist views

of "woman as lack." Sherman. according to Phelan. can do no other chan "repose" herself

in each of her photograpbs: the "camera itself demands the imitative pose [because) it only

can read. speak. and retlect the surface" (1993. 64). Phelan's fonnulation of photography is

based in the (law of the) Gaze which renders (selO-seeing impossible; the desiring IlEye to

see (once moreljust once), and the Lure which ensures the possibility of joining together.

through the image. the gaze and the eye. This is enacted in the photographic, in the

developed image - the photographic surface or visible portion of the photographic, and in the

negative - the photographic interior. or tbat which remains hidden or invisible. The gaze

seizes the photographic surface - that is, that which presents itself to he seen - but the eye
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remains conscious ofthe negative (beneath the surface image.) The lure. or possibility ofthe

joining of the photographic image and its negative. is encouraged by the photographie

process itself in which the reproduction of the negative produces a surface impression. If

what is left. for ltmethodological" and ultimately. ltpractical" purposes. is the surface as

delineated. then the negative. as unmarked or "not possible to he seen" can have either no or

ooly questionable consequences in the (real) material world. that is for real.live spectators.

Similarly if what is "markedlt is the surface image. where. in Phelan's reading of Sherman.

the spectator is a1ways seeking to see a "real ll and not an "imitation" or 'ldisguisedlt wornan.

then the spectator fails to see even the reflection of "woman" because ttwoman" is either a

"copy" or she is rendered invisible as a "vacant unmarked canvas" without body-props (to

prop her up.) ln Phelanls triad of gaze-eye-lure. the photograph. or "performative record"

(which presents itself to he seen to the gaze) keeps the (eye of the) spectator coming back in

searcb of (Sherman's) real female body.

Both "womanlt and "photograph" are. according to Phelan. ltfounded on the terrain of the

negativelt (1993. 70). Just as the pbotograph whose

development and visibility depend on fùling in and embodying the negative.
the woman is made visible through herembodiment of the not-male [...lit is
the energy needed to fùl in the negative other/wise that sutures both the
photograph and the woman to the ontology of the copy (ibid.• 70).

That is. if "womantt or Itphotograph"

•
not as ,.originals. ft Ultimately,
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therefore. because both uwomanu anduphotograph It are a priori linked to a reproductive body,

ie. woman's reproductive body and the negative respectively. their ontologies are

quintessentially linked in their denial ofa singular U self' or a singular uphoto. 1t We therefore

cannot. Phelan concludes. Itbe rendered within the terms of the visible" ( 1993. 69) as single

subjects with images ofour own. and it is ultimately only through "ethical acceptance of the

failure of the visible" (ibid.) that we can begin to find ways of redefining our relation(s) with

(the) other(s). What this model fails to provide for. however. is the role of intersubjective

rather than essentialist "Iooking" in the constitution ofself and other. and in the constitution

of material ·"reality."

Flaura 6 a 7 Untitled #39. 1979 and Untitled 1156. 1980

The photographie as inter-optical mediator

According to Amelia Jones, a male gaze Mediates Cindy Sherman's early practice. beginning

with the Untitled Film Stills, ofwhich Untitled #39 (rlgUre 6) and Untitled #56 (figure 7)

are examples. In Untitled #39, according to Jones. the gaze produces fernininity within its

conventional structures, that is trapping 'femininity' in its architectural spaces, and engaging
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the viewer through voyeuristic structures equally comfoning as estranging (1997, 39). In

Untitled #56. notes Jones, "Sherman is staged as "mirror" for the viewing subject and her

image collapses into the surface of the print," a surface wtlich absorbs her image, eliding it

with "woman" to produce identity (ibid., 39-40). According to Jones, it is the apparent

presence of 'sherman's' body and the print'slber body's "recalcitrant surface" which

disfavours viewerly identification or projection in Untitled #56. Untitled #39 and Untitled

#56 exemplify performances within the purview ofthe projective camera eye as "male gaze."

Flaure8 Untitled #96. 1981

•

Jones exemplifies Sbennan's usage of feminist masquerade or mimicry through a

presentation of Untitled #96 (ftgure 8) from the Center/otd series (1981) in which Sherman

"mimics the format of magazine pomograpby (...] by smashing berself fiat and pballic, to he

"read" across the open spread (spread legs"?)" (1997,41). Jones personifies Art/orum, the art

magazine in which the image was to, but did no~ appear, as a ""pimp" prostituting an (here

the female body) as commoditytt (ibid.). Not ooly, according to Jones, bas Sherman
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performed herself Itas a f1at-ehested adolescent dressed in 1950s clothing," she clutches a

crumpled piece of paper at her groin, a "blossoming sprout" in contrast to the flatness of ber

body (ibid.). The image's masquerade lies in its 'slavisb subordination' to "the texture of the

photographie medium itself," - that is, Sberman plays with the f1alIless of the pbotograph

and its lack of depth to produce femininity as surface - illustrating once again the eollapse

of image-identity-femininity (ibid.• 42). In a merging of medium and content, the image is

representative of a pornographie eenterfold wbere the crease in Sherman's sk.irtlgroin area

is "the guuer(ofthe magazine)" and "the female body is the slick surface of the photograpbic

image: unauainable and impenetrable" (ibid.) ln this work. aceording to Jones. "Sherman

enacts the gaze's spaces of desire - but in so doing, slows it to a crawl" (ibid.• 41).

Jones suggests. through a re-view ofCindy Sherman's works from the 199Os, beginning with

the History Portraits ( 1989-(990). that there is a movement from a "projective eye" to what

Jones tenns the "hole eye." suggesting another type of viewing subject as weil as, for the sake

of this discussion. another type of spatiality. As opposed to the projective eye. Jones

categorizes the "hale eye" as a "free-falI explosion of dissolved bodies in non-perspectival,

metaphoricallyopen space" (1997.43). SpatialIy, the movement from a "projective" to a

"hole" eye cao be conceived ofas a movement from architeeturally conceived spaces - "[WO

dimensional renderings ofthree-dimensional containers" -to ones, in the case ofSherman's

practice, in which "the field of a desublimatory, horizontal axis [that] erodes the facade of

the vertical" (ibid.). Jones suggests that the "facade" in Sherman's History pictures is the

body, which in phenomenological terms is the self as experienced from without and from
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within (ibid.~ 43-44). Conceived of in sucb a way, Sherman's "Renaissance Man" (Untitled

#213 - figure 9)~ according to Jones~ is different from Shennan's preceding works in a

fundamental way: it "dis-corroborates" the notion that the subject is "extemally defined via

a congealing~ projective eye" (ibid.~ 44). For Jones~ Sberman's practice~ within a trajectory

of feminist art theory and practice stemming from the 19705 and 1980s~ engages with "gaze

theory" as well as witb theories of "images of women/women as image" in which images of

wornen were judged in relation to their "positive" or "negative" ponrayal ofwomen. It is not

only impossible to read Untitled #213 in relation to a "positive" or "negative" ponrayal of

woman~but in its manipulation hereofthe body (as cheaply adomed) within pictoriallportrait

conventions ofvenicality~ it "begins to propose a viewing relation that is engagedratherthan

antagonistic" (ibid. - original empbasis); ie. as not merely the outcome of a "maleU or any

other "gaze:~

FlIUft 9 Untillt!d 11213. 1989
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•

•

Jones' "hole eye" refers to. as the passage above. an intersubjective relationship in whieh

subjects relate reciprocally and are reeiprocally situated. In the case of the History pictures.

spectators are drawn in by the texture of the subject. absorbed. and "like the body/selfof the

depicted subject. the viewer becomes bath fully embodied and fragmented. anifieial" ( 1997.

44). Subjectivities are pietorially dissolved "in relation to each other" (ibid. - original

emphasis). suggesting subjects that are oever whole unto themselves but fonned in relation

to inter-projeeted meaning. The Ithole eye lt as opposed to the "projective eye" whieh only

projects outward. in faet "sucks in"; what this means for the former victims ofthe projective

gaze is that they "now fling tbemselves iulo the hole eye (...) they [...) sPew outward

jubilantly. dissolving in the succulent embrace of the hole (eye)" (ibid.• 45). They are no

longer powerless. and "theyare both dispersed and insistently embodied as well as specifie"

(ibid.). Jones furtber elaborates the "hole eye" with (Wo examples. one from the Disasters

series ( 1986-1989). the other from HorrorandSu"ealïst Pictures (1994-1996). In Untitled
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• #180 (figure 10), Jones notes that the face "sucks in rather than beckons the gaze; it is,

literally, guttered in the centre, rendered as "spread"lhole rather than whole" (1997,44). ln

fiIOns 1% & 13 UnliILed#323. 1995 and Unlitled S3/4F. 1994

•

•

Untilled #175 (figure Il), and unlike Phelan's spectator who, through the lure of the gaze,

must settle for "the abject in the beautiful" rather than a "real" woman, the gaze of this

spectator is consumed by the splattered body/self, "opening up the dialectic of inside and out

that establishes the difference between self and other" (ibid., 45). Most recently, in a retum

to the face, Sberman's "faces" are either "real" and made to look "mask-like" (Untitled #323 

figure 12) or are masks tbat look "out with an uncannily affective gaze" (Untitled #314F

figure 13) (ibid., 47). Not ooly do these faces fdl the entire space of the picture but by

"feeding the voracious bole of our gaze, they also incorporate us in their sbiny (Untitled

#32J) or gooey and rubbery (Untitled #314F) surfaces, which are also depths" (ibid., 47-48).

In the case ofthe black face (Untitled #323), this according to Jones "reverses into concavity,

embracing our gazing visage rather than serving as its object (as the "black face" has long

been forced to do, whomever bas engaged it)" (ibid., 48).
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Jones tums to pbenomenology to develop a dialectically subjective methodology - the "hole

eye lt

- in order to investigate the intersubjective engagements constituting bodies/selves in

the social arena As 1 read it. ber feminist approach, the "hole eye." is a reworking of 

a1though in no way reducible to - Merleau-Ponty's notion of "the intertwining - the tlesb. lI

Jones develops the notion ofa "dissolved" or "dispersed" yet embodied and "particularizedH

subject associated with the "hole eye" funher in a recent work. Body ArtlPerforming the

Subject (1998). 1retum below to the phenomenologically based body/selfof 1990s "body art"

proposed by Jones, as it is of potential significance to a corporeal approacb to contemporary

··landscapett photographie practices. If as Grosz notes. "the body for Merleau-Ponty is the

very condition of our access to and conception of space" ( 1994. 91). then a (third) space, as

"hound into the powerlknowledge relations addressed by the notion of a femaie subject of

feminism" (Rose 1995b, 335) is differentially linked to the body. These understandings cao

serve to elaborate further upon the relations of bodies and ··looking· in feminist theories of

the visual as weU as to propose as a ··post" humanist (inter)subject derived from feminism.

post-structuralism and phenomenology whicb would succeed the universal humanist subject

as theorized in earHer phenomenological approaches to human geographical phenomena

From a projecdve to a medlative 'eye'

[begao this section with an overview ofthe ·projective eye' as seen tbrough various readings

of Cindy Sherman's practice. A model of the "projective eye:' as elaborated by Jones. is

helpful to understanding the development of feminist practices of photographie .olookïngtt

and their critique over the past four decades. In the development of a methodology based in
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feminist and post-structuralist theory and pbenomenology, Jones arrives at a different

(camera) "eye," and in so doing confums the continued imponance of "piClUreS" in our

production as social subjects:

we constitute ourselves as embodied subjects througb technologies of
representation in relation to otherembodied subjects (...) FuUy technologized
through photography we must recognize our participation in the effects of
such seeing ( 1997. 48 - 49).

Jones' ·intersubjective· approach to Sherman's ··pictures" from the last decade or SOt is one

instance of the production of fragmented bodies/selves "that produce an effect of the eye as

hole [... ) where the coherent subject dissolves in engagement with others who are highly

marked in their gendered. sexed. raced and class particularities" (1997. 46). What is of

panicular interest in Jones' approach to Sherman's practice is its decentring of the Cartesian

subject which opens the way for other notions of what might constitute or count for a

"subject" in an age of the "post-human."

A caU for 'forms ofintersubjectivity' in relations of··lookïng," 1suggest.links Rose to Jones.

who in her discussion of the projective eye, proposes a mode of intersubjective viewing she

tenns the ··hole eye." This eye. as elaborated uPOn above in the context of recent ··pictures"

by Cindy Sherman. "tums the eye into something other than projective" (1997. 35). What

Rose indicates but does Dot elaborate upon in ber remaking of relations among 'subjects in

space', is just how these MaY he remade through intersubjective exchange enacted through

anworks. What might Rose's quest for another "spatiality" look like if "seeing" were

intersubjectively remade according to Jones' model of the "baie eye?" If. in the case of the
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face in Untitled #323, this embraces our gazing visages rather than serving as their object•

what kind of spatiality cao this suggest? How might this spatiality be configured in terms of

the everyday spaces of landscape? If as Jones notes~ Shermants use of photographie

technology serves to tum the projective gaze inside out. as weil as to investigate uthe

intersubjective engagements that constitute us as bodies/selves in the social arenatt
( 1997,47),

can use of such technology aIso serve to investigate those engagements that constitute us as

bodies/selves in the (socio)spatial arena?

From a perspective infonned by phenomenological and feminist approaches to the '''body,''

and ··space." Rose' s calI for intersubjective relations of photographie 100king faUs short on

three accounts. First. she appears to suggest the replacement ofthe '''transparenf' space ofthe

Cartesian subject byan "intimate" space ofintersubjecùve ""tendemess" which appears. in my

reading of it. as somehow reflecùve ofher female intersubject of feminism. While this notion

of the subjective appears to border on the essentialist. there remains a larger question related

to how any subject "corresponds" with any space of representation. If "everyday" space is

consùtuted by feminist as well as masculinist and other"'panicularized" fonns ofsubjectivity,

the "everyday" presents itself as a negotiation of these. As suggested by Foucault,

Power is not a zero-sum game. Power is mostly relational; it rarely entaiJs
absolute domination. Even in the most unequal situations of relations of
power, those subjected to power do exercise sorne choices. however limited
(Daner, l7).

[ propose that relational negotiation suggests an aniculation ofeveryday space other than that

proposed by Rose. Secondly, without acloser reading ofthe photographie images inquestion•
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there can he no usefui understanding of how "~e body" actually might serve to reconstitute

space through intersubjective ·'looking." This critique somewhat echoes Nash's quoted

above~ although the emphasis here is on the effects of images in specifie "corporeal' contexts

of looking. Lastly and relatedly. Rose gives the reader no indication of how intersubjective

and corporeally based looking relates to technologies ofrepresentation~and the ways in which

the latter may serve to facilitate embodied looking rather than hinder it. The result is

difficulty in moving beyond "stereotypieal' forms of looking, subjectivities and spatialities,

and an understanding of what role intersubjective relations of contemporary (landscape)

photographie looking might play in the constitution of "third space ~ .
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• Partm WOMEN IN/OUT OF 'FOCUS': DISCOURSES OF THE (LANDSCAPE)
PHOTOGRAPH AND INTERSUBJECTIVE RELATIONS OF LOOKING

•

1build in this part upon relations of "'intersubjective' photographie looking in the context of

landscape photographie discourse. Two texlS, Lindsay Smith's The PoUties of Foeus:

Feminism and Photographie Theory (1992) and Amelia Jones' Body ArtlPerforming the

Subject (1998) which builds uPOn and extends insights from Traeing the Subjeet with Cindy

Sherman (1997), are of interest to this end. Both theorists work to artieulate forms of

visuality based in subjective "difference" or "panicularity" beyond "geometral perspective,"

in the case of Smith (1992), and beyond the "projective camera eye," in the case of Jones

(1997). The projective camera eye, conceived in relation to a "gaze" in Jones (1997), is

aniculated in Smith ( (992) as looking from vantage point (the eye of the subject 100king) to

vanishing point (the look upon an object), also known in photographie theory as "focus" or

"depth of field." "Focus:' as conventionally defined, has been a vehicle for the

(self)projection of lack onto the other which disallows "difference" between self and other.

reinforcing the primordiality of a "eentred" viewing subjeet. This fonn of looking self-

replicates in contemporary critical approaches to photography as "discourses ofsurveillance,

the body and institutions of social control" (Smith, 240) where visuality, partieularly as

related to eritical discussions ofnineteenth-cenrory fonns ofphotographie practice (eg. Tagg

1988; Sekula (986), is totalized as surveillance, eliding discussions of gender. Following

Jones, however, if the "subject is situated and situates berself through the other through

genderedlsexual performances of the body" (1997, 40), the body-as-hinge between the

•
body/self and others, ineluding .6non-human" others,
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conceptualizations of "focus" and its contingent fonDS of visuality. To open a discursive

space for corporeal based viewing is to open here a space for the corporeally based

"landscape" photograph. GeneraJly viewed as a 'theme' rather than a 'genre' in relation to

women's photographie practiee and diseourse (eg. Rosenblum 1994)~ "landseape" continues

within photographie diseourse - even in sorne critieal aceounts of its practice (eg. Wells

1994~ (997) - to be linked bistorieally to fine art traditions of landscape. panieularly

painting~ and to nineteenth-century topographieal photography. ln tbis study, ··landseape'"

photography, as a contemporarycorporeal practiee, is linked todocumentary, to ··landseape'"

subjeets which have conventionally included uland use" and "wildemess:" as weil as to

"body art" as described by Jones (1998). If··landscape'" is corporealized and eorporealizing

through the traces and memories which we have subjectively inscribed on the landseape.. then

the imponanee of ··documentary:· as a practiee whieh documents eorporeal traces. is based

here in an indexical rather than a retlective view of materiality. While this articulation might

serve to "renew" both "documentary'" and hlandseape" as photographie genres. reframing.

perhaps, "body an" in the process~ it also signais a falling away of the [wo photographie

genres in favour of a ')ntermedial" fonn of photography, one which has many historical

points of eontingeney.. ineludiog ··documentary" and ··landscape." The suggestion that

eontemporary ··landscape.... photographie praetiee is a ··corporeally-based-practice-of-the

enworlded-document" opens a new discursive space for photography. A new diseourse of

the (landscape) photograph would emphasize the importance of panieular embodiment in

'~ision"and photographie ·1"ocus:· and the poteotial importanee ofphotographie technology

to Mediate rather than to ··detennine" seeing-b~dmateriality tbrough its documentation.
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Discourses of the (landseape) photograph

Liz Wells (1994. 1997) is one of the few ··criticar writers of photography to address

specifically the thematie oCwomen.landscape and photography' but this is probably because.

as she herself writes. "women bave tended not to work within landscape pbotography as

traditionally definedlt (1994.45 - myempbasis). Although Wells notes that "landscape" is

itself problematic. 'o she just the same bases her discussion of contemporary ··landscapen

photographie practice in modem aesthetic discourse which would genealogieally locate the

'Olandscape photograph·· in the fine ans. "Landscape" has historieally been problematic

within modem photographie discourses: does it belong to the realm of art? To the realm of

technique? Krauss. writing in relation to nineteenth-century topographie photography. notes

that

•

10 ln addition to ooting the problematic character of "Iandscape'" Wells also asserts that wornen have
conventionally not engaged with ideas of land and landscape on the basis of historical factors such
as lack of access to public spaces. or in contemporary terms. due to child-care and safety
considerations which might lioùt women's engagement in out-of-doors practices (1994). While
wornen may not have engaged with "land and landscape" - constituted. according to Wells by "wide
open vistas photographed from a commanding viewpoint" ( 1997. 236 & 1994. 5) - modem criteria
for the ""landscape" photograph - to the degree that men have. wornen have historically engaged in
"outdoor photography." "Landscape" as "outdoor photography:' in wornen's practice in the
nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries cao be categorized as a lheme in modem photographie
discourse. a merne relegated to modem photographic genres such as "documentary:' "recreational"
and "an" photography (Rosenblu~ 1991). In terrns of "documentary." for example. the work of
Edith S. Watson. amongst which is Qu~bec Rural Scene (ca. 1920) depicts fanners on their
homestead. Lady Ottoline Morrell's Cavoning by rhe Pool al Garsington (ca. 1916) depicts nude
"revellers" around her swimming pool. while the wooded scenery depicted by Agnes Warburg in
Winter Woods (ca. 1901), probably in part due to her association wilh the British "Linked Ring"
(ibid.• 97). is genera11y categorized as early "an" phOlOgraphy. To asse~ therefore. as does Wells.
thal wornen have been excluded froma ,olandscape" photographic tradition primarily becauseofa lack
ofaccess to the -(and" or the out-of-doars is nûsleading because the above rnentioned works. amongst
olhers. while photographed "on the land" were never seen as belonging to a "Iandscape" tradition in
modem photographic discourse. While photographs of the "land" or "nature" - '·a western eultural
image-bank of "landscape"" (Garvey. 1992a) based in topographie photography may continue to
inform contemporary (landscape) photography to sorne extent. attempts by Wells (and olhers) to
"root" contemporary landscape practice in this convention is problematic.
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recent scholars ofphotography have decided (ahead oftime) quite a lot. For
one thing, they have concluded that given images are landscapes (rather than
views) and they are thus certain about the discourse these images belong to
and what they are representations of (1985, (42).

Aecording to Krauss~ modem aesthetic discourse increasingly organized itself around the

space of exhibition throughout the nineteenth-eentury. Nineteenth-eentury topographic

photography by photographers such as Timothy D'Sullivan. August Salzmann and Samuel

Boume were invested with the same two-dimensional order (1985). As such~ topographie

photographs - photographs which iDcluded images of spectacular~ unspoiled and rugged

t'nature" - were inducted into the realm of Art as "landscape." Krauss problematises

Q'Sullivan's topographie photography through its uses. indicating that lithographie

reproductions of the "original" work were not meant for gallery presentation. but rather for

stereoscopie viewing and ratherthan landscapes sueh photographs were regarded as "views"

by their produeers (ibid.). View and landscape, according to Krauss~ are part of different

photographic historical discourses: "the view's construction ofspace cannot he assirnilated.

phenomenologically" to the twO-dimensional space which Peter Galassi and other historians

ofphotography have eharacterized as "analytical perspective" (ibid., 141). Modem aesthetic

discourse and its "spaces" have therefore worked to define the nineteenth-eentury

topographic photograph. according to Krauss, as "Iandseape." by using criteria from the fine

arts and the modem museum strueture - in partieular the modem photographie archive - to

evaluate photographie practiee.
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Discourses of the (documentary) photograph aise claim that topographical photographs

belong to a documentary tradition. In these discourses. topographical "landscaPe" was

related to the camera's "ability" to "objectively" document natural and social phenomena as

well as to a modem archivai tradition. From the Photo-Secession (from about 1916). and for

at least a half a century. photographs documenting "naturaI" and "social" reality were no

longer viewed as "automatic records" of reality but rather as the artistic expressions of

individuais. Recently. documentary has been articulated as lia fragile construction in which

reality is but raw material" (Jean and Blache. 12). The contemporary (documentary)

photograph

[... ) no longer meets the standards of the documentary tradition. which
recommends a distancing from the subject being represented. Henceforth.
documentation seems to imply a relationship of sorne son. which means tbat
photographers allow themse1ves to be affected by the individuals they
photograph.. orthat the representations they malee ofthese individuais retlect
their own sense of unease or questioning (ibid.).

While contemporary "1andscapell photography may be loosely characterized as a

corporealized and corporealizing practice which serves to interrogate and instantiate the

subject in relation to other subjects and worldly objects. as 1suggest below.. the documentary

photograph. Most often described as ·1'unctioning" to Ilreveal·t social realities.. like landscape

and as indicated in the above quote. serves to activate bath producing and viewing viewers

in a variety of ways.

Ellen Handy, curator at the International Centre of Photography in New York, writes that..
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"the genre of landscape pbotograpby bas been in a state of uncenainty for the last ten or

fifteen years." because the pictorial subject with whicb 1andseape has been associated in

modernism is not congenial to contemporary photographie and anistic practice (1996, 5).

Handy attributes a tuming away from landscape within contemporary critical theory "to the

themes of the body and the commodity [...] Imagery of the land itself bas sometimes seemed

curiously beside the point al a lime when race. class. and gender" are the agendas ofenquiry

at band (ibid.) Rather than to see representations of landseape as does Handy as a turning

away fromcontemporary critical themes such as "identity" and "the body," these are integral

to contemporary landscape practices. Landscape images, as Handy herself writes, are

"profoundly inscribed with subjectivities" (ibid., 4). Women in particular. writes Beth

Goldberg, "have often interpreted and refigured the landscape [...][as] mirrors ofourselves"

([996, 1 - my insertion). If "landseape" imagery is "profoundly inscribed with

subjectivities," and the body, following Grosz. serves as a framework for subjectivity (1994),

then recent "landscape" photography can he seen to interrogate actively notions of both

subjectivity and of the body as weU as the relationship ofthese to 'Iandscape' and 'space'. A

diversity of 'body-oriented' approaches therefore mark the contemPOrary landscape

photograph. While this diversity MaY serve in a conventional sense to "regenerate" landscape

as a photographic therne or genre (Wells 1997, 239). my interest in approaching the

landscape from a corporeal perspective is rather to open up another space of feminist

discourse on the landscape. Ifas Handy writes ttlandseape photography bas been less marked

than sorne categories of photographie practiee by the cultural shifts of postmodem

feminism." and is as well marlced by a "kind of healthy confusion about [its] directions for
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the future" (1996, 6), it bas nonetheless been an important arena during the 19905 for

women's photographie practice.

Two exhibits held throughout the 1990s exemplify the efforts of wornen photographers to

··remake" the landscape. The first of these is Rephotographing the Land.. shown in 1992

at the Dalhousie University An Gallery. Although the relationship of landscape to gender

is not explicitJy discussed, five of the six pbotogrclphers exhibiting works were women.

This is not to say that there is a particular connection between 'wornen' and the "land'; that

there may be a predominance of women photographers focussing on the landscape at this

lime might however be one result of a new discursive space of landscape meaning. The

essay written for the exhibition catalogue discusses the difficulties in photographing, and

speaking about.. the landscape at all given the "western cultural image-bank of 'Iandscape' ,•

(Garvey 1992) which we have inherited, strongly based in a view of the land as a passive

surface to he '1aken.... whether visually or pbysically. The link between ·~omen, landscape

and photograpby" is made explicit in a second example ofrelated work.. the FalllWinter 1996

edition of the San Francisco based publication Camerawork entitled "Refiguring Nature:

Wornen in the Landscape" based on an exhibition of the same name which ran during

October and November of 1996. This work was devoted to examining "the cornplex

relationship between wornen and the naturallandscape" in order to "break down boundaries

between nature and culture, and suggest renegotiation and reconnection between humans and

the natural world" (n.p.).
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The trajectory of "the body" in (landscape) photography - on the one hand due to the highly

specialized ways of looking and representing associated with landscape and an implicitly

masculine. modemist anistic subject. and on the other a highly critical feminist audience 

has been suppressed. fragmented and divened. Within contemPOrary feminism itself. bodily

oriented landscape practices - in panicular. the production of landscapes by wornen. bodily

experienees in, or perceptions of the landscape - have been oCten been interpreted as "naive

essentialism" - "an untheorized belief in the ontology ofpresence and in an anatomical basis

for gender" (Jones 1998. 23) - and as further serving to reinforce an at least metaphorical

link between "women" and 'tnature." As Beth Goldberg notes. "much of the "goddess" art

of the 1970s, such as Mary Beth Edelson's ritual performances, did reinforce the connectian

between women and natureIl (1996b. Il). Although. as Gloria Orenstein notes. an important

objective of "goddess an" was ta empower wornen tbrough a refiguring of nature/culture

(1988), Barbara Kruger's definitive "we wontt play nature to your culture" may have

forec1osed diverse interpretations ofwomen's pbotographically-initiated investigations ofthe

relationships between the body and natute,landscape and environment from the 1970s. That

is. like the distinctive body art practices of the 19605 and 1970s. other forms of body

oriented artwork such as the photographic landscape cao be included in the critique arising

during the late 1970s and the 1980s by feminist anists and crities such as Mary KeUy because

these body-works were viewed as necessarily reactionary by virtue of their inclusion of the

(most oCten, the anist's) body (Jones 1998, 23). Given therefore the facile connection

between the "female body" and "nature," bodilyoriented laodscape practices mayappear,lik.e

the distinctive body art practices whieh emerged during the 19605 and 19705, as
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"reactionary" and even less 'marked by the cultural sbifts of postnlodem feminism'. If.

however. contemporary (landscape) photography. is read as a "bodily" as well as an

"intersubjective practice" - as corporealized and corporealizing - activating the viewer in

all ber particularities. then "1andscape" is moreover problematised.

Jones distinguishes "body an" from "perfonnance an" on two major accounts (1998. 12-13).

She wishes flfSt to "highlight the position of the body" as the locus of a "dispersed" yet

"embodied" body/self (ie. the body/self in all its marked particularities and identifications)

as weil as the aesthetical and philosophical aspects implicated by the notion of subjectivity

which Jones herself "perfonns" through her text (ibid.• 13). She wishes secondly to

emphasize. through a focus on the body over performance. "on a panicular moment in which

the body emerged into the visual artwork in a panicularly charged and dramatically

sexualized and gendered way" (ibid.). Jones describes the "body an" which emerged during

the 1960s and 1970s as different from "performance art" in that the latter was pan of a

trajectory of "theatricalised production on the pan of a visual artist" reaching back to Dada.

and perfonned in "theatrical. proscenium-basedll settings (1998. 13). The ''body art" in

wrnch she is interested "takes[s] place through an enactment of the anist's body [...] that is

then documented such that it cao he experienced subsequently through photography. ftlm.

video. andlortext" (ibid. - original emphasis). Body an bere may he performed in a variety

of settings. including the theatre and the studio.

While [ am not suggesting that contemporary landscape photographs are pan ofa "body art"
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tradition in an as fonnally identified - although in Jones' work (1998) and elsewbere. Ana

Mendieta's work is included as an instance of contemporary body art practice - there is a

blurring ofboundaries hetween tbis and othercontemporary an practices in which the "body"

as well as "performance" figure centrally. The importance of the body in contemporary

landscape practices has heen motioned to; for example, although Goldberg notes that Itsorne

ofthe richest landscapes being created by wornen photograpbers today involve an immersion

of the physical body into the natura! landscape" (ie. literally. figuratively and

metapborically), she does not elaborate upon the use of the "human figure" in contemporary

landscape practices (1996b. Il). 1wish therefore to appropriate elements ofJones' "body an lt

for the purpose of further elaborating upon. in Pan IV of this work, (corporeal) landscape

photographie practices in the 199Os. for while these will but instantiate "body art" to varying

degrees, theyalways position embodiment centrally.

A rereading of the subjeet of landscape photographie practiees begins therefore with the

body. The non-Canesian subjeet of post-suucturalism is characterized by a non-binary and

de-essentialized relationship between mind and body which has served to infonn modern art

practices during the nineteenth and twentieth-eenturies. Jones' "dispersed subject" of the

1990s can only he seen in relation to other subjects and the social realm:

Orlan and Ranagan both en-gender and aggressively corporealize their
bodies-on-display, pusbing the eroticised body/self to its outer limits,
performing (again. through technologies ofrepresentation) the body as tlesh
of the world. the body as meat. the body as co-constitutive of the self - the
body/self as always alreadyenacted in relation to others. The body is not
"surface" representation to be perfonned with or against the grain of some
core identity nor as pure immanence that can he transeended through thougbt
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or virtual technologies, but rather complex enactment of the mortai, and
ultimately corruptible and finite, self. The body/self is
technophenomenological: fully mediated through the vicissitudes ofbio- and
communications technologies, and Cully engaged with the social (what
Merleau-Ponty would call "enworldedlt

). The body/self is hymenal,
reversible, simultaneously bath subject and object (Jones 1998, 235).

1will suggest that corporeallandscape practices, like Jones' articulation of body art, do not

merely illustrate post-structural "conceptions of the embodiment of the subject and the

decentred self' but rather "enact(s) or perform(s) or instantiate(s) the embodiment and

intenwining of self and other" (1998. 38). The feminist and phenomenological framework

which informs the post-modem subject includes here a relationship with the spatial which

"originates" witb the body and bodily "flesb." In a feminist. post-structural and

phenomenologically-informed view of a differential relationship between the landscape

photograph and bodily-practices-in-space. the post-modem artistic subject enacts her body

in the landscape in ail of its particularities - sexual, ethnic. spatial. This relocation is

grounded in my own particular feminist bel ief in the centrality of the experience of the spatial

in the constitution of embodiment. Whereas conventional (modem) readings of the

landscape have considered it as an expression. or reflection of. an artist's gender and/or of

ber many possible relationships to space. nature and/or the environment. 1 am bere re-

locating the spatial as one of many embodied identifications and desires whicb constitutes

subjective "particularization." Wbereas space is a constitutive theme of geograpbical

discourse, the body. beyond sorne instances of feminist or queer geographical scbolarsbip.

continues to he considered less important to the understanding of subjective identifies. and

bas not been conceived of as spatiaLLy particularized. The effect of the body as spatially
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particular shows this to he integraI bath to the constitution of the self, and to the on-going

exposure of disciplinary dynamics whieh continue to exclude bodies/selves of difference.

Corporeal landseape photography, through whieh 1 view the body/self as spatially

particularized, is therefore one articulation ofthe post-modem subject which has neither heen

considered in geographic nor in landscape photographie discourses.

1 suggest that it is not possible to "reassemblelJ contemporary ··landscape" photographic

practice within a given aesthetic category or discourse constituted by modern art, and that to

do sa wouId he evidence of "the tolerance for a kind of ineoherence" Keauss daims

reassembly produces 0985, 150). A refusal to locate contemporary "landseape" practice

exclusively within a given modern photographie tradition conceives of tbis practice as

subjec! to or contingent upon many categories. sorne of which are extemal to photography

itself. If "photography is protean, taking shape with a variety of understandings, contexts.

and uses. alI ofwhich intenwine and overlap" (Kunard. 25). then it follows that the "history"

of the contemporary (landscape) photograph is 'protean', complexly located in multiple

discourses. A criticai approach to contemporary (landscape) practice sees this as a "hybrid."

or specifically lJintermedial:' rather than "pure" form of cultural practiee in that il is

contingent upon photographie discourses ofthe "document" as weIl as of feminist discourses

of "the body" for its contemporary (intermedial) discursive fonnulation.
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A 'persistenee of vision' and photographie "focus"

'Focus'. writes Lindsay Smith. "is that which confers intelligibility upon objects not in the

same plane. now usually expressed as a distance. and used as a synonym of "depth of field""

(1992. 242). "Depth of field" is. however. a translation from aesthetic discourse where it

appears as geometral perspective. "Focus." as conventionally defmed. has been a vehicle for

the (self)projection of lack onto the other which disallows "difference" between self and

other. reinforcing the primordiality of a "centred" viewing subject. Being "in" focus

therefore reconfmns the sovereignty ofgeometral perspective and centred viewing subjects.

Smith notes that since the Renaissance geometral authority in painting has

been repeatedly perfonned in the oblique constructions of anamorphosis. as
the frequent and continued recourse to the suspended skull of Holbein's
Ambassadors bears witness. sa too in photography attempts to fly the nets
of geometral authority masquerading as retinal authority have been made
continuously. Anamorphosis. the Renaissance fascination with L~e so-called
'right view' viewed 'awry'. is the de-centring visual rupture in the seemingly
snag-free net of geometral optics (ibid., 244).

Re-articulated as a fonn of photographic anamorphosis or de-centring of retinal authority.

(being "out of') "focus" - which bears witness to different scopie regimes - can be linked

10 what Donna Haraway refers to as 'situated knowledges' and 'partial perspective' in feminist

debates on 'objectivity' (1991). Here, "geometral perspective" - as a specifically

disembodied form of viewing based in a centred yet lacking subject and as imposed upon

photographie looking - gives way to what Haraway articulates as an "infmitely mobile

vision" associated with the latest visualizing technologies (eg. Medical and scientific viewing

devices and scanners). Vision, following Haraway. is. however. not "inîmiteU but rather
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embodied and "panial." The problem of photographic "focus" - as related to

embodiedlembodying practices of looking - is thus a (photographic) translation of. or way

into. a problem Haraway aniculates as "objectivity:' or in her feminist tenns. "situated

knowledges." Building on Haraway, 1would like to frrst link differential knowledges further

to ·"focus'· as one fonn ofphotographic anamorphosis which bears witness to different scopie

regimes. and secondly. albeit cursorily. to Useeing" in "third space'.

Vision. writes Haraway. has been a "much maligned sensory system in feminist discourse

[...] the eyes have been used to signify a perverse capacity (...) to distance the knowing

subject (...) in the interests of unfettered power" (1991. (88). The vision/visual technology

associated with this 'perverse capacity' in photography. following Jones. is the "projective

camera eye." Vision is. however. neither infinite nor disembodied. just as subjects are

neither all-knowing nor relegated to leaming simply with the "mind:· Haraway wants "a

feminist writing of the body that metaphorically emphasizes vision again" to find our way

through the Ittricks" mat contemporary technologies of visualization have used to

transfonnlmake uniform "objectivitydebates" (ibid.• (90). "AlI eyes;· according to Haraway.

"are active perceptual systems. building in translations and specifie ways of seeing. that is.

ways of life"; these Ithigbly specific visual possibilities. each with a wonderfully detailed.

active. partial wayoforganizingworlds lt sbould he called into service so that we may"(earn

how to see faithfully from another's point of view. even when the other is our own machine lt

(ibid. - original empbasis). These ways of seeing. foUowing Haraway, are neither relative

("relativism is a way of being [looking] nowhere wbile claiming to be [look] everywhere lt
)
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nor are they totalizing ("single vision") but are rather related to knowledges which are partial•

locatable and critical (ibid.• 191 - my insertions): "situated." It is through (a politics and)

an epistemology of vision which is "situated" and "partial." as opposed to "relative" or

"total," that the "possibility of sustained. rational. objective enquiry rests," writes Haraway

(ibid.). "·Vision:' which is "situated· or "partial', 1 suggest. is decentred, vision ·out-of-

focus,.

"Focus. in the photographic sense." according to Smith "derives from the Latin focus.

meaning 'hearth'" (1992, 242):

the etymology of the tenn incorPQrates the origins of photography in fire
(1ight) [... ) and in the meaning of centeredness, implied in the centring
function ofheanh, and by extension. in the centring function ofphotography
[...] in a now obsolete sense. 'focus' aIso connotes theatre in its meaning of
'the best illuminated part of the stage', and it is not much of shift from this
sense to that of 'the best articulated part of a photographic image' (ibid.).

Smith suggests that there are literai and figurative connections to be made between ""focus"

and ""hearth:' Although Smith's concentration is on a politics offocus in relation to specific

nineteenth-century photographic practices. she suggests that "the cultural and conceptual

possibilities that are opened up by this generative connection of focus to literai and figurative

heanhs would be worthy of exploration in greater detailu (1992. 242). 1 suggest that

connections between the two can he made in the context of "third space' .

As noted by Rose in her discussion of Bhabha. ""the Westem self is constructed tbrough a

sPeCularself imagined as profound. coherent. and transparent" (1995,368). This same space
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space "constructs the extemal world as a transparent territory laid out before that self' (ibid.,

369). If vision is embodied and "panial," that is. no longer linked ta a Canesian self. then

tbis subjecfs "space" - the extemal world or the "outside" - can no longer he eonceived of

as a reflective and transparent territory. If this space cao no longer he characterized as

transparent -like the "'space" of a projective camera eye - what form might it take? The

photographie technique eonventionally associated with being •out-of-focus•. nOD-transparent

space. is "soft Cocus." 1suggest that "soft focus" is one of a number of what Haraway terms

"visual clues" (1991. 193) mediating "vision" in 'third space'. These 'visual clues' are not

limited ta ··soft-focus." [tum in greater detail ta their potential relevance in "vision" through

examination of contemporary (1andscape) photographie practiee in Pan IV. These 'visual

dues' at least metaphorically suggest a remaking of "hearth" as conventionally understood

in feminist theorization of ··home." ··Focus" as 'depth of field' rather than ··heanh:· eehoes

what Luce lrigaray characterizes as the masculine tendency to inhabit. ta make homes for

himself wherever he goes while the feminine "remains witbin the perception of the world

without closing it off or closing off the self' (1993. (41). In a different scopie regime.

however. ta look is to have agency. to remain "within" as weil as "without" the perception

of the world. This is neither the dominant home or heanh making whieh Irigaray identifies

with the masculine, nor is it the cleaving ta the universe or a fonning of the threshold of the

world which she identifies with the feminine (ibid.) which leaves wornen "horneless" or sans

abri. '"Focus" in '"vision" acknowledges '"difference" in "third space' which opens the way

for conceptualizations of "'hearth" where the masculine does not merely ··insen itself' iota

the "feminine" as materia! reality in the sense aniculated by Irigaray.
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A 'politics offocus'

Lindsay Smith tums to nineteenth-century photography, the documentary/ponraitlart

photograph in partieuJar, to disrupt the notion that nineteenth-century photographic practice

is "a foil of stability against which to posit our own twentieth-century 'radical' practice"

(1992, 239}. She writes that

difference in vision needs to he recognized as occurring at photography's
inception [... ] in the nineteenth-century theorization and construction of
multiple photographic practices - such as combination printing - as bath
endorsing and contesting various scopic regimes (ibid., 40-41 ).

The "ghost" of recent criticalltheoretical photographie debate. according to Smith, is its

wholesaJe confirmation of a centred subject in nineteenth-century photographie discourse

(1992, 241). Smith notes, and importantly, that sites of nineteenth-century photographie

contestation were 'written out' of photographic theory when this was detached from, for

example, diseourses of optics and theories of the visuaJ. For Smith, the retrieval of other

photographie histories beeomes apparent througb a comparison ofthe works ofLewis Carroll

with tbat of Julia Margaret Cameron whom Smith deseribes as inseribing "a sexual polities

in a critique and refusai of the brand of perceptuaJ mastery that geometral perspective is

designed to guarantee" (ibid.• 241-242).

Smith's interest. more specifically, is to relate "a politics of gender in photographs and

photographie histories of Cameron and Carroll with a polities of focus, fi the latter of whieh

in the case of Carroll, "mobilizes processes of fetishism" (1992, 256). In the case of the

camera lens. to 'Cocus'. synonymous with "depth of field." is to sbarpen images ofobjects not
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in the same plane; it also "confers intelligibility upon objects in spite oftheir planardisparity

and funher implies centeredness in its signification of 'a centre of activity'" (ibid.• 242).

Photography from its earliest years was made to serve dominant systems of visual

representation, in particular painting. by appearing to reinforce geometral mappings ofspace.

What is preserved in tbis representational model, following Smith, "is that crueial Cartesian

duality of vantage-point and vanishing-point without which the authoritative geometral

threads unravel" (ibid., 243). Her argument is that from its beginnings, photography, rather

than merely reinforce a geometral model of representation, "foregrounded the existence of

multiple scopie regimes and enacted a critique of the ahistorical, 'disembodied' subject

perPetuated by 'Canesian Perspectivalismltl (ibid.• 243-244). This 'foregrounding' oceurred

through a questioning, in this case. of the relationship of agency to focus, as made evident

by a statement made by Julia Margaret Cameron to Sir John Herschel in a letter from 1864:

[1] believe in other than mere conventional topographie photography - map
making and skeleton rendering of feature and forro without that roundness
and fulness of force and feature. that modelling of flesh and limb. which the
foeus 1use only ean give, tho' called and eondemned as 'out offoeus': what
is focus - and who has a right 10 say what locus is the legitimale focus?
(Cameron quoted in Smith. 247-248 - original empbasis).

Cameron contests the authority of focus. as related to geometral perspective. in the discourse

of photography. In conventional photographie dîscourse. Cameron's work is either

condemned for its lack of 'sharpness'. its fallure to he 'tecbnically correct' in so-caUed

photographie terms (especially since it is produced by a woman) or is, from an an historieal

perspective, implicated in a aestbeticization offocus known as 'soft focus'. To link Cameron

to 'soft focus' is however to overlook the role of her work in contesting and critiquing
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geometral visual mastery. Smith notes that it has been through a disruption of the 'Iook'-

whether through Cameron's technique of being 'out of focus' or through the nineteenth-

century technique of combination printing1l
- that the engendering relation of a viewer.

"expressed as a look to a vanishing-point." is disturbed (1992. 147).

Turning to works by Cameron and Carroll. Smith notes that difference is "articulated at the

level ofdepth of field" (1992. 2S 1). AlI of the space in Carroll's pbotographic images serve

to focus on a central 'object'. the bodies of bis '(girl)child-friends'. the bodies of which are

inevitably placed "tlesh up" to a studio wall which (back)grounds the images. 12 According

to Smith. what is disturbing in these photographs is the intrusiveness of the

photographer/Carroll. panicularly evident through the large foreground spaces which

"suggests the encroachment of the point ofview. of the photographer's vantage-point" (ibid.•

253). ForSmith. "the location ofthe figure beyondemptyforeground space itselfsignals that

she has been set up to view in geometral terms" (ibid.). Although in conventional terms.

Carroll successfuUy replicates "the type of visual mastery articulated or exercised by

geometral perspective:' Carroll's use of an "oddly repetitive depth of field [...) culminating

in a captive displayed literally up against a wall. represents a space assumed necessary to

•

Il

12

Smith suggests that ramer man to consider combination printing. for example. as a "foreground to
competing ideological positions and [is) a suuetural anteeedent of radical photo-montage in the
twentieth-cenmry." il is politically overlooked for those theories wbich favour the photograph as an
instrument of surveillance and control. and acsthetically overlooked as a simple artistic technique
0992.241).

What is interesting here. and as pointed out by Smith. is Carroll's use of 'props' ('exotic' costumes.
musical instruments) in the ponrayal ofhis girl subjects which 1read as serving bath ta reilerate bath
feminine "lack" and (a specifie sort of) the "male gaze:' as weil as ta 'dis-figure' and Ibus denigrate
bis young subjects.
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mobilize that geometral binary relation" (ibid.• 253-256). While Smith locates CarroU's

focus in the realm of the fetishistic. she writes that "Cameron effectively denies the

phallocentricism of geometral perspective and rewrites the contingency of depth as her

subject" (ibid., 257). The photographs of her own girl subjects. such as Daisy Bradley and

Annie Philpot (bath ca. (864). are bath 'unfocussed' and the space of the photograph ofeach

is aImost entirely filled by the girls' faces. 13 Cameron not ooly removes the "distance

between vantage-point and vanishing-point," according to Smith, her approach aIso prevents

the look from being blocked or being voyeuristicaIly or fetishisticaIly identified (ibid.).

Cameron's 'out-of-focus' photographic practice implies bath another spatial perspective and

approach to the body/self. Her 'inter-bodily' approach differs from geometral perspective.

in panicular in relation to the bodies of the young girls Carroll photographs. in that the

subject appears in her dignity in the former ratber than her indignation in the latter.

A pbenomenological basis for intersubjective prat:tices of 100king

Maurice Merleau-Ponty·s phenomenology serves to suppon intersubjective and embodied

practices of looking. Merleau-Ponty's main concems can be said to lie in the relationships

between bodies and minds. subjects and abjects and the world around them. The body is bath

an object - not an abject to the mind but an abject for others - and a subject. or the location

from whicb the subject experiences life. The body is therefore the location through which

13 Snùth notes that the "ponrait bas been described as 'unusually modem by virtue of its informa1ity'"
but that this 1nfonnality' must be attributed bath to Cameron's deDiai ofCanesian perspectivalismand
herdisuse ofprops ( 1992. 257). 1would argue mat the equation ofthe denial ofgeornetral perspective
in al lcast sorne nineteenth-century }lhotography serves ta further maIœ evident that wbat Iones terms
"tnetaphorically open space" is not merely a 'post-modem' phenomenon butas atypeof"spacing" was
already nascent in nineteenth-cenmry (modem) photographie praetiees.
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we perceive the world and its objects. and is hence inter-objectively. as weU as inter-

subjectively, defined: the body is ''''sense-bestowing'' and "fonn-giving:' providing a

structure, organization, and ground within wbich objects are to be situated and against which

the body-subject is positioned" (Grosz 1994. 87). The relationship between a subject/body

and other abjects is based in meaning and not pre-fixed or detennined; a bodily meaning is

in this case not inherent to it.

The subject's relationsbip to its 'corporeal schema' or body image is central to its relationship

to space and time which in tum precondition its relationship with objects. It is thraugh the

'body schema' or bodily situation that we are able to grasp space. Space is not in this instance

a series ofhomogenous points. il is rather a relationship between different objectively located

points and an organizing perspective or perception which is given by the body. The

r~lationship between the embodied subject. its objects and its spatial tield is succinctly

articulated by Grosz in the following:

Il is as an embodied subject that the subject occupies a perspective on objects.
Ils perspective represents the position within space where it locates itself. Its
perspective dictates that its modes of access [0 objects are always partial or
fragmentary, interacting with abjects but never grasping or possessing them
in their independent and complete materiality. The object posed before a
subject. a subject engaged with objects. must be a subject situated in space
as the (virtual) point of central organization of perspective. the point which
organizes a manifold iota a field (1994. 90-91).

For Merleau-Ponty. it is not conceptual impositions on space which determine il. but rather

the experience of the body in space and the subject's relationship with bis or her own body

which conditions both bis or ber position in space and bis or her conception ofspace. Space
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is in tbis instance not merely an empty receptacle: "nothing about the "spatialitylt of space

can he theorized without using abjects as its indices" (Grosz 1995.92). There must secondJy

be objects in space in order for representation or perception to occur. Thirdly. these

perceptions or representations do not serve to cbaracterize the "spatiality" of the space of

containment (of objects) but rather the "spatial" characteristics of objects. A subjectts

Itidentity" and corporeal-manipulative abilities arrive therefore from its embodied

perspectival position in space as weIl as its objectification by other subjects (in space).

Moreover. what is interesting here is that these "positions" are neither spatially flXed nor

abstracted:

space does not become comprehensible to the subject by its being the space
of movement; rather. it becomes spaee through movement. and as such. il
aequires specifie propenies from the subject's constitulive functioning in il
(ibid.• - myemphasis).

A notion of "space" as somehow mutable yet material rather than fixed or abstraeted. as weil

as the connection between the subject's "functioning' or bodily performances in it. and

spatial "activation', is crucial to feminist approaches to intersubjective looking based in

"differential vision'.

A bodily knowledge, or tcorporeal scbema' enables subjects to relate practically and

psychically to worldly objects as weil as to the subject's own body. As object, however. a

subject necessarily maintains a different relation to its own body. While the body is what

enables interaction between a subject and worIdly objects, including other subjects - the

access to which must always. in my reading. he partial and fragmented - the subject's access
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to bis or ber own body as object is panial (and fragmented) due to bis or ber limited

perceptual abilities. It is tbrough tbis partial image of the self that the subject acquires and

gains access to bis or her own corporeal schema and becomes aware of bis or her visibility

in the world.

Merleau-Ponty is interested. in particular through notions of perception and experience. to

'bridge' the gap created by binary dualisD1S. For example. in the case of perception. tbis lies

between body. or 'physiology'. and mind. or 'psychology'. and requires both pans in order to

function. The gap. or 'in-between' ofdualisms "predates and makes possible the binary terms

insofar as it precedes and exceeds them. insofar as it is uncontainable in either term" (Grosz

1994. 94). In relation to experience - the space across body and mind - this can he

understood as linked to mind through consciousness. and to the subject as embodied. In The

Visible and the Invisible (1968). Merleau-Ponty. rearticulates the problem of the distinction

hetween body and mind. and subject and object. through the concept of "the flesh."

The concept of "the flesb" is prior to perception in the sense that it is

the condition of both seeing and being seeo. of touching and heing touched.
and of their iotermingling and possible integration. a commonness in wbich
both subject and object participate. a single "thing" folded back on itse1f (...)
Flesh is the term Merleau-Ponty uses to designate being, not as a plenitude.
self-identity. or substance but as divergence or noncoincidence (Grosz 1994,
95).

Merleau-Ponty is also coocemed to see, for example. the relationsbip between subject and

object. rather man just the 'subject in the object' or vice versa. He explores tbis
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'intermingling' or elementary level ofbeing in particular tbrough consideration of the visible

and the invisible. seer and seen. toucher and touched. Because it is reflexive. the flesh is

fundamentally or immanently reversible. In bis fltSt example and that which by analogy he

bases the relationship between seer and seen. that of toucher and touched. "the subject is

implicated in its abjects and its abjects are at least partially constitutive of the subject"

(Grosz 1994. 100-101) through what Merleau-Ponty calls the "double sensation" of the

touching of the touch. That is. in touching my left hand with my right. the left is made an

object. but because it feels itself being toucbed. the left is also the subject as weil as the

object of the louch. Seer and seen. visibility and vision are conditioned by the same

principles of the "double sensation": to see or to have vision is to have a body that is seen

or visible. This principle ofvisibility which conditions the vision of the seer applies as weil

to "inanimate" objects; in Merleau-Ponty's example. the trees "see" the painter as the paioter

"sees" them (1968, 167). This relationship is however not reciprocal in an interpersonal but

rather inter-objective sense. and has more to do with the seer's mode of material existence

and relationship to the material world orthe "matter," the "fleshtt that is the trees. The matter

of the flesh is a reminder of the seer's visibility in the world. This implies that the seer and

the seen are neither reducible one to the other nor that they are totally separate. distinct

"identities" but rather that the flesh is

[...) the chiasm linking and separating the one from the other. the "pure
difference" whose play geoerates persans, things and their separations and
unions [...] The subject and the abject are inherently open to each other. for
they are constituted in the one stroke dividing the flesh ioto its various
modalities. They are interlaced one with the other, not extemaUy but througb
their reversibility and exchangeability. their similarity-in-difference and
difference-in-similarity (Grosz 1994. 103).
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The production and reception ofAna Mendieta's ·earthworks'

Ana Mendieta. working witbin traditions described as "eanhwork." and "land art"

respectively. is one contemporary artist who has served to redefme contemporary

"landscape" through (the ephemeral) enactments ofthe body/self in the landscapelon the land

which are then ("permanently") documented through photography. Her practice reinforces

the notion that neither the body/self nor the landscape can be known outside of cultural

practices of them. Ifcorporeally oriented landscape photographie practices. characterized

by. amongst other things. the photographie trace, bodily performances which include ritual,

and reiterative narcissistic practices - "devices" which serve, according to Jones, to

constitute "body art" (1998. 21-52) - serve to "produce female bodies/selves that are

particularized in various ways, as they engage specific subjects in a negotiatory and highly

charged project of reading and seeing" (ibid.• 29). then these practices aIso necessitate a

particularized 'reading and seeing' beyond conventional ways of looking at landscape

meanings (Le. the landscape as repository ofa "sublime," as "industrial antidote," as evidence

of a "real" or some other pre-existing construet). If the body/self is both subject and objeet

in the production and reception ofworks ofan. then the art maker and the an Interpreter are

both involved in a process that is at once inter-subjective and reciprocally differential. In

what follows 1compare Jones' reading of Mendieta's work (1998). in whicb the body/self

is both subject and object in the production and reception of ber work. with that of Trena

Novers (1996). Absent from Novers reading of Mendieta's (landscape) practice is any

reference to embodiment, referenees crucial to the understanding of Mendieta's work

speeifically, and contemporary landscape practiees generally.
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In the 1970s and 1980s, Ana Mendieta produced two significant bodies of work, the Siluera

series ( 1973-1980), produced in Iowa and in Mexico, and the Rupestrian Sculptures (1981),

produced in ber native Cuba. In the Sïlueta series, sbe traeed the image of ber body in the

earth, outlining her image with stones or flowers, and eventually gunpowder, searing the

trace of her body ioto the earth. In the caves of Escaleras de Jaruco, outside of Havana,

Mendieta

carved into the earth and stone outlines of female figures based on the
mythological goddesses of the Taino. an indigenous people of the Caribbean
whose culture became extinct centuries ago due to the colonization of the
Americas (Noval, 14).

Ana Mendieta was already familiar with African-Cuban practices of Santeria when she

arrived in the United States from post-revolutionary Cuba as a young teenager. These works

were based in Mendieta's own experiences of Santeria beliefs. including a notion that "the

earth is a "living tbing" from whicb one cao derive personal power," and a particuiar feminist

desire to celebrate women's power through a recuperation of goddess and woman-oriented

culture (Jones 1998, 27). Rather than interpret Mendieta's bodily practices, as does Mary

Kelly. as essentializing a link between her female body as maternai and eanh-womb, or in

psychoanalytic terms. as does Griselda Pollock, "as fetish object for a pleasure-seeking male

gaze." Jones suggests that Mendieta's project encourages the spectator to acknowledge

Mendieta's own particular relationship to the earth wbich cao ooly be known through the

works and through the discourses wbicb contextualize them: "1 know ber particularity ooly

as 1engage with the codes 1experience in the works and tbeir descriptive contexts" (ibid.).

That is, there is no one-to-one or essential correspondence between Mendieta's experiences
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and beliefs and the Itmeanings lt or "effects,t of her work, but ltmeaning lt rather arises in

relation 10 spectalorial engagement with Mendietats panicularized relationsbip to the earth.

the workts codes as experienced by the spectalor and the descriptive context of the work.

This interpretative difference can he read through different interpretative perspectives of

Mendietats work. While Jones writes that .tI experience tbe buming wound [ie. the

photographie trace of ber body baving been in the landscape] that links Mendieta's body to

tbe eartb as the same wound that marks the absence and 10ss of ber body/selr' (ibid. - my

insertion). Trena Noval, in anotber interpretation of Mendieta's practice, writes tbat

Her works. made to he epbemeral and now decaYing. pbysically live on in the
pbotograpbs and films Ana produced as proof of ber life. ber resilience of
spirit. and ber testament of persistence. allowing moments ofequilibrium in
both ber life and ours. as we continue to look at ber work and unveil ber story
(1996. 14).

In Novalts reading, Mendieta's photographs are a "repository" of meaning; as a spectator 1am

left unsure which "proofs" allow me to read these as confirming Mendieta's Itresilience of

spirit" or as "testament(s) of persistence." Noval's reading in general, and the statement

quoted specifically above. indicate an impottant problem related to bodily oriented

photographic practices. what Jones characterizes in relation to body art. and wbich 1will

extend to corporeal landscape practices, as Itthe question of the "real tl in relation to the

subjects and objects ofproduction and reception" ( 1998. 33). Ifphenomenology in panicular

"interprets and produces the self as embodied. performative, and intersubjectivetl (Jones

1998. 39), an attention to the intersubjective in landscape photographie production and

reception is integral to. and emphasizes. the ·mediative' mie of the pbotograpb.
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Although referring to her involvement in both Santeria and goddess rituals. Noval's reading

does not motion 10 Mendieta's (primarily absent) body and what this May Mean for

subjectivity and social processes informing it. Weitten in conjunction with Camerawork's

exhibition on "women in the landscape" in which. as aniculated above. women's

photographic endeavours are seen as somehow "refiguring nature." as a readerlspectator. 1

am not left with any idea as to how Mendieta's work might engage a refiguring beyond its

"naturai" reconnection with "woman. t1

[f Noval's essay is somewhat indicative of many

interpretative readings of landscape photographic practices. this reading is limited by vinue

of its bodily "absence"; that is. neither the landscape nor nature can he refigured past

conventional definitions due to a failure 10 implicate the body in this refiguration. The

bodily trace of Mendieta's performances. of Mendieta's bodily connection to the earth•

documents its absence as a wound on the landscape. In Mendieta's later photographs of her

work. the artist's body is absented and marked in the landscape as a trace rather than an

essentialized. feminine self. The landscape should not however he read as a Mere "foil" to

the anist's own subjective explorations. in the same way that the anist's interventions in the

landscape cannot render this in terms of an essential feminine.

Rather than to consider "body anll
- or. in the context ofcorporeallandscape practices. (the

photographer's) bodily interventions in the landscape - as a direct reflection of the anist's

life experiences~ Jones argues that use of the body in body and performance works (or the

body as enacted through corporeallandscape practices in this study) serves to highlight its

nrepresentational status,t ratherthan to confirm ils oDtological priority (1998.33). According
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to Jones, it is the representational aspects of body and performance work (or corporeal

landscape practices), whicb include its "play within the arena of the symbolic" and its

"dependence on documentation to attain symbolic status within the realm ofculture" whicb

show that it is neither possible to anain self-knowledge through bodily proximity nor that the

body cao ever "be known 'purely' as a totalizable. flesby wbole that rests outside the arena

of the symbolic" (ibid.). That is to say, looking at a pbotograph of an anistic intervention in

the landscape does not ensure a knowledge ofthe pbotographerlhis or her body/selfany more

than a direct experience of the activity in the landscape would.

While body an, according to Jones, tells us that the self is inexorably embodied. the

performance of the body and the spectatorial reception of the performed body shows the

body/self to he insufficient and incoherent (1998. 34). Following Peggy Phelan" Ana

Mendieta's bodily performances, in which her body is enacted as a "trace" in the landscape,

"mark(s) the body itself as 10ss" (1993, (65). Body art, through the perfonnative trace and

according to Jones, Itcao thus he said to tlaunt the body itself as 10ss or lack: that is. as

fundamentally lacking in the self-sufficiency [...) that would guarantee its plenitude as an

unmediated repository ofseltbood" ( 1998, 34). The body is not self-sufficient or meaningful

in itself. The body is a body/self, relying both on Itan authorial context of "signature"" as

well as its receptive context to make it a subject (ibid.). Reading the body through Lacan"

Phelan regards.. as ÏDdicated above through a review ofCindy Sherman's pictures, an 'ethical

failure of the visible' or 'the failure of the body as presence'. Rather than view the body as

only 'lackïng', Jones insists than body art empbasizes wbat. according to Derrida. Western
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metaphysics has sought to bide: the "body as needing its supplemenf'; that is. body art

focusses on and problematises those contexts which serve to make the body 'mean' (ibid.•

35). The contexts which Jones notes as "supplemental" to the body which serve to make it

"mean" include the photograpb. which visibly "proves" the body. and endlessly defers it.

Corporeallandseape practices eeho bodily loss or lack. and the need for its supplements.

Viewing landscape photography within a context of body art as defined by Jones. the

"landseape" (which includes the body "itself·) must therefore. in my reading of it. be

considered as a bodily supplemental which serves to make the "body" Mean. to ensure

subjectivity. Corporeallandscape practices in this sense serve not to confmn the ontology

of the body as presence but to problematise the body's supplementarity. Viewed in such a

manner. Mendieta's photographs cannot "proven a "truth" of Mendieta's earth work

performances any more than they cao Mendieta's life experiences. Rereading Jones. bodily

practices-in-spaee need the landscape photograph to confirm that these have occurred; the

landscape photograph needs bodily-practices-in-space in order to "anchor" ontologically its

indexicality (ibid.• 37). That is. this subject is not simplistically staged in distinct social

environments. but is rather reciprocally structured in relation to others. What this means is

that the body/self must be conceived of. in a Merleau-Pontian based model of it. as both

simultaneously subject and object. seer and seen. Rereading Jones here in relation to the

sexual (herself reading Merleau-Ponty on the sexual nature of the body/subject) "a body is

perceived (and perceives itself through its relationship to others) as spatial through and

through" (1998. 41). That is. subjective spatial panicularization is the result of one's own

subjective experience of the body as weil as, reiterating Merleau-Ponty. a '''chiasmic
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inlenwining of self and other" in which the Ildoubled and crossed siluating of the visible in

the tangible and the tangible in the visible" results in intersubjectively and interobjectively

constituted bodily tlesb and the flesh of the world. The .tflesh" is, in a primary instantiation

of il. a binge or two-sided boundary - a "binge" between nature and culture (Jones 1998. (3)

- between a body/self. other body/selves and the world which is neither reducible to any one

of these nor a compound of the three. It is this reversibility which allows for reciprocal

exchange between bodies/selves, a reversibility which can he extended to the production and

reception ofworks of an. As Jones recounts il. "Mendieta's body lis] made reversible in two

directions: back to its cultural and personal siting, through Santeria and goddess rituals and

forward to our situation, through our embodied experience and conceptual incorporation Il

(ibid., 41). The point here is that any given body/self is constituted by its own spatial

identifications and desires as weIl as the spatial experiences of 'others'. Because the flesb's

reversibility characterizes it "not as a plenitude, self-identity, or substance but as divergence

or noncoincidence" (Grosz 1994, 100), "what is described as flesh is the shimmering of a

differance. the (im)proper belongingness of the subject to the world and the world as the

condition of the subject" (ibid.• 96).
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"vision"
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[ began this section by pointing to sorne

of the discursive elements serving to

define the "landscape" photographe 1

suggested opening a new discursive

space for Iandscape, one that would

acknowledge the role of "bodily"

•

perfonnances, both in the making and in the viewing of hlandscape" photographs. Bodily

performances in the landscape would emphasize the active and differential role(s) of (the)

photographers in (re)making Iandscape pictures and practices. An emphasis on

intersubjective practices of landscape looking through the mediative eye of the camera aIso

serves to situate differentially and constitute bath viewing subjects and the technological

objects and (landscape) spaces of viewing. "Vision" is augmented in this consideration of

relations of looking, enhancing, rather than detraeting from, particularity and difference in

subjeetivity. A Iinking of 'situated' and 'particular' "vision" with photographie "focus," in

which difference in relations of looking has conventiona1ly been denied, pennits another

reading of "focus." "Focus," of which the technique of "soft focus" is one instance, is a

metonym for any number ofphotographie clues by which to access 'third space' and by which

vision is photographically mediated.

As noted by the curator and writer of pbotography, Val Williams, wornen have become
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leading practitioners ofphotography because, amongst other things, women's contemporary

photographic practices have served to break down the 'fundamentalism of fonnalism'. The

three wornen practitioners whose work is presented in Pan IV serve to redefine tflandscapert

photography tbrough" as 1 suggested above, a mixing of artistic and photographic genres

whicb includes "land works," "portrait." and "documentary." ·Mixing' may serve to inform

a greater understanding of how specific "mediatf interact as well as to expand the epistemic

field of the visual in its role in third space.
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The photographic. 1suggest. through its Mediation of""focus.n can provide visual "clues' by

which to approach the "subjects' and "objects' ofthird space. These ·visuar clues. as "sites'

of potential access to "third space', do not, however, ·mean' in themselves but are ratber

activated tbrough intersubjective practices ofartistic production and reception. That is. while

the three photographers - Geneviève Cadieux. Mariene Creates and Sylvie Readman - each

practice with imagery related to women's embodiment in the spatial field. il is the viewer's

own embodied reading in the contexl of the work as weU as artistic ·~est. and ·~isual

cluesn which make these pictures Mean. Common to the artworks discussed is a number of

teehnical photographie manipulations or techniques. ineluding ·superimposition' and the

"close-up'. These "techniques' - traces of photographie intervention - serve to relocate

phenomenologically viewerly ··vision" and thus to disrupt eonventional notions of

photographie ·focus' and a ·politics' and •aesthetics, of geometraJ perspective and the

"projective eye'. A situation of •focus.. along with intersubjective practices of looking

enacted by bodily performances in the landscape, 1suggest, is one way to approach ·other'

conceptions of ·space' associated with a "third space' . including the ·transparent' spaces of

dominant subject positions and the ·opaque' space of ·different scopie regimes'. As a fonn

of "reading and writing' based in embodied vision, the photographic facilitates fonns of

expression in whieh neither art viewer/nor art maker "writes' themselves ·out ofthe picture'.

1suggest that a consideration of photographic practice as, what 1term a corporeally-based

practice-of-the-enworlded-document, oPens a new discursive space for (Iandscape)

photography, and that the photographie practiee ofGeneviève Cadieux, Mariene Creates and
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Sylvie Readman contribute to the elaboration of this discursive spaee.

Disrupting 'locus': Cadieux and Readman

l have suggested that a variety of different "visual dues', associated with different scopie

regimes, may mediate '''vision:' '''Vision:' as photographically mediated. is a '1rUert9 fonn

of vision in tbat it is based in. as aniculated by Haraway. situated knowledges. or in this

study, differential forms of lookiog. These 'visual clues' or photographie techniques - for

example. superimposition orotber photographie imagery made from multiple negatives - fall

ioto the eategory of manipulated images within photographic diseourse. Prior to about 1920.

photographie practitioners '''used multiple negatives to overcome the limitations of

orthochromatie film" (Lister. 284); tbat is, early practitioners resoned by necessity to

"combination printing" because of the camera's limited '''field of vision," or narrow "depth

of field" at the ume. The aim of eombination printing. a 'wilful manipulation which

occurred primarily as a means of controlling technieal weakness' was therefore. according

to Lindsay Smith. to

[...) resolve limitations in focal length by combining and arranging on
different focal plans separate negatives taken al the required focallengths to
guarantee 'sharpness' in an eventual composition. Thus. by extension. the
technique aims to produee and eonfmn a consensus upon ·sharpness'. upon
that condition of being "in' focus as an unhesitant and irrefutable signature
of the photographie medium (1992. 244).

Combination printing, al the "origin' of photographie "naturalism'. aceording to Smith.

shows the photographie surface to be "fragmented' and the photograph as unable to produce

geometral perspective or depth of field due to the fragmented effect of the photographie
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surface: -The "look' of combination photographs, the appearance of their readiness to "fly

apan'" (1992, 246). Combination prints, according to Smith, '''create a radical disjunction

in the direction and the fonction of the look" through fragmentation of the photographic

surface (ibid., 247). Fragmentation, at the 'origins' ofpbotography. serves to problematize

the identification of photograpbs with -'objective" or naturaI views of material reality.

Because combination and other forms ofphotographie manipulation continue to disrupt -"the

look of the viewer from vantage-point to vanishing-poinf' (Smith. 247), Manha RosIer

descrihes the use ofmultiple negatives and photographic manipulation generaUy as resulting

in a truer version of truth:

If we want to caU up more hopeful or positive uses of manipulated images,
we must ehoose images in whieh manipulation is itself apparent, not just as
a fonn of artistic reflexivity but to make a larger point about the truth value
of photographs and the illusionistie elements in the surface of (and even
defmition 00 reality (...) (1991.58).

1 suggest that various photographic techniques used in contemporary photography soHeit

-truer versions of truth· in that they serve to situate ·'vision" as it relates fllSl to artistic

production. An aesthetie as weIl as a tecbnical intervention, photographic ·"Cocus" as

photographie manipulation traces the photographie author or an maker (and tbeir bodily

performances). While an aestheticization of focus may he deliberate on the pan of an

makers, the effects of focus on viewers cannot he described as intentional_ Focus serves bere

as a photographie trace whieh hinges the 'body of the artist' with the 'body of the viewer'

and the ·landscape'. 1 suggest that ·"Cocus" in selected works by Geneviève Cadieux and
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• Sylvie Readman are important points of aceess to these pictures whose meanings are not

immediately evident for viewers of them. Because focus serves not just as a fonn of artistic

retlexivity, '~ocus" may therefore serve to facilitate eonneetion between an maker and art

interpreter through the technospace of photographie representation.

• Figure 14 Blues, 1992

•

Geneviève Cadieux's practice proposes altemative ways of photographieally and

phenomenologieally locating the bodyeulturally. Cadieux's work has most often been

discussed in terms of its relation to cinematie scale - in panicular the cinematic "close-up'

or "blow-up'. Gilles Godmer wrîtes. in relation to Cadieux's work:, ""forjust as cinema refers

indirectly to photography. in Geneviève Cadieux's photograpby we continually bear the

murmur of cinema" (Godmer, 76). A fmt modality of '~sion" arises from the cinematic

technique of "close-up' or "blow-up'. The use of 'close-up\ 1 suggest, serves to disrupt

photographic focus on a physical and perceptuallevel. In Blues (ftgure 14), and in a manner
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which Cadieux repeats in several works, a skin bruise is enlarged. Were it not for the skin

haïr which is with difficulty perceived as such.. the bruise is not obvious either from a

distance orclose-up. According to Gary Sangster, ~~no sense ofthe whole subject-image" cao

be made of the photographie surface of Blues, bowever ·rich· and ·evocative· its surface

(1995, 8). l suggest that it is me respooses elicited at a viscerallevel in Blues that make il

possible for the viewer to begin to go beyond its apparent superficiaI impenetrability.

Cadieux funher confounds the meaning of the enlarged bruise, drawing on its visceral

potential, in Le Corps du Ciel- the "body of the sky." Through a technique which she aIso

uses on numerous occasions, Cadieux places the image of an enlarged, or close-up view, of

a bruise side-by-side with an image of the sky. The two panels in Le Corps du Ciel are

cinematic in proportion. The IWO are them - the sky on the left and the bruise on the right -

Figure 15 Le Corps du Ciel, 1992

are nearly alike in terms ofcolour and composition. Cadieux writes, 44{ am interested by the

dichotomies which hecome apparent when [these] images or objects are placed in tandem.

Strange relationships develop" (Cadieux in Holubïzky, 8).
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Sylvie Readman's practice is generally characterized as investigating photographic

representation itself through an investigation of the relationsbip of the photographic object

to its "referent" in ··reality." In most of the work sbe has produced during the 19905,

Readman explores this relationsbip through use of superimposition which itself results in a

combination print. In Autoportrait à la fenêtre (figure 16), Readman superimposes the

image of a ponion of ber enlarged face onto a view of the City of Montreal. A second

modality of vision is related to Readman's use of superimposition. Through the use of

superimposition.. the photographie surface is fragmented. Fragmentation. like that elicited

by Cadieux. is the outeome of the eombination print. leading not to •incoherence' but to

situated vision. Readman"s use of manipulated imagery reinforces therefore the situated and

differential quality of vision as it is manifested photographieally.

•
Fipre 16 Autoportrait à la fenêtre.. 1993
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1propose to fml situate Autoportrait à la fenêtre as it bas been in two previous discussions

of it. 1suggest that the photographic in these two discussions does not facilitate its potential

as mediative. 1 then propose a reading which focusses on its potential to enact

intersubjective relations of looking through bodily interventions into ·1"ocus.,.

Readman' s Autoportraità lafenêtre was flfSt shown in the context oftwo Montreal exhibits,

and then travelled throughout Canada until 1995. The fust of the two exhibits in Montreal.

entitled Champs d'éclipseslEcliptic Fields. was held at the Montreal Museum of

Contemporary An during Fall 1993. The second showing look place within the context of

a show which look place in Fall 1994 at the Concordia University An Gallery and was

entitled espaces(in)habitables places. A continuing concem to delineate the photographie

in more psychoanalytic or symbolic terms cbaracterizes readings of Autoportrait. In the

exhibition catalogue for espaces(in)habitables places. the exhibit's curator, Karen Antaki.

deseribes Autoportrait à lafenêtre as serving ·"to suggest the distanced and oCten fragmented

nature of an urban existence" (1994, 2). The superimposition of urban skyline and the

attist's gaze inscribes the artistlviewer upon the pictured landscape (ibid., (2). Antaki

describes Autoportrait ~ literally articulating, through photographic superimposition. an

··overlapping, symbiotic relationsbip between private and public space" whicb. in the

photographie blurring ofpubliclprivate, cityscapeJself-portrait, .6eneourages a consideration

of the role individual stories play in the creation of a ·dwelling' place" (ibid.). In another

reading of Autoportrait à la fenêtre. Manon Gosselin tums to the notion of the

cinematographie "suture" in ber reading of it (1994). Sbe suggests that viewers may
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··suture:~ that is~ ··projectn and anach or Usuturen themselves to '·image fields" in the

reception of Autoportraità la fenêtre. In a manner not unlike Geneviève Cadieux·s practiee~

Autoportraità lafenêtre necessitates viewerly participation on a particularlyembodied level;

by coming closer to the image. for example. the "self-POrtraitn recedes. disappears. The

photograph is deseribed as ha scene in which the viewer creates fietionn and as being able

to "extend itself~ to reach out to the othcr~ to the absent viewer. whiJe remaining. nonetheless~

within the realm of its limits" (Gosselin. 34). While touching on aspects of photographie

looking being articulated in tbis study - for example. the suturing of viewers to image fields

which 1interpret as the eontexts of photographic making - Gosselin•s reading is nonetheless

limited by an underlying notion of the photograph as "lackingn rather than as POtentially

··mediative." This disallows a different or fuller reading of Autoportrait à la fenêtre and

serves to reinforee critique of Readman's photographs in the Champs d'éclipses/Ecliplic

Fields series which deseribes it. like other contemporary photographie works. as unable to

present viewers with a means of aceess to it or as failing to present something "newn

photographieally (e.g. Aquin (993). 1 suggest that Autoportrait. although different from

Readman•s earlier landscape practice in its urban rather than pastoral or forested subject

maner. opens itself more apparently. througb its insertion of the face. to questions of

intersubjective looking and '·vision." Rather tban continue to ask questions about landscape

through referenee to ··conventional" landscape. ofwhich Manèges (figure 17) is an example.

landscape in Autoportrait is "'reassessed" in its referenee to portraiture. It is through the

(somewhat literai) insertion ofthe ··POnraitofthe self· as photographie superimPOsition. and

through intersubjeetive practiees of looking. that conventional ways of ··reading'· this
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landscape may he thwarted.

Figure 17 Manèges. 1991

•

Readman writes of Champs d'éclipseslEcIiptic Fields that at the origin ofher project was ""a

desire to initiate a meeting between model, camera and myself' ( 1993 - my translation). She

questions her photographie role(s) as simultaneously part ofthe image as its model or subject

and as its pbotographer:

And on the other side. from the other side of the camera eye, was there Dot
this surprising transformation (which aU representational projects produce)
oftbis model bowever familiar which momentarily appeared otherwise to me
from my observation post (ibid. - my translation).

While Readman describes her use of imposition here as interrogating photographie

temporality through the figure ofeclipse and the nature ofphotographie portraiture. 1a1so see
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ber performative self-imaging and its (superimposed) photographie trace as one in which she

enacts herself in relation to the city. The cityscape.. whose "1"ace" her own momentarily

eclipses.. is a body/selflspace against whicblbecause of which sbe identifieslis identified.

Readman's face.. a means to consider one sort ofbodily performance of the landscape, serves

to reveal berself and respond to the ·landscape' in which sbe situates berself.

Mariene Creates' documentary "vision"

Mariene Creates' practice reflects ber long term interest in the relationship between people

and landscape:

1 am interested in the relationship between human experienee and the
landscape. For Many years 1 worked in remote areas where Most of my
projects and landworks were related to the "naturaI' aspeets of sites. Then 1
beeame interested in what we would calI the "cultural': the people who have
lived closest [0 these places (1995, 52).

From ber eadiest works produced around 1980 in Ire1and, Seotland and Wales, and in

Labrador. Newfoundland and Baffin Island. to more recent work - of which Sur la route

menant le voyageur vers l'Atlantique (1997), produced in Quebec, is an example - Creates'

practice can be characterized by ber own performances on the land. particularly as she

·travels' or "voyages' and ·collects' (primarily ·oatural objects'), and by the corporeal and

photographie marking of ber ·sites". Creates' early ·oon-intrusive" works on the land. in

which. for example.. she arranged sttips of paper 00 standing stones and on the border areas

ofwater and land or made grid-like patterns ofstones on the seashore. has been categorized.
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like that of British artists Hamish Fulton and Richard Long. as ·land art'. Creates· practice

is characterized as "reveallng' as weIl as ·responding' to the surroundings. primarily •nature,

to begin with and increasingly "cultural'. in which she found herself. Susan Gibson Garvey

describes ber "attitude' in this and subsequent practice as remaining consistent:

Rather than imposing ber will upon a situation, she surrenders berself to
whatever is there, acting somewbat like the absorbent white paper in the
earlier years of ber art-making, receiving the imprint of the elements, or the
cadences of stories, recording. like her camera. the detailed particularities of
things themselves (Garvey 1992.6).

Fleure 18 from Sleeping Places, Newfoundland 1982

1 suggest. however, that Creates' apparent "receptiveness' or "responsiveness' are

characteristic orthe acts - such as the "self-ritualizedlritualizing' acts of ·bedding down' in

outdoor places in which cel1ain effects, consistent with "body art' as described by Jones.. are

produced:

[...l if we are to extend the insights of poststructuralist philosophy [...] in a
convincing way, we must at least surface our own implication in such
detenninations. Body an, 1 believe, encourages such a surfacing in its
dispersal and panicularization ofthe subject (as body/self) and openingofthe
an-making and viewing processes to intersubjective desires and
identifications (1998, 30).
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Figure 19 from Sleeping Places. Newfoundland 1982

The twenty-five black and white photographs comprising Sleeping Places. Newfoundland

1982 (Ogures 18" 19), presented most recentJy in 1998 al the Dazibao Gallery in Montreal

as pan of an exhibit entitJed 'The Face -In Search of the Emblematic:' show the imprint of

Creates' body upon the land after rising from a nightJy bedding in the out-of-doors. Creates'

body is absented from these images, she is marked as a trace on the landscape. Rather than

read these bodily performances on the land as somehow relating to a ·feminine' relationship

to ·mothereanh' , Creates' is a particularized relationship to the eanh that is Newfoundland.

Born in Montreal of Newfoundland ancestry, Creates' imprints on the land can be read not

oolyas a ·wound' which links Creates' (absent) body to the earth. but as a wound which

marks the 10ss of Creates body/self as an 'expatriate' Newfoundlander, who, if two

generations removed, attempts to integrate both ber personal and artistic-professionallife on

ancestral territory and thus recuperate and reconcile, in some way, ber own personal bistory

with that of ancestral kin:

My work over these 12 yeats bas been spiralling and spiralling in - from
distant out-of-the-way places and ancient limes wbereby 1became more and
more sensitized to the kind of"landscapen that bad meaning to me, sensitized
to the Celtic and Anglo-Saxon part of me that responds to water and stone•
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to come circling in to the places where my ancestor where hom. My
displacement from ail of that (those landscape, rural culture, nature) has
indeed shaped me and my creativity (artist's statement reproduced in Garvey
1992,33).

Figure 11 Joan Freake née Jewer, excerpt from where my grandmother was born from the
series Places ofPresence, 1989-1991

•

\lftiIe Cleates' practice is often critically described in relation to "place:' in particular to

wbat meIrM a "place" a "place" - for instance, individual and collective memory or

landscape meaning and identity (e.g.. Garvey 1992, Schwanz (997) - works such as where

my grandmorher was bom, from the series Places of Presence: Newfoundland kind and

ancestral land. Newfoundland 1989-/991 of wbicb My memories is an excerpt (ftgure 20),

serve to aniculate Creates' desire to connect in particular with the women ofber family and

the places they formed through living their lives. The desire to connect is further ritualized

through Creates' repetitive use of the '''c1usters'' which constitute each of the three Places of

Presence uassemblages:' hand-drawn memory maps and spoken texts accompanied by
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photographs of Creates' relatives and landmarks to which she was direeted by their stories

(figure 21). Although Creates' is ever-present in this project, her desires for familial

connection eehoed in the ·memory-maps' she asks ber subjects to draw, and in the stories she

asks them to reeount, her body/self is ever absent. The photographie trace in this instance

arises in the intersubjective encounter between Creates and ber subjects, and between these

and reading and viewing subjects ofCreates' practice. This ··ritualized" repetition, like that

of Sleeping Places, and its bodily traees, as articulated by Jones, serves to Hnegotiate the

(female) body/self in its absence/presence" (1998, 29).

Creates' relationship to NewfoundIand is thus particularized through a number of

experiences, including her own experiences of ·megalithic sites' in lretand, Scotland and

Wales (figure 22), itself constituted by notions relating to the ancient rites and rituals of

ancient peoples:

The areat Stone Circles and Standing Stones of antiquily are very powerful.
One bears legends and theories. But you do not solve the mystery, you enter
it. Out there on the moors, my intent was to activate the sites in sorne way 
to malee contact across the millennia. With the paper 1was able to malee a
simple gesture which left no permanent mark yet had a great impact on the
landscape (artist's statement reprodueed in Garvey 1992,9).

•
Fipre21
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Creates marks the site of her own particular body on the land with non-permanent markings

such as paper and her bodily imprint, linking ber to both ancient and contemporary (here,

artistic) forros of rituaI. Traced primarily as tlattened vegetation in the Sleeping Places

series, these markings stand in for Creates' body/self. It is a reading of Creates' particular

body/self. read through her absent yet present body in Sleeping Places and Places of

Presence which 1suggest engages spectators in an (intersubjective) viewing ofher work, and

serves, in a theoretical sense, to explore the effects of subjectivity as a .6body/self' in the

constitution of "space.·'

Unlike Cadieux's and Readman's work. where the relationship between notions ofureality"

and the photographic image are ambiguous, Creates' work appears to document her subjects

in a more or less ·straightfarward' manner. Her use of unmanipulated photographs appears

to reinfarce documentary as it is conventionally conceived, that is, as clear records of 66social

and natural reality," and ta confound the notion of ·focus' that 1 propose. In the sense in

wmch it was first used, ·straight' photography, in contrast to the ·manipulated' photographs

of the Pictorialists. appeared to ·clearly' record 66reality." Joel Eisinger writes that ··straight

photographers favored an open embrace ofphotography's scientific nature and wbat they saw

as its naturaI objectivity'· (1995, 7). ·Straight photography' belongs to a discaurse of

documentary and joumalism. Photographic "focus' in "straight photography' bas been

perceived as serving to present the ·truest' version of "6reality." "Straight' pbotograpby,

according to Martin Lister
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points us to a way of making photographs in which evident artïficey

construction and manipulation are avoided as a matter of principle. Il does
noty and cannoty Mean an unmediatedy uncrafted pbotograph or an image
wbich is not the result of intention and shaping by the photographer ( 1997,
283).

ln the case ofCreates' practice 1suggest that her use of ~unmanipuJated'imagery reinforces

the notion that the photograph is itself a mediating "eye' whicb reaches beyond its surface.

ln drawing spectators in to ber pictures, Creates' work does not suggest a singJey aesthetic

vision, but rather, Mediates the aesthetic and spatial experiences ofviewers through her own

joumeying in Newfoundland and Labrador, on Baffin Island, and in lreland, Scotland and

Wales. As a spectator, [ am drawn into her pictures as it relates to my own body/self as a

Celtic North Americany and as a ·traveller' having spent Many years living on the rocky

Western coast of Norway.

Re-situating the 'site'

When Michel Foucault used the word ·site' in bis essay uOf Other Spaces:y fmt presented

in a lecture in March 1967, its meaning was linked with "places' as they are conventionally

understood - places associated with the private or the public, with the family or with the

social, with leisure or with work (1986). Since Foucaulfs lecture, however, the usage of

·site' bas expanded, most particularly in relation to its usage in cultural studies wbere literary

scholars have endeavoured to look at the ways in which cultural farms work to produce

social relations. In particular, semiotic analyses in cultural studies, in an appropriation from

literary stumes, came to view the objects or ·sites' of ooe's analyses as ·texts' (Turner, 22-
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23). ""Texts" in this instance can he as more than just literary or wrinen texts; as Elizabeth

Grosz writes. ~"texts" are

the products of any kind of discursive practice. whether poetic. literary.
philosophieal. seientific. visual. tactile or performative - that is. any tangible
network of signs that exhibits a '''grammar'' and ··syntax." and fmds its
context or milieu in other texts within a broadly similar sign-system (1995.
Il).

ln the field ofcultural studies. '"texts" have been studied as ~sites' '''for examining the wider

structures that produced them - those of culture itself·; the text. including those fonns

mentioned by Grosz. ""a site where cultural meanings are accessible to us (Turner. 23). The

analysis of "sites' in cultural studies has been aimed most broadly at "~understanding the ways

in whieh power relations are regulated, distributed and deployed within industrial societies"

(ibid.). In this regard eontemporary cultural fonns have been viewed as "sites ofopposition'

and 'sites of resistance' for a range of groups who have wished to open up the possibilities

of creating new sites of meaning and knowledge. This work diseourages the view that the

photographie 'site' , in panicular its 'visual clues' •can be directIy 'read off for their politieal

intention - that is. as sites of 'opposition· or 'resistance·. This work aIso discourages the

view that the body. a 'site' of intersubjective and interobjective exehange. that cao be read

purely in terms of politieal instrumenlality. While readings of Cadieux's. Readman's and

Creates' practice 'originales' with a 'politics of focus'. the clues to whieh are provided by

a number of photographie techniques. teebnical manipulations and other interventions,

photographie 'sites' pass through a number of mediating factors which destabilize the

meanings of them. As "sites' of cultural transformation. they function, like the notion of
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·third space9 proposed here - according to a 'liminal-norm9 in which ....culture9s'9 passage

from one location to another is at once performatively normative and transgressive.
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Conclusion TOWARDS A FEMINIST 'THIRD SPACE': EXPLORATIONS INTO
THE SPACES OF CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION

1 provided in this work a theoretical basis for a notion of ~third space', (a) figuration of

culturalliminality. Within a context of its imponance as a liminal expression ofculture, an

•in-between' which presents a 'third possibility' ofexistence. 1proposed three dynamic modes

of engagement which 1 suggested are integral to the (re)making of a third space from a

feminist perspective. The body, in pre-existing conceptualizations of tbird space. remains

conspicuously absent. My intention bere was to move towards an articulation of a feminist.

phenomenological and post-structural third space whicb is attentive to body matters. To this

end 1 proposed three dynamic modes of engagement in which the bodily figures centrally.

The fmt of these, 'performativity', refers to the normative and transgressive means by which

bodily activities serve to alter "material reality." The second. 'materialization\ refers to

Butler's notion of the 'materialization of "sex'" in whicb she repositions feminism's

"sex/gendertt distinction. 1 suggested that the concept of 'materialization' cao be used to

reframe the "inside" and the "outside" of culture. and 10 activate categories conventionally

considered as passive within Western thought. amongst wbich include "nature:' the

"feminine" and the "body." ThirdJy. and partly in reaction to the prominent position of

literary texts in al least sorne concepts of third space. 1 proposed that the contemporary

problematic of culture is strongly mediated by visual abjects and that visual "objectivity"

serves to constitute subjects as well as to he constituted by the experiences of embodied

subjects.
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A "gaze" has been prominent in foong subjective identities througb technologies of

representation in theory and in practice since the 1960, and l proposed an alternative mode

of viewing contemporary photographic practice based in Jones' model of the projective eye.

This mode ofviewing is specific, however, to individual photographic practices and is based

in intersubjective processes which bave developed since the latter half of the 1980s. An

intersubjective approach shows photographic, and other technologicaUy based imagery. to

continue to be of imponance in our panicular formation as social and spatial subjects. It

is the possibility of fully intersubjective readings of landscape imagery that different

approaches to discourses ofvisuality, landscape and space within feminist geographic studies

and within the history of photography can he written.

1furtherconjoined a notion ofrelations ofintersubjective looking with that ofphotographic

"focus." 1 suggested that a notion of bodily performance thwarts conventional

conceptualizations of "focus" and its contingent fonns ofvisuality (eg. the "gaze"). To open

a discursive space for corporeally based viewing based in non-eonventional forms of·"focus"

is to open a space for the corporeally based "landscape" photograph. "Landseape"

photography, as a contemporary corporeal practiee, is linked in this study to conventional

subjective precedents (eg. "wildemess" and '·land use") as weil as to documentary and body

art practiees. "LandscaPe" in a primary instantiation of it bere is corporealized and

corporealizing through the bodily traees whieh we bave subjectively inscribed on the

landseape, and then "recorded" photographieally. This suggests an "intermedialn fonn of

photographie practice contingent on llWly forms of artistie and photographie practiee.
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"Landseape" photographie praetiees. artieulated here as eorporeally-based-practiees-of-tbe

enworlded document. open a new space for photography. This new discursive space

emphasizes the imponanee of panieular embodiment in "vision" and photographie "focus"

to the reeoneeptualization of space. 1 suggested that "focus" comprises the Many 'visual

dues' provided by the mediating "vision" of the camera eye. clues by which to gain

photographie aceess to 'third spaee'.

llastly eonsidered three modalities of photographie tlfocus." As embodiedlembodying and

material "sites' which make evident. or serves as a visual clue to. cultural ··reality," the

(landscape) photographie image serves as a point of Mediation for the types of "ageney' 

intersubjeetive practices of artistie production and reception - by which to gain access to

"third space' . A number of technical photographie manipulations or techniques, including

'superimposition' and the photographie 'close-up' and 'straight' photography serve to

relocate phenomenologjcally and contextually embodied vision and tbus disrupt

photographic "focus' and the ·pollties' and "aestheties' of geometral perspective and the

·projeetive eye'. The disruption of ·focus·, 1 su~~ested, is one way to approach "other'

conceptualizations of ·space' associated witb a "third space', ineluding the "transparent'

spaces ofdominant subject positions and the "opaque' space of "different others'. As a post

modem fonn of "reading and writing' based in embodied vision, the photographie facilitates

fonns of expression in which the viewer/autbor does not ·write' him or herself ·out of the

pieture'. A consideration of ·"landscape'· photographie practiee as a "corporeally-based

practiee-of-the-enwodded-document" eontributes to a new discursive space forpbotography.
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This feminist approaeh to Ithird space l can tbus he eharacterized by a trialectical relation of

Visuality, Embodied Inter(ob)subjectivity and Space. 'Third spacet refers here to specifie

figurations of "material reality" as it is perceived and constituted by intersubjective

embodiment and interobjeetive "technospace" with whieh subjects actively Înteract in order

to bring about both subjective and technologicaUy objective change.
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